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Add No. 5 

Proinsias De Rossa: Is the Taoiseach saying that he was reported incorrectly 

in that he indicated that neutrality no longer ha~ a validity in the current 

situation and that one had to ask if you were neutral whom you were neutral 

against? Is that an incorrect quotataion on the part of the Taoiseach, and if so, 

would he make a statement in this Hosue to that effect, that neutrality bbill 

has a validity, perhaps an even greater validity in today's world? 

The Taoiseach: I have no hesitation in saying that military neutrality 

is~till a very important stance for any country to adopt. 
,J 

Proinsias De Rossa: In relation to this matter and the matter which will 

be raised in Question No. 6, would the Taoiseach consider the idea of producing 

some kind of a White Paper or discussion document on the question of foreign 

affairs as they affect Ireland at present, in view of the develop~ts that 

are taking place in Europe, so that this House can be involved in a discussion 
,· 

on these matters and so that we tiMMKX can have an input into what is being 

decided by Government in relation to our attitude internationally? 

The Taoiseach: Certainly,ma dicussion in the House on events in 

European and otherwise would be useful but I do not think a White Paper would 

be necessary or efeective because events are moving so quickly. The seene is 

changing by the day and by the time one would have produced a White Paper it 

probably would be out of date. I certainly thinkm we might discuss the question 

of having a debate on the whole subject of developments in Europe some time farily 

soon. 

Proinsias De Rossa: I take the point that events are moving so fast that 

it is difficult enough to keep tabs on what is happening from day to day. N 

Nevertheless, it is important that we have a statement from Government on the 

guiding principles that are forming the attitudes of the State in relation to 

those events. It would be fruitful and profitabl' 

An Ceann Comhairle: Questions ~lease, Deputy De Rossa. 

Proinssas De Rossa: - if a discussion document of some form would be produced 

by Government so that we could have a clear understanding as to what is guiding 

Government decisions at this time. I would urge the Taoiaeach, as well as agreeing to 
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An ceann Comhairle: We have bad a speech from the Deputy. This is 

not in order at Question Time. 

proinsias De Rossa: I would ask the Taoiseach to agree -

An Ceann Comhairle: Deputy De Rossa, ~MIMM please. The Deputy knows 

how to proceed at Question Time. 

Proinsias De Rossa: I am asking the Taoiseach to agree to publish a 

paper, whether he calls it a White Paper or a discussion document, I do not 

mind, on the principles which are guiding Government policy at this time. 
An Ceann Comhairle: Deputy Shatter. 
Mr. Dukes: Arising from the Taoiseach's reply, in view of the fact that 

he is apparently willing to contemplate a debate in the Hosue and in view of the 

fact that he says that events are moving so quekily, would the Taoiseach not 

agree that thwse are very good reasons for wetting up a foreign affairs coamittee? 

Would the Taoiseach come to a conclusion on his three year meditation on the 

advisability of haivng a committing X~M like this. 

An Ceann Comhairle: We are having an extension of the subject matter of 

this question. Deputy Shatteerwas anxious to intervene. 

Mr. Dukes: It arises from the Taoiseach's reply. 

An Ceann Comhairle: I have called Deputy Shatter twice and I will not call 

him a third time. 

Mr. Dukes: I am endeavouring to ~Bow how the House could facilitate the 

Taoiseach in the wish that he has expressed to have a debate of this kind. 

The Taoiseach: Such a debate could take place in a convnittee of the 

whole House. 

Mr. Shatter: Part of the question I wished to raise has been raised by 

Deputy Dukes. Would the Taoiseach not agree that at a time of major foreign 

affairs developments it is in the interests of this House and this country that 

we have a foreign affairs conrnittee in whcbh members can debate in detail 

foreign affairs policy matters end that we have a continuing im6ut into_ 

An Ceann Comhairle: The Deputy is dealing with a sepaa•te question 

Mr. Shatter: Would the Taoiseech not agree th tit 
a cannot take place in 

a once off debate in this Chamber? 

The Taoiseach: I am not so convinced. 

Section C Follows 
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DAIL 13 February, 1990. 

and 
Mr. J. Bruton: Does the Taoiseach envisage/within that tcimeframe , East 

German participation in the EMS? 

An Ceenn Comhairle: That ie a separate question. 

The Taoiseach: That is a matter which is the subject of intense discussion ,,...-

at the moment . The Deputy is as well informa~d as I at the moment of the way 

things are shaping up. The question of economic end monetary union between East 

and West Germany is a very current issue which is being keenly debated both in 

East Germany and West Germany and throughout the Community. 

and monetary union will eventually take remains to be seen. 

An Ceann Comhairle: Question No. 6. 

Mr. Shatter: I have a very brief question. 

What form that economic 

An Ceann Comhairle: Sorry ) Deputy Shatter , please desist. 

Mr. Shatter: I have a very brief question. Will the Taoiseach not agree 

that it is a matter of acute embarrassment that the newly emerging democracies 

in Eastern Europe are now within their parliaments formwaating foreign affairs 

committees , when this parliament is denied the right to such a committee? 

An Ceann Comhairle: The Deputy is pursuing the same matter. Question 

No 6 please. 

A Deputy: And will continue to do so. 

The Taoiseach: That is so mind boggling that I cannot even formulate a 

reply. 

(Interruptions.) 

Mr. Shatter: We are the only parliament in the European Communities that 

does not have a foreign affairs colMlittee. 

The Taoiseach: Deputy Dukes knows that Deputy Shatter is a bigger embarrassment 

to him than he is to this side of the House. 

Mr. Dukes: You know you never had the gumption to ask for it in Opposition. 

(Interruptions.) 

An Ceann Comhairle: Question No. 6 has been called. 



Mr. Shatter: Instead of making snide remarks, I would expect the Taoiseach 

to adopt the position of the statesman, on the formulation of a foreign affairs 

committee while acting out the Presidency of the European Communities. 

An Ceann Comhairle: Deputy Shatter, I have called ~uestion No. 6 

The Taoiseach: I have a great capacity not to hear what the Deputy is saying. 

Mr. Shatter: You have a great capacity to be deaf to everyone around you 

as well. 



QUESTION NO. 5 

DAIL QUESTION addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy Proinsias De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13th February, 1990. 

----------------------------------------
QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, arising from his press conference 
after his recent meeting with President Mitterrand in Paris, 
he will outline the basis on which he ruled out the 
possibility of supporting the idea of a united neutral 
Germany; if he will clarify his reported comments on 
neutrality and especially his statement that if a country 
was neutral, you had to ask who it was neutral against; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. 

REPLY: 

The right to self-determination is a principle endorsed by 

the Charter of the United Nations. In my reply to a 

Question in the House on 13 December last I indicated that 

Ireland supports German unification and the right of the 

peoples of the Federal Republic of Germany and of the German 

Democratic Republic to determine their own future by a free 

democratic process. 

I further indicated that this is also the position of the 

Twelve as affirmed by the Heads of State and Government in 

Strasbourg. 
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Reports that I have ruled out the idea of a united neutral 

Germany or the possibility of East German membership of the 

Community are totally incorrect. I said nothing of the 

kind. I believe in fact that it would be foolhardy for 

anyone to try to lay down hard and fast conditions or 

objectives in a situation where events are moving so rapidly 

and so momentously. What I did indicate was my view that it 

was unrealistic to contemplate that such a powerful economic 

and political entity in the middle of Europe as West and 

East Germany combined, would not influence or affect the 

course of European affairs. 
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P.Q on Taoiseach's meeting with President Mitterrand ~ 
in Paris on 5 February, 1990 (V f 

~ · 
Introduction 

1. Media Reports on the Taoiseach's press conference, including last 
Saturday's article in the Irish Independent by Dr. Cruise O'Brien are 
at Tab 1. 

2. Tab 2 contains the reply to the PQ on 13th December (mentioned in 
paragraph 1 of the reply). 

3. Paragraphs 3 to 12 below outline the evolution and present state-of
play on the question of German unification. Responses to possible 
supplementaries are covered in paragraphs 13 and 14. 

(i) German Unity 

4. The future shape of inter-German relations will only become clearer 
after the G.D.R. first democratic elections on 18 March. It is 
probable that the elections will result in a coalition government with 
a majority in favour of unity. 

5. The G.D.R. has declared its support for a united, neutral Germany. 
During a visit to Moscow on 30 January by the G.D.R's Prime Minister, 
President Gorbachev indicated Soviet willingness to go along with 
German unity on certain conditions, the main one being the neutrality 
of a united Germany (this has been a long-standing Soviet objective and 
reflects an offer made as long ago as 1953). 

6. National elections are due in the F.R.G. on 9 December next. The 
Social Democrats are leading in the opinion polls. Chancellor Kohl has 
rejected the idea of the neutrality of a single German State while the 
Social Democrats are more ambivalent. 

7. Many of the F.R.G's Western partners have reservations on the question 
of German unification (France, U.K., Netherlands, Luxembourg and Italy) 
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but they are trying to find a way of accommodating German national 
sentiment in favour of unity with security guarantees. The U.K., 
particularly Mrs. Thatcher herself, is regarded as the most cautious 
among the Western allies. 

8. Following his meeting in Shannon last week with Secretary of State 
Baker, the French Foreign Minister stated that France accepts 
unification but that 11 we have to think of the consequences in Europe, 
stability and other problems that may arise". He noted that the 
Germans themselves did not accept neutrality and, on the question of 
Warsaw Pact troops remaining in East Germany, Mr. Dumas stated that 
this was a problem that the Germans would have to discuss with other 
countries. President Mitterrand's views on the subject are set out in 
the attached extract from the report on his discussions with the 
Taoiseach (Tab 3). 

9. As regards the U.S. position, President Bush has set down the following 
four conditions: 

Self-determination must be pursued without prejudice to its 
outcome. No particular vision of unity should be endorsed or 
excluded at this time. 

Unification should occur in the context of Germany's 
continued commitment to N.A.T.O. and an increasingly 
integrated European Community, and with due regard to the 
legal role of the Allies. 

In the interests of general European stability, moves toward 
unification must be peaceful, gradual and part of a step-by
step process. 

On the question of borders, support for the Helsinki Final 
Act should be reiterated. 

However, late on Friday night last, following his meeting with 
President Gorbachev, Secretary Baker is reported as saying that a 
united Germany might become an associate member of NATO, but his 
officials stated subsequently that he was speaking impromptu. 
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10. After his visit at the week-end to Moscow, Chancellor Kohl stated that 
President Gorbachev had given his approval to German unification and 
that it was up to the German people to decide when and how East and 
West Germany should unite. Both the Chancellor and Foreign Minister 
Genscher stressed that the problem of security arrangements for the new 
State would be worked out later. Mr. Genscher made it clear his view 
that Germany would stay in NATO but that no NATO troops would be 
deployed west of the present boundary between the two States. 

11. On his return to Bonn, Mr. Genscher suggested a three-stage negotiating 
process: (i) after the GDR elections on 18th March, the two States 
would draw up unification proposals; (ii) these would be presented to a 
four-power (USSR, U.S., UK and France) conference and (iii) the final 
plans would be discussed at the CSCE Summit planned for next Autumn. 

12. Chancellor Kohl has been much criticised for making no reference in his 
unification plans to frontiers. The lack of reference to the Oder
Neisse line and his upholding of the constitutional position (that 
Germany's legal borders are those of 1937) has led to accusations of 
ambivalence. It has excited fears in Poland particularly, which would 
lose territory were Germany to revert to these borders. Mr. Genscher, 
however, is on record as strongly rejecting any idea of altering 
Germany's eastern frontiers. 

13. Finally, following the opening by the GDR of all borders with the West 
on 9 November the Twelve issued a statement welcoming the developments 
and calling for reforms that would allow the population of the GDR 11 to 
define their future and to enjoy their democratic rights in full 
freedom 11

• Although NATO had on several occasions supported German 
unity, the Twelve never did so until the declaration made by the 
Strasbourg Council on 9 December. This says that the Twelve 

11 seek the strengthening of the state of peace in Europe in which 
the German people will regain its unity through free self
determination. This process should take place peacefully and 
democratically, in full respect of the relevant agreements and 
treaties and of all the principles defined by the Helsinki Final 
Act in a context of dialogue and East-West cooperation. It also 
has'to be placed in the perspective of European integration 11

• 
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Ireland remains committed to this position of principle. 

(ii) Neutrality 

14. The references in the PQ to the Taoiseach's comments on neutrality are 
taken from the Irish Times report (Tab 1) of his press conference in 
Paris. This report did not specify the context and circumstances in 
which the Taoiseach had been speaking which were: 

the alarming pace of developments in Eastern Europe, the role of 
NATO and Warsaw Pact being assessed, the quickening pace of 
disarmament negotiations etc. all mean that differences and rigid 
divides between East and West are being narrowed and the post-War 
arrangements are being radically re-assessed; in this 
fundamentally and evolving situation, the transitional concep1Sof 
neutrality have also to be assessed. ~~ 

15. Supplementaries can be expected to touch en Irish neutrality (see the 
article in last Sunday's Tribune in Tab 4) and, in response, the 
Taoiseach might wish to draw on the position outlined in the reply to a 
PQ last week by the Minister for Foreign Affairs (Tab 4). (The 
Taoiseach had been consulted on the terms of this reply). 
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ies V. Brady and Qohessy. 

Comhairle: I am sorry to 
e Deputy, but the con
the lobby is disrupting the 
the House and constitutes 
must cease. 

re: The Bill as it stands does 
or any system of insurance 
protection for the home 

respect. 

This particular amendment 
I on Committee Staie. The 
fundamental objectJve and 
·egulate buildings in the 
1e common good. It is not 
:er intended to be a vehicle 
!ishment of new consumer 
ie_ ri~ts in relation to post-
liability. It is carefully 

: neutral on this issue of 
This may be something for 
but it certainly does not 

is Bill. 
.. e two final points. Let me 
1 the question of liability. 
law does offer a measure 
an aggrieved person who 
d a building which, for 
1igence, is seriously defec
ray. These rights are addi-
1y rights arising from 
•ligations. The other point 
t that Deputy Shatter and 
,re are simply attempting 
only fit and proper persons 
I as certifiers. I fully share 
would point out that under 
:) it is open to the Minister 
criteria should govern the 
persons as approved cer
aiteria could include a 

f considerations relative to 
of the person concerned. 
intend to do. 

~ -l' am sorry to 
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interrupt the Minister but as jt is now 1.30 
p.m. I am required to put the following 
question in accordance v,,ith an order of 
an D~il of this day: "That the amend
ments set down by the Minister" for the 
Environment to the Bill on Report Stage 
and not disposed of are hereby made 
to the Bill, that Fourth Stage is hereby 
completed and that the Bill is hereby 
passed". 

Question put and declared carried. 

Sitting susptndtd aJ 1.30 p.m. and 
resumed at 2.30 p.m. 

Celsteanna-Quest.lons 
Oral Answers. 

German Reunification. 

1. Mr, Taylor asked the Taoiseach if 
he was correctly reported in the media as 
having stated that he favoured the re
unification of Germany and would sup· 
port it; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. 

The Taolseach: The right to self-deter
mination is a principle endorsed by the 
Charter of the United Nations. Ireland 
supports the right of the peoples of the 
Federal Republic of Germany and of the 
German Democratic Republic to deter
mine their own future by a free ~emo
cratic process. This is also the position of 
the Twelve as affirmed by tho/,Heads of 
State or Government in Strasbourg last 
weekend. 

I have expressed a personal view t~at 
coming as we do from a country which 
is also divided many of us would have 
sympathy with any wish of the people of 
the two German States for unification. 

Mr. Taylor: Would the Taoiseach 
agree that from many of the mass meet· 
ings in the Germanies, both the Bundes
rcpublic and the GDR, there have been 
incfications of a very strong wish of many 
of the people for the type of nationalism 
that plunged Europe into two world wars, 

and consequently would th~ Taoiseacp 
not consider that the- wammgs on this 
issue given by Mr. Gorbachev may have 
more relevance to the fears of people in 
Europe than to the Taoiseach 's sen· 
timentalities in the matter? 

The Taolseach: No, I would not accept 
anything of the sort. The 12 heads of state 
at the recent summit meeting indicated 
their support for the unity of the German 
people 10 the two states. It was indicated 
that that unity should be achieved in 
accordance with the principles of self
determination and with due regard to 
the provisions of the Helsinki Final Act. 
Secondly, a $eneral view among the 
people attendmg the summit in Stras
bourg was that we were all very fortunate 
that so far all the dramatic changes that 
have been taking place in Eastern Europe 
have taken place in a peaceful atmos
phere; in fact it was noted that the exper
ience of all the observers, certainly in 
Eastern Germany and Western Ger
many, was that the atmosphere was calm, 
that it was a tremendous demonstration 
of people power and the wish of the 
people of Eastern Germany and the other 
eastern countries to secure democratic 
freedom for themselves and that the 
astonishing feature about it was that 
these mass demonstrations were rela
tively peaceful and calm. 

Mr. Taylor: While the Taoiseach may 
be right in that many of these dem
onstrations were peaceful, would he not 
agree that there were quite clear indi
cations that many of the calls for the 
fatherland reunification were of the ultra
nationalist type that plunged Europe into 
war on previous occasions, and that there 
is a very substantial proportion of the 
German peoP.le both West and East, who 
oppose reunification because of the very 
fears of further turmoil perhaps in 
Europe and for fear of the size and might 
that a central Germany would have? 
Would the Taoiseach not further agree 
that it is totally inappropriate to attempt 
to draw any kind of comparison between 
Germany and Ireland having regard to 
the fact that this country bas never been 
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. (Mr. Ta.ylor.) 
1~volvcd m plunging Europe 
kind of war. : · . . 11 

into any 

The Taoll:eacb: I do n~t accept the 
genera! th~slS the ~cputy as advancing. 
That view 1s not widespread in Europe, 
as. far as my observations go. I would 
reiterate what I hav~ said time and time 
again, that the principle we should adhere 
to is that this is a matter for the German 
people in accordance with the principles 
of self-determination. . 

· Mr. Taylor: A principle not recognised 
very frequently by Germany in the last 
war. · 

TIie Taoiseacb: I could not possibly 
attempt to draw a corollary between Ger
many and Ireland because the situation 
is completely different, but I adverted to 
the fact that as a divided country - I am 
not saying more than that - we would 
have an underlying sympathy with the 
efforts of any other people who wish to 
achieve their reunification. I assure the 
Deputy that I have reiterated again and 
again and the same sentiments were 
expressed at the conclusion of the 
summit, that this is a matter for the 
German people in accordance with the 
principles of self-determination. 

Mr. Noonan ( Limerick East): The 
Taoiseach's policy statement is based on 
the. right · to self-determination of 
peoples. How would the Taoiseach apply 
that principle to German peoples in the 
area which is now under the jurisdiction 
of Poland ·or the USSR or indeed the 
Sudeten Germans in Czechoslovakia. 

When the Taoiseach talks about the 
self-determination of peoples, is he con
fining his remarks to the German peoples 
within the boundaries to the east and 
south as laid down at Yalta, being the 
limits of sclf-determinaton, or is he 
saying that there is a general right to self
determination of all people either within 
or outside that boundary? 

An Ceann Comhairle: We should not 
· now have an extension of this matter. 

The Taolaeach: This matter was · ,tl 
adverted to in discussions at the recent t,1, 
summit in some detail, but what the 8 

summit concerned itself with was the " 
peoples of the two German states, the t,Jl 
Bundesrepublic and the GFR and the Ji 
right of those ~pie to achieve unity in .·.2-' 
accordance wnh principles of self-de· 
termination and in accordance with the 
provisions of the Helsinki Fmal Acts, 
which says that borden can be changed 
but only in accordance with international 
law and by peaceful agreement. That was 
the context in which the dilcuuions took 
place. 1 • 

· Paygramme for National Recovery. 
2. Mr. Rabbltte asked the Taoiscach 

if he has any plans to meet the IC11J 
before the Special Delegate Conference 
of Congress in January, 1990; if he 
accepts the thrust of the Congress sub
mission A New Phase for tht Programme 
for National Recovery-Sharing the Ben
efits; the elements of the Congress sub
mission which are to be given priority by 
Government for the remainder of the 
lifespan of the programme; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. 

The Taoiseach: I met representatives 
of the Executive Council of the Irish Con
gress of Trade Unions on 24 November 
1989 accompanied by the Ministers for 
Finance, Industry and Commerce and 
Labour. 

We agreed at that meeting that the 
recommendations made by Congress in 
the area of tax reform and social welfare 
would be considered by the Government 
ip the context of the 1990 Budget. 

We also agreed that the other issues 
raised by Congress would be considered 
at ·official level with the objective of a 
further meeting between Congress and 
the Government before th~ budget. 

Mr. Rabbitte: Docs the ·Taoiseacb 
accept it is the thrust of the thirty point 
programme submitted to him by the 
ICfU entitled Sharing the Benefits that 
workers have not shared in the benefits 
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bloc. This would not be a good thing. 

3 

Who could imagine that in the Warsaw Pact today countries like 
Poland where Solidarity is in Government or Czechoslovakia would 
set armies to attack the West? Or that the Federal Republic and 
the GDR would attack each other. These things are now 
meaningless. 

I note however that Poland has just signalled its attachment to 
the Warsaw Pact. This is a paradox since the Prime Minister is a 
militant Roman Catholic. That is as a result of an ambiguity on 
the part of the Federal Republic about the Oder-Neisse line. 
Once there is a threat to that, the Poles would prefer to have 
the Soviet Union beside them. But it is going in a direction 
which they do not want (i.e. the consolidation of the Warsaw 
Pact). 

one can say as much as one likes about the reunification of the 
two German States but not of "all Germans" which would bring into 
question the other frontiers of Germany. Already they are two 
big States. The Soviet Union is not too happy. But if other 
frontiers are also in question •••• The problem is that the 
Germans have not made up their minds to say what needs to be said 
about the frontiers with sufficient clarity. 

Taoiseach What do you think on the question of German unity? 

Mitterand It is going faster than expected. It is a popular 
movement kept alive by the FRG (?). The GDR is destitute. For 
practical everyday economic reasons it is an accelerating 
movement. 

What I say usually is that f 
• If they absolutely w n o one can prev nt 

em - certainly we could not go to war about that. But we must 
ask the Germans also to accept a sense of responsibility. In 
seeking reunification we must have certain sol son 
their part; 

(i) on the Polish frontier 

(ii) they must get their act together in regard to Helsinki. 
It must be placed clearly in the CSCE framework. 

There is of course some contradiction here in the emphasis on 
unity and on frontiers. There is no international instrument, no 
diplomatic paper to prevent the Germans uniting if they want to. 
The answer will come from the German elections. Of course it 
would have come from the Soviet Union (i.e. a negative answer) if 
we were living in Stalin's day. But now the soviet Union is 
weakened. But it still has the means (i.e. military means). 

Among the answers which Germany must accept are a guarantee on 
the frontiers. They must also begin to accept some kind of 
guarantees in relation to military status. one cannot imagine 
that within a single state there should be Soviet and us troops 
with nuclear weapons (i.e. the present disposition of Soviet and 

· 1 

·1 
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us forces facing one another across the intra-German border would 
not continue if Germany were united) that problem has at least to 
be tackled. The soviets can insist on a condition they have 
already voiced - neutralisation. That is they say we will 
withdraw if you do. They also say "you are ~ great, war
mongering people. We need guarantees". There must be for 
example no access to nuclear weapons, limits on the number of 
troops and so on. 

'• I ii'' 

If the Germa~s try to move to unification before sorting out 
these problems I would fear a great increase in international 
tension. , First Gorbachev would lose his power to a military 
authority. This would continue with the process of 
liberalisation since they have no option but to do this. But it 
would be : a military liberalisation which will not be in touch 
with some things. 

I spoke to Chancellor Kohl on the phone today at 1 p.m. (i.e. 
some 45 minutes previously). I said "do what you want, act with 
all your authority but avoid creating unnecessary tension. If 
Germany reunifies itself without precautions, then very soon 
there will be alliances in Europe - but in a new form (i.e. 
different alignments). The Soviet Union will come closer to the 
UK, to Italy (and France?). We will be back to traditional 19th 
century diplomacy - with the results we all remember". I do not 
know however if Germans have all that much common sense. 

Taoiseach What about the CSCE? 

Mitterand Gorbachev proposes that there will be a summit this 
year. In Kiev, when I was there I accepted that - I even 
proposed Paris as a venue. In my view it is essential to 
facilitate matters for the Soviet authorities. Any_ forum which 
could get together all Europeans in the present situation of 
disorder would be helpful. It is for the Europeans to answer the 
questions which are posed to them. The United States and Canada 
are there also. So why not do this (i.e. CSCE Summit). It is 
said that it would be undue haste to do so but events are moving 
very fast. 

I had wanted to raise that with you. It would be a good idea for 
you to take an initiative. In Strasbourg we agreed on a time
table. But now the leaders would say that the pace we set was 
too slow - history is passing us by. The leaders of the 
Community sense this. Only the UK is lagging. They are so 
scared of German unity - Mrs Thatcher several times said this to 
me. 

-- - - - - ---
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QUESTION NO: 43 

Chun an Aire Gnothai Eachtracha: To ask the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs. 

To ask the Minister for Foreign Affairs if he will outline 
his attitude to common European defence, in light of recent 
remarks made by the Taoiseach on this subject; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. 

SEAN RYAN. 

For ORAL answer on Wednesday 7th February 1990. 

Reply 

The Taoiseach's comments to the press recently indicated 

Ireland's willingness to consider participation, if the 

European Community were at some stage to embark on 

arrangements for its own security and with its own security 

concept. He emphasised that this would have to be seen in 

the perspective of Ireland's full commitment to the 

Communities and their objectives. Since the 1960's when we 

first considered joining the European Community, successive 

Irish Governments while maintaining their commitment to the 

long-standing policy of military neutrality, have indicated 

their commitment to the political objectives of the 

Community Treaties and have indicated that in the context of 

European Union Ireland would be prepared to participate in 

all aspects of that Union. 

I should of course add that no such proposal exists at 

present. 



in the middle of Europe a powerful economic entity such 

as the Federal Republic - and even more so if the two 

Germanys were united - as not influencing or affecting the 

course of European affairs. 
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QUESTION: 11 

QUESTION NO. 11 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13th February, 1990. 

To ask the Taoiseach if, arising from his press conference after 
his recent meeting with President Mitterrand in Paris, he will 
outline the basis on which he ruled out the possibility of 
supporting the idea of a united neutral Germany; if he will 
clarify his reported comments on neutrality and especially his 
statement that if a country was neutral, it had to be asked who 
it was neutral agains, and i f-he-w±±-1-make a statement on the 
matter. ~ 

j },.,-,,(.,._ ~ ~C-~;,._,~ ~ .) 
0-, ~~~ ~ ~1a.;,-oJ-<--~ ~ ~ 

~0~""'" ~~--i~ 

The right to self-determination is a principle endorsed by the 

Charter of the United Nations. ':!the be iStAr11ment' s sttppoi t .fe!! 

.6ttt;J:mlB;;;;;~S:1~ea~&~e"~~1~t~i~t~lsec~,f the right of the peoples of the Federal 

Republic of Germany and of the German Democratic Republic to 

determine their own future ,by free democratic proces~§ uas set 

out n my reply to a Question in the House on 13 December last~ 
~ ~ ol,l- e.-w"' e.-0 ~~ ~ ,:)_~ Q~ ~' LJ>-)u-., (y--e,( 

at 

Reports that I have ruled out the idea of a united neutral 

Germany or the possibility of East German membership of the 

Community are totally incorrect. In fact I said nothing of the 

kind. I believe that it would indeed be foolhardy for anyone to 

try to lay down hard and fast conditions or objectives in a 

situation where events are moving so rapidly and so momentously. 

What I did indicate was my own personal view that it was 

unrealistic to contemplate that such a powerful economic and 

political entity as West and East Germany combined, would not 

influence or aff et the course of European affairs. 
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Reports that I have ruled out the idea of a united neutral 

Germany or the possibility of East German membership of the 

Community are totally incorrect. In fact I said nothing of 
iwr-4C-1 

the kind. that it would d~ ds@d be foolhardy for 

anyone to try to lay down hard and fast conditions or 

objectives in a situation where events are moving so rapidly 

and so momentously. What I did indicate was my~ 

view that it was unrealistic to contemplate that such a 

powerful economic and political entity in the middle of 

Europe as West and East Germany combined, would not 

influence or affect the course of European affairs. 



QUESTION: 11 

QUESTION NO. 11 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13th February, 1990. 

To ask the Taoiseach if, arising from his press conference after 
his recent meeting with President Mitterrand in Paris, he will 
outline the basis on which he ruled out the possibility of 
supporting the idea of a united neutral Germany; if he will 
clarify his reported comments on neutrality and especially his 
statement that if a country was neutral, it had to be asked who 
it was neutral against; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. 

REPLY: 

The right to self-determination is a principle endorsed by the 

Charter of the United Nations. The Government's support for 

German unification and of the right of the peoples of the Federal 

Republic of Germany and of the German Democratic Republic to 

determine their own future by free democratic process, was set 

out in my reply to a Question in the House on 13 December last. 

I should also draw the attention of the House to the fact that at 

the European Council in Strasbourg, last December, the Twelve 

affirmed their aim of the strengthening of the state of peace in 

Europe in which the German people will regain its unity through 

free self-determination. 

Reports that I have ruled out the idea of a united neutral 

Germany or the possibility of East German membership of the 

Community are totally incorrect. In fact I said nothing of the 

kind. I believe that it would indeed be foolhardy for anyone to 

try to lay down hard and fast conditions or objectives in a 

situation where events are moving so rapidly and so momentously. 

What I did indicate was my O~\t)~a'.souaa. view that it was 

unrealistic to contemplate~~o !)~fu economic and pol~i· ical 
~ • U 0,.... G ~ 

entity as Be~, =QRites er m~t · af feet· 

the course of European affairs. 
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QUESTION NO. 11 

DAIL QUESTION a ddressed t o t he Taoiseach 
by De put y De Ros sa f o r ans wer on 
Tuesday, 13th Februar y, 1990 . 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, arising from his press conference 
after his recent meeting with President Mitterrand in Paris, 
he will outline the basis on which he ruled out the 
possibility of supporting the idea of a united neutral 
Germany; if he will clarify his reported comments on 
neutrality and especially his statement that if a country 
was neutral, it had to be asked who it was neutral against; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

REPLY: 

The right to self-determination is a principle endorsed by 

the Charter of the United N tions. The Government's support 

and of the German Democratic 

to determine their own future by a free democratic 

process, was set out in my reply to a Question in the House 
~'\f7,1. ->~ ~ ~ ~~ d/~~~~ (~_,.. 

on 13 December last. \ ~his has also been affirmed by the J""'-1 
<JIJ::, 

~ ~ ':Fli€l 7JC i n the ConcJusi--ens i ss1:1ed Ji.y zthe European Coun:il in . 

Strasbourg,t~heFt"~~ ~7~ ~~~Jta.e. 
~,uJ.>-v..:_,._,_1 U(> ,:,~ ) ~~-4! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ / -ry:-;;-~~fv-c-,.. ~~~,~. 
~ Reports that I have ruled out the idea of a united neutral 

Germany or the possibility of East German membership of the 

Community are totally incorrect. In fact I said nothing of 

~) ~~ What I did indicate was that in my own personal 

-/-) view it was unrealistic to contemplate such a powerful 

economic and political entity as Germany, united or not, not 

influencing or affecting the course of European affairs. 
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nmen t' s support for German unificatio 

in my reply to a Question in the House on 13 December last. 

This has also been affirmed by the Twelve as set out in the 

Conclusions issued by the European Council in Strasbourg. 

Reports that I have ruled out the idea of a united neutral 

Germany or the possibilit E rman membership of the 
~----=-------.-=::~c.JJ.,..,f;;-::-::;;--:-,:::·..,~c..:r:~M::;~77 L. a. c.,,. h-~ > c o ...,.., euv~vl j . ) -

Community are~~> did indicate~at in myt:._iew 

it was unrealistic to contemplate such a powerful economic 

and political entity as Germany, united or not, not 

influencing or affecting the course of European affairs. 
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j S February, 1990. 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

Mr. Francois Mitterrand, 
President of France. 

Dear President, 

I wish to convey to you my sincerest thanks for your warm 

hospitality in Paris last week and my appreciation of the 

discussions we had over such a wide and varied range of subjects. 

The meeting was of particular benefit to me at this time as 

incoming President of the European Council. I greatly value your 

views on European and international affairs, against the 

background of your own wide-ranging experience and the esteem in 

which you are held as a world statesman. 

I avail of this opportunity to thank you also for your memorable 

gift and I look forward to continuing contacts in the demanding 

and challenging tasks facing us all in the period ahead. 

With warmest personal regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

Taoiseach. 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath 2. 

tl<C-"1~: r;;:;,isea~?~~e:;~i::1:~ ~~ , ~w . '3f-, 
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Mr. Francois Mitterrand, 
President of France. 

Dear President, 

I wish to convey to you my sincerest thanks for your warm 

hospitality in Paris last week and my appreciation of the 

discussions we had over such a wide and varied range of subjects. 

The meeting was of particular benefit to me at this time as 

incoming President of the European Council. I greatly value your 

views on European and international affairs, against the 

background of your own wide-ranging experience and the esteem in 

which you are held as a world statesman. 

I avail of this opportunity to thank you also for your memorable 

gift and I look forward to continuing contacts in the demanding 

and challenging tasks facing us all in the period ahead. 

With warmest personal regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

Taoiseach. 
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~dd No. 6) 

Proinsiaa de Rossa: I thank the Taoiaeach for hie full reply on this issue 

relating to the idea of a confederation of states. In outlining his views on 

the confederation of states, did President Mitterrand intend it as a purely 

co-ordinating confederation of states dealing with perhaps international political 

affairs or ~MMXXXXIKMXX is it intended to be an economic confederation as well? 

Can the Taoiseach give some idea of the general view of the confederation and 

while the Taoiseach indicates that he is favourable to the idea can he say if 

that is the Government view at this time? 

The Taoiseach: Is that a mischievous ijM~MXIMK!XXX addendum? 

Proinsias De Rossa: No. 

The Taoiseach: Does the Deputy suggest that there are differences between 

these colleagues on these fundamental issues? 

Proinsias De Rossa: I am trying to deal with this in a serious way. 

An Ceann Comhairle: Deputy De Rossa has asked a MMil~MM series of questions , 

let us hear the Taoiseach's reply. 

The Taoiseach: With Deputy De Rossa•s permission I will now deal with the 

serious aspects of his questiqn. 

Proinsias De Rossa: I am asking the Taoiseach to KM~~KM» indicate if his 

personal opinion is also a Government opinion. 

The Teaiseach: As I said in my reply it is primarily a matter for President 

Mitterrand to elaborabe on his concept and deal with the various aspects that 

Deputy De Rossa has raised. l understand that he intends to do that, but pending 

that my understanding of his concept is that it will be primarily a framework 

to fill a gap that exists. The 12 members states of the Convnunity have their 

own framework, mechanisms and procedures for dealing with their affairs of mutual 

interest. There is nothing similar in Eastern Europe or is there anything bridging 

the gap at present between the Eastern European countries and the Community. 

What President Mitterrand is primarily concerned with is to provide some sort 

of a faBfD80rk which will fill that gap, a framework within which all the countries 

of Europe could relate to each other. President Mitterrand sees it very much 

,. 
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as a framework which would help to contribute to stability in the whole of Europe. 

I suggest that the Deputy should await further elaboration of the concept by 

President Mitterrand himself. 

Proinsias De Rossa: My question in relation to whether this was Government 

policy or the Taosieach ' s personal view was an attempt to find out what was Governmentp 

policy in relation to this idea of a confederation and I did not intend to be 

in any way mischievous. If it is a Government view, clearly some consultaiton 

must have taken place in relation to XX it. In that respect, ia it also intended 

that this confederation would be seen as a replacement for the blocs that exist 

at present , the NATO Alliance and the Warsaw Pact? 

The Taoiseach: No. 

Proinsias De Rossa: If not, why not? 

The Taeiseach: I think the President has in mind a framework which would 

primarily be for purposes of dialogue, relationships and perhaps decision making, 

but I understand that it would not in any way cut across existing alliances. 

Mr. Dukes: Without breaking any confidences that might exist between himself 

and President Mitterrand, can the Taoiseach give an indication as to whether 

President Mitterrand ~IMK~ sees this idea of a confederation as being something 

that would replace and indeed transcend the kind of involuntary and forced union 

imposed upon many countries in Eastern Europe by the kind of 0 democratic centralism" 

to which Deputy De Rossa up to lately anyway has seen to adhere? 

Mr. Rabbitte: There is no democratic centralism in your party that is for 

sure. 

An Ceann Comhairle: Question No. 7 please. 

Mr. J. Bruton: In relation to the parliamentary tier of such a confederation, 

if it were ever to come about, would the Taoiseach prefer that to take the form 

of the adherence of East European countries to the existing Council of Europe 

for which two have already applied for membership, or does the Taoieeach favour 

the other idea of a parliamentary tier of the Helsinki process being established, 

involving all these countries who ere signatories of that Helsinki accord? 



• Which of the two umbrellas does the Taoiseach feel is the more appropriate, in 

this context?8 

The Taoiseach: It is early yet to take decisions of that kind. President 

Mitterrand merely put forward this concept in very broad outline and I understand 

that he intends to elaborate on it further. It would be advisable to await that 

further elaboration by President Mitterrand. I would see it related to the Helsinki 

concept process, primarily because it involves the same group of nations. But 

of course, it would be different to the extent that the Helsinki process involves 

meetings from time to time whereas this would be~ ry1n-going framework which ex( 
would be kept in place. t 

Mr. J. Bruton: Would the Taoiseech agree -

An Ceann Comhairle: I want to move on to another question. 

Mr. J . Bruton-: I promise that this is the last question. Would the Taoiseach 

agree that there is some measure of urgency in so far as there are two applications 

for membership of the Council of Europe on the table from East European countries , 

and to some extent the relevance of those applications is dictated by the direction 

which would be followed on this issue. 

The Taoiseach: There is a point there, but the Council of Europe will preserve 

its own identity and functions. 1 think President Mitterrand has primarily in 

mind a framework to fill the gap that exists in the relationships between all 

the different European countries. 

Mr. J. Bruton: Potentially there is no gap if they all join the Council 

of Europe. 

An Ceann Comhairle: Question No. 7 please. 

L 
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l o'clock 

Proinsias De Rossa: If the Estimates are not available on what do 

the Government base thiet projections for unemployment benefit in the coming 

year? · 

Mr. V. Brady: I will refer to two reports published recently, the 

Economic and Social Research Institution in their quarterly economic commentary 

of_December 1989, published two weeks ago, forecast a fall of about 10,000 in : 
I l 

unemployment in 1990Jkcoupled with significant reduction in emigration, to about ' 

25,000. A further progress report by the central review committee under the 

Programme for National Recovery shows that over 60,000 gross jobs were created 

in 1988 and 1989. At present notified redundancies for 1989 total 13,400, 

their lowest level since 1979 and over 40 per cent lower than in 1988. 

Registered unemployment fell by an average 8f 8,000 over 1988 and 1989. 

is More definitive information for the period from April 1989 to April 1990 

.will not be available until mid August and it would be pointless to give any 

estimate at present in view of the fact that all the paper•erkare not available. 

Pronsias De Rossa: If the Government do not know the figures in 

relation to emigration during the last year on what basis do they base their 

projections for the coming year? 

Mr. V. Brady: That is a different question and if the Deputy tables 

another question in this regard I will ve very glad to deal with it. 

An Ceann Comhairle: The question is essentially statistical. 
I 

We now comEi' to Questions nominated for priority. These five questions must be 

disposed of within the prescribed time laid down by Standing orders aND I see 

the co-operaaion of Deputies towards that end. 



QUESTION NO. 6 

DAIL QUESTION addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy Proinsias De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13 February, 1990. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters 
discussed with President Mitterrand at their meeting on 4th 
February, 1990; if he will outline any proposals put to him 
by President Mitterrand regarding the establishment of a 
confederation of all European States; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. 

REPLY: 

It is not the practice to disclose in detail the matters 

discussed at an official working meeting of this kind. I 

can, however, tell the Deputy that it was of particular 

benefit to me, as President of the European Council, coming 

into that Office immediately after President Mitterrand - a 

statesman of world renown - to have the benefit of his views 

and experience on European and international affairs. We 

covered Community issues, developments in Eastern Europe and 

other major issues of mutual interest and concern. 

President Mitterrand's proposal for a European Confederation 

is, of course, one that he will elaborate on himself in due 

course. My understanding is that it would involve all 

European countries who would wish to join, with particular 

reference to the need to provide the emerging democracies in 

Eastern Europe with a structured framework in which they 

could participate in consultation and decision-making, as 

appropriate, with the other European countries on issues of 

common interest. The concept, with its aims of dialogue and 



2 . ' 

stability, is one related to the holding of a meeting of the 

Heads of Government of the 35 CSCE participating States in 

1990. In my view it merits full and positive consideration. 



PQ on Taoiseach 1 s Meeting with President Mitterrand, 
on 5th February, 1990. 

European Confederation 

(1) A background note on President Mitterrand's proposal is at Tab 1 which 
also contains the relevant extract from the report on the discussions 
he had with the Taoiseach on this topic. 

(2) As the Taoiseach made clear, at his subsequent press conference in 
Paris, the President will be elaborating soon and will set out the 
details of his thinking in this area. In the circumstances, it would 
be best to avoid responding to supplementaries on the 
details/implications of the President's suggestion, particularly, as 
stated in the reply, the President will be explaining his concept in 
greater detail soon. 
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Pte,1ident Mitterrand's comments en guropean confo~ration 

In his New ~ear message to ~he French people, Preaident 

Mitterrana said that he exp~uL~ tQ see the birth of~ Europ•an 
Confederation in the true senao cf that term during the 1990s, 
a contederation whieh will involve ·all th~ states of the 

continant of Europe in one joint, permanent organisation e)(i•tinq 
for contact• for peace ~na ••curity. 

frqeid•nt Mi~~errand eMplainod the background to his thinkinq nn 
Europ••n confederation following his discua~ions with Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl on 4 January. He said that for him the f irat 
'. . . 6 f-9 e.~ a..A t.' ~ il<:.. 
1a·o~1.an. IAflll'""'"t.i-1 1,..., 1 · 1:h-6 b,.,.,.,.,.-.fli.,.*"'~ nf' thr, V.irrnnn11n C:ommunitv 
but, when one went beyond that and thought of the situation of 
thoae countries which are not members of the Community and which 
were moving towar"s democracy, it was neoese.ary to ask What would 
become o.t thein. In the lc.m~ l.1:11:1" 01"le would need to develop a· 
perapactive · for all these countries which "re becoming democratic· 
and Whioh will not be ~ble, tor ona reason or anoth~.c·, Lu cu.:~1;Y1..h1s 

to the Europoan Commun-! ty which cannot r.nnt-, i n\Jt: to grow 
indet.i.nJ.tely. 
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There are also the tollowing pre&s 1.1eiporta of commenta by 

Pr•sident M1tt•rrand, for which no official record exists: 

H~ defined European Confederation aa a permanent organisation 
common to ~ll the oountrias of Europa and added that any country 
which wish•d ~ight participate in it including, of course, the 
sov1et t,nion. 

11• u..Ll!'tin9Uiel\ad. hia "onr.,f'li,t frnm Mr GorbachRV' a idea ot a common 
European home by aaying that the Gorbachev idea did not involve 
any proposal tor inatitutiona for the new organism. 

He •aid that the permanent structure to be created could not be 
that of the Council ot Europe which he said hns no institutional 
existence. 
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Mitterand I do not think we will get very far. The position of 
the six countries is very different. Each wants exceptions. For 
example Iceland has no concern but fish. Switzerland's concern 
is the money markets. Austria is concerned about transport and 
so on. The first thing they all ask is not to include 
agriculture. So there is not much left. The most positive is 
Sweden - which could of course bring Finland and Norway. But I 
do not believe there is very much in all of this. But on the 
other hand all countries would have their place in a 
confederation. 

Confederation , 1 f~ 

Taoiseach Tell me about your thinking on the confederation? 

Mitterand Well its like this. You have countries which are 
regaining their sovereignty - Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia; 
and others are not far from it - for example the GDR, Romania, 
Bulgaria. They are all in a disastrous economic situation; and 
militarily the Warsaw Pact is becoming more remote and less 
credible as an alliance. 

The people of these countries have achieved this with their own 
courage - much more so than the leaders. The result can be that 
they find themselves alone in a slackened alliance. They could 
not enter the Community - which in any case would not want them. 
Therefore they could be left out in the cold. In dealing with 
the Community they would always be in a humiliating position. 
Soon their national dignity would finish the process. They would 
either revolt against the situation or be very unhappy. 

T erefore my idea is to say to them that we must find a 
:cramework, a place where in law they will be sovereign on an 
equal footing. Then as regards authority and power that has to 
be studied. · 

Look at the Community. Some countries have two Commissioners, 
some have one. But the right of all countries is the same. No 
one is humiliated. This for me is the secret of future harmony 
in Europe. It is the same thing as in the case of the Bank (i.e. 
EBRO). Countries returning to democracy must be part of all 
decision-making and of governing bodies and not outsiders 
negotiating with difficulty with those inside. That is my 
philosophy - that each state should be able to take part in the 
decision-making process - that it can say yes or no. Not of 
course with a veto but taking part in decision-making bodies. 
The majority would have to be weighted. 

The whole thing needs to be studied but we must open a future for 
them. I will explain it further sooner. The Poles and the 
Hungarians are already very interested. 

Why a "confederation"? I had thought of a "Pact" but that means 
a treaty and this does not necessarily guarantee equality of 
rights. We would put questions in common (sic) and there would 
be a permanent organisation as we have in the European Community 

11 
I 
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but with far less authority. Already there are seven or eight 
areas where it is easy to see how we might go ahead. For example 
EUREKA, technology, the environment. These are issues on which 
it would be normal to say to all other European countries come 
nd talk. There is also for example ~ransport and the position 

in the Baltic up to the North. 

It is not exactly the same case as the Bank which has some 
outsiders • . But it is similar in that it is important that all 
should be entitled to take part in decision-making even if the 
weight they· are given is not the same. If you have a small 
confederation body . (?) with a fairly light permanent institution, 
it could -deal with environment, high technology, transport, 
possib1y -banking, and possibly other issues such as cultural or 
trade matters. · Possibly_tpo (le cas echeant) security or 
defence ~ ·But there we are entering into the field of the CSCE. 
For a number of years we should leave the CSCE free to get on 
with this area. But in ten or fifteen years the Europeans will 
want to work out security then for themselves. 

There are the countries of EFTA, the neutrals, Albania perhaps 
and Yugoslavia - this will offer to them all (the countries of 
Eastern Europe?) a prospect if they reconquer their full 
independence of decision, that they will have an aim. Then we 
will not be in an egotistical position in the Twelve (i.e. 
dominating the countries outside). There has to be a permanent 

lace where we can talk. 

That is why I proposed a confederation. I see it as an 
intermediate stage between anarchy and the Community. Of course 
it would be very far from the Community - it would not have the 
constraints or discipline of the Community. But it would be a 
meeting place and they would have a body to turn to. There could 
be occasional meetings of Foreign Ministers. These countries 
would then seem more at home in Europe - they would not be 
detached(?) from our position in the Community. · 

The us is a little bit worried - they fear it may come to 
building Europe without them. Such a thing would indeed be 
natural. But there are certain realities for years ahead. The 
CSCE can be the place and they are in it. For this reason I do 
not think my idea is causing any problems. The CSCE would act on 
security issues - as long as there are two major powers we cannot 
talk about security (in Europe) without them. 

Some people say yes the idea is interesting but it should not 
include the Soviet Union which is an empire and an Asiatic empire 
at that. This is not a proper way of talking. We must deal with 
the Government in Moscow. Any act to build a structure in Europe 
without the Soviet Union would be a major mistake in history. In 
a confederation of course the Soviet Union would only represent 
itself. It would be acting as a country not as an empire. The 
Soviet Union would be happy to make its voice heard. But no one 
would dominate the situation - except of course the Twelve 
because they have an instrument of harmonisation of their own 
positions (i.e the Community). 
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Taoiseach It is a good concept: and it meets 
confused situation. the needs of a 

Mitterand I was in Hungary recently. They talked of 
else: also Poland. They want something. 

Vedrine Yes everywhere they seem interested. ·\ 

Taoiseach It would give them something to hang on to? 

Mitterand Yes without losing status. 

EMU/IGC 

Taoiseach asked about the proposed IGC on EMU and the 
ean Parliament's proposals for meetings before this. 

=-=:..=.a=-==~n=-=d 01 As we said earlier everything that speeds up what 
we are oing would be good. There is a danger that the Community 
could be dislocated by events and by the question of German 
unity. ok at what happened with the Schengen Agreement. There 
were diffi ult conflicts within Governments. I was saying we 
must go ahe d. Some were dragging their feet. Chancellor Kohl 
phoned me th day before at 8 p.m. He said please instruct your 
delegation to o ahead - I fear they are dragging their feet. I 
said OK. I ea ed in the various Ministers and I said go ahead 
and sign. Then went to bed. The next morning when the meeting 
takes place some e phoned to say it is not working - the Germans 
do not want to si I asked why. The answer was that it is a 
Federal state. The said suddenly at the meeting something which 
they had never menti ned before that of course all matters agreed 
would apply also tote GDR. 

Prime Minister Lubbers ew up at this. The Government there (in 
the GDR) is not yet form (i.e. pending the elections in March). 
The frontiers are not set ed - so that you do not even know who 
the Germans would be. Howe er the FRG kept firm on the issue and 
said that it must either app y to the GDR or they would not sign. 
so the whole thing fell throu h. I mentioned it to Modrow (GDR 
Prime Minister) some days late. He said "they never told me 
that". 

There is a problem whether the GDR is accepted as a member or 
whether there is now to be a German State of 80 million people. 
The problem is that the Germans will now seek to apply this 
approach to any Community decision. u may have to deal with 
this difficulty (in your Presidency). 

Taoiseach This is a new dimension. 

Mitterand There is of course an answer ies in chronology. 
As long as there are two states we deal with ttt FRG. If a 
contractual relationship is set up between the t Germanies then 
we will see what the agreements contain. If there is one German 
state we will deal with it as the issue arises. Al ady Genscher 
has worked out that in that new situation the GDR wou d be 
demilitarised and NATO would not move its front line f rward to 



6 WORLD NEWS 

Taoiseach 
backs France 
on European 
confederation 
From Kathryn Hone, 
in Paris 

THE Taoiseach, Mr Haughey, 
yesterday gave his personal sup
po rt to President Francois 
Mitterrand's call for a "confed
eration" of all European states, 
after a working lunch with the 
French leader in the Elysee Pal
ace. It was Mr Haughey's first 
foreign visit as president of the 
European Council of Ministers. 

Ii ll)s to 
he 

Mr Haughey had heard a de
tailed exposition of President 
Mitterrand's confederation pro
posal during their discussions on 
events in Eastern Europe and on 
Ireland's presidency of the EC. 
President Mitterrand was propos
ing a confederation as a frame
work for stability, Mr Haughey 
said, "which would cater for the 
state of confusion that prevails 
throu~hout Europe at the present 
time .' 

France was Mr Haughey's first 
overseas destination because the 
Irish presidency had taken over 
from the French , and there was a 
certain amount of "dovetailing of 
different issues ," the Taoiseach 
said . He described their talks as 
"very fruitful and informative." 

Mr Haughey sat opposite Presi
dent Mitterrand during the lunch, 
held in a ground-floor salon over
looking the Elysee park. The 
Taoiseach was flanked by the 
Elysee spokesman, Mr Hubert 
Vedrine, and President 
Mitterrand's special adviser on 
the EC and Eastern Europe, Ms 
Elisabeth Guigou . 

President Mitterrand sat be
tween the Secretary to the Gov
ernment, Mr Dermot Nally, and 
the Secretary of the Department 
of Foreign Affairs, Mr Noel Dorr. 

Later, Mr Haughey was cau
tious about the development of 
EC policy _ towards Eastern 
B11c9 . JM and Preajdcnt 
Mj b dilcuaed 0ctlft 

uid, blil& ~ 
Ao die sffion 

ber's summit meeting at Stras
bourg. 

The 12 member-states had ex
pressed their support for reuni
fication and said that it was a 
matter of self-determination for 
the two Germanys. "I would rely 
very strongly on that declara
tion," Mr Haughey said. "Events 
are continuing to move at a very 
rapid pace." 

It would be difficult to take any 
decisions until after the demo

. elections had taken place in 
Germany, he added. 

On possible new memberships 
of the EC, Mr Haughey said he 
supported the view of the other 
member-states that the six states 
of Eastern Europe "would 
develop their own particular asso
ciation with the Community." 
This would be "a semi-permanent 
arrangement" he added, and not 
"a stepping stone of any kind." 

The Taoiseach seemed unen
thusiastic about the idea of a 
united, neutral Germany, as was 
proposed last week by the East 
German Prime Minister, Mr Hans 
Modrow. It would be very diffi
cult to visualise in the middle of 
Europe a powerful economic 
entity such as the Federal Repub
lic - and even more so if the two 
Germanys were united - as not 
having an influence on all the 
events of Europe. 

It was difficult to talk in the old 
terms about membership of an 
alliance or, to imagine active 
military alliances in Europe. "If 
someone is neutral, the question 
is, who are they neutral against?" 
he said. 

However, Mr Haughey was less 
specific about Irish neutrality. In 
Europe today , one had to take 
account of many types of 
arrangements, agreements and 
structures "ranging from Nato 
down to our position of Irish 
neutrality," he said. He pointed 
out that the futures of Nato and 
the Warsaw Pact were up for 
discussion, cut across by the 
whole movement towards dis
armament. 
•Mr Haqahey 
~hcf a&,oat 

~' 



QUESTION NO. 12 

DAIL QUESTION addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13 February, 1990. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters 
discussed with President Mitterrand at their meeting on 4th 
February, 1990; if he will outline any proposals put to him 
by President Mitterrand regarding the establishment of a 
confederation of all European States; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. 

REPLY: 

It is not the practice to disclose in detail the matters 

discussed at an official working meeting of this kind. I 

can, however, tell the Deputy that it was of particular 

benefit to me, as President of the European Council, coming 

into that Office immediately after President Mitterrand - a 

statesman of world renown - to have the benefit of his views 

and experience on European and international affairs. We 

covered Community issues, developments in Eastern Europe and 

other major issues of mutual interest and concern. 

President Mitterrand's proposal for a European Confederation 
\.~ 

is, of course, one that he will~ himself in due 

course. My understanding is that it would involve all 

European countries who would wish to join, with particular 

reference to the need to provide the emerging democracies in 

Eastern Europe with a structured framework in which they 
, 

could participate ~n consultation and decision-making, as 

appropriate, with the other European countries .afld

£,Btftatliil}:i. on issues of common interest. The concept, 



with its aims of dialogue and stability, is one ttfi!iit is 
~ - % 

re::f.e o mit to the ~ a meeting of the Heads of 

Government of the 35 CSC participati~ States in 1990, 

whi;&a i e l 3 J As ::n d'.ft, --i'b 

and positiv~@, consider~~ . 
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REPLY: 

It is not the practice to d i sclose in detail the matters 

discussed at an official wor king meeting of this kind. I 

can, however, tell the Deputy that it was of particular 

benefit to me, as President of the European Council, com~·ng 

into that office immediately after President Mitterrand, to 
0-....~~ 

have the benefit of his views~n European and international 

affairs. We covered Community issues, developments in 

Eastern Europe and other major issues of mutual interest and 

concern. 

/,-~ e '" ... ;& rQI, o\,; /¥'l?J p----.P.., 

President Mitterranq's pr~posal {or a European Confederation ':... f 
~~~..e..e..c-~~~ . --r-~~,~~~--
~ ~_,, would involve all European countries who would wish to join, ~ 

with particular reference to the need to provide the 

emerging democracies in Eastern Europe with a structured 

framework in which they could participatelki consultation 
~~') ~~,;t>:c~1 ... ~ 

and decision-makin~iwith the other European countries/ on 

issues of common interest. The concept, with its aims of 

dialogue and stability,~snne which deserves to be fully 

and positively consider~ .-- ---------
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Confidential 

Taoiseach's lunch with Presi dent Mitterand at the Elysee 

- 5 February 1990 

Those present were, in addition to the two principals: 
The French side Mme Guigou (EC Adviser to the President) and 
Hubert Vedrine (spokesman at the Elysee); Irish side Messrs 
Nally and Dorr. 

The main note on the meeting is being prepared by Mr. Nally. The 
following which is written up from fairly detailed notes and 
couched for convenience in the form of direct speech is intended 
to help in recapturing as much as possible of what President 
Mitterand said. It is not however to be taken as a verbatim 
note. 

Before lunch 

Mitterand I would like to welcome you - both as President and 
because it is you. The Strasbourg European Council settled a 
certain number of questions. Now the responsibility is passed to 
you. You will I am sure ask me the questions which you wish. 

(At this point pre-lunch drinks were served. President Mitterand 
was somewhat put out to discover that the whiskey offered was~~ 
bourbon rather than Irish whiskey.) 

Taoiseach One issue I would like to talk about is relations 
between the Community and the USA. I am due to go to the US 
soon. It has not yet been announced. I would like to hear your 
views on how the relationship should be handled; and also your 
views on the proposed new Bank (EBRD); and the general situation 
in regard to the Community's relations with Eastern Europe. 

Mitterand The Community must keep its independence in decision
making and at the same time - and this is the secret of success -
to maintain very cordial relations with the USA. There is a 
delicate line between cordiality and submission. Everything that 
enables Europe to develop as Europe is a good thing. Of course 
in the matter of military blocs it is the USA which represents 
the main force. They are also a leading democracy. We must find 
ways of dealing on trade and other matters. 

over forty years they have become very accustomed to taking 
decisions themselves. This is no longer appropriate. In my view 
President Bush really tries to understand Europeans. Reagan, 
your compatriot(!) did not. Bush does his homework. He has a 
keen interest in Europe - he is a man one can talk to. His 
general frame of mind is constructive. 
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You should speak to him in full confidence to ensure that the 
consultation procedures we develop do not weigh too heavily on 
(Community) decision-making. The US also tends to take advantage 
of technology to impose constraints on allies which they do not 
impose on themselves. I am talking about things that have no 
military role at all - for example when the gas pipe-line (from 
Western Europe to the Soviet Union) was being constructed the 
seals which joined the pipes were said by them to be military 
secrets! They use leverage. But you have enough experience. 
You know them well. They say we subsidise our farmers too much. 
But they do even more. 

Once you are vigilant with them, you should really have a frank 
and friendly conversation (with President Bush). There is not 
much risk. Some people in France were concerned about the Malta 
Summit. Some people said "you (Mitterand) should go there too so 
that Europe would be represented". I said no, we no longer live 
in the era of Yalta. Bush and Gorbachev can get together as they 
wish because they have no real influence on Europe. There is 
nothing they can do. It is normal that they should meet. The 
main point is that both need (discussions?). They can address 
some regional conflicts. But they cannot impose a structure on 
Europe. The countries of Europe are used to working together. 
So the field is ready for development of the relationship. 

A somewhat sensitive question might be not the Community but the 
CSCE. I was in favour of having a CSCE Summit in 1990. The US 
is not happy - though they did not say so too directly to me. 
They said it more brutally to Chancellor Kohl. Of course it is 
not so much that they think it wrong in substance as that they do 
not know how to go about it. 

on the Uruguay Round/GATT the US Community discussion will be 
difficult. You will have a role to play (as Presidency). We 
must not accept anything one-sided, nor too narrow a bridge. In 
France unfortunately we have a tendency to refuse or accept 
everything. 

The President asked Mme Guigou if there was any issue she wished 
to mention? She mentioned the proposed Bank {EBRD). Mitterand 
commented that this was not a Community affair. Mme Guigou said 
that apart from this there were none, mainly the traditional 
problems {note: this discussion related to EC/US issues which 
might arise). 

Taoiseach They (the US) may want to talk about the structure or 
evolution of NATO {into a more political organisation). 

Mitterand o no! That phrase used by (Secretary of State) Baker 
about NATO becoming more political - I have not understood. They 
want to make their weight felt in Europe. But what can one do? 
Bush will mention it - but frankly I do not know what he means. 
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Discussion over lunch 

Taoiseach It would be very helpful to know your thoughts on a 
number of issues. 

Mitterand Would you like me to speak of the Bank (EBRD), CSCE 
and the Germ.an problem? 

This is not an EC issue as such but the Community is the main 
dynamic element. Our original idea at our dinner here on 19 
November was that no one should be kept out and that capital 
could be drawn from outside Europe if necessary. We also felt 
that the beneficiaries should be all the countries of Eastern 
Europe. Of course the governing body would be free to decide on 
particular projects but in principle all the countries of Eastern 
Europe should be able to benefit. 

Some objected to the Soviet Union. I maintain my viewpoint. Of 
course the Soviet Union would have to make some changes (i.e. 
moving towards greater democratisation). But it is very 
important that the Soviets should not get the impression that 
they are being encircled. They would consider it an aggression. 
If you look at the history since the 1917 Revolution, all Soviet 
diplomacy is marked by a fear of encirclement. At that time 
there were White armies advancing on Moscow with Western support. 
There was indeed a French army in Poland fighting Soviet troops. 
They had the same impression in 1939 at the time of the 
Ribbentrop/Molotov Pact. Stalin was negotiating with Britain and 
France at the same time as with Ribbentrop. He could have signed 
with Britain and France as easily as with the Germans but Stalin 
thought that Britain and France wanted to isolate him. 

If the Soviet Union is now excluded they will the same feeling. 
It would make the project collapse. The proposed Bank must not 
be a means of combat but of bringing people together. The us is 
blocking this - they would like the Soviet Union to be excluded 
as a participant. They could use the services of the Bank but 
not take part in decision-making. For me this is a point of 
substance. Each of the countries where there is a birth of 
democracy must be able to take part in all the decisions 
affecting it. Otherwise they are serfs. It would be a very bad 
beginning. 

That is why I instructed the French delegation to remain firm on 
this point. The Americans are influencing some other countries. 
But then (i.e. if they have their way) there will be.no ~ank. 
surely they can't want that. Therefore we must remain f~rm. 

J.,vi ' ~ >_ 

Taoiseach What about the request for a blocking majority? 
~~ 

Mitterand If the blocking ma~Y consists simply of the USA 
and Japan then we are just leaving the decisions tQ_tbA:lm. Europe 
will lose its role. I am not against a blocking ~itiy as such 
if it also includes several European countries. It should be a 
more difficult ma~o5i~tz to get however - otherwise you are giving 

~v -r--vt}-
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~~em the key. All business with the Soviet Union would be 
rough them (US and Japan?). This would not be in our interest. 

Taoiseach So you feel the Soviet Union should be in? 

Mitterand Yes all countries ~hat accept (progress towards 
democracy) should be in>~~ position. But of course they must 
not have a bl~c~ing 1'a]'~9J either! But they must be treated as 
sovereign. Similarly with the small countries. 

Taoiseach Do you think I should try to persuade President Bush 
of this? 

Mitterand Yes if you push in the same direction he will realise 
that the Europeans are numerous. The Soviets must be treated 
w~th adroitness but dignity. If the us approach is taken we 
might as well use the World Bank. Europe would have lost its 
specificity. 

Taoiseach I fully agree. 

Mitterand It is enough to remain firm. You should be very 
friendly but firm. When it is clear that their position would 
cause a failure of the Bank they will step back. This is no time 
insofar as public opinion is concerned to be seen to be blocking 
Gorbachev and the Soviet Union. If we stay firm for a month then 
they will probably have to accept a compromise. 

They had no clear opinion at the start but now they are raising 
what I would have to call imperialist conditions. They say we 
can't accept (to respond to?) all Soviet requests. But an 
individual -too cannot be sure that a Bank will simply meet all 
his requests for loans. It is the same thing here. 

Taoiseach What about the issue of shares? It is suggested that 
the commission and even the EIB should hold shares in the Bank? 

Mitterand I have not given much thought to that. I do not see 
why not. But perhaps it should better be the member States -
this would be more prudent? Perhaps the Presidency would better 
represent the Community than would the Commission? If the 
commission has the role then they might also look to various 
other institutions which they control having a role. 

Taoiseach To return to the relationship with the US - have you 
any ideas for better procedures? There has been talk of a 
treaty? 

Mitterand o yes a treaty with NATO. 

vedrine intervened to say that the American proposal was also 
(sic) for a treaty with the Community. 

Mitterand If so I would accept to discuss it. Then we will see 
what they want. we can then say yes or no when the time ~omes. 
But in the NATO framework it would have too ~uch of a military 
connotation. People would think we are looking to consolidate a 
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bloc. This would not be a good thing. 

Who could imagine that in the Warsaw Pact today countries like 
Poland where Solidarity is in Government or Czechoslovakia would 
set armies to attack the West? Or that the Federal Republic and 
the GDR would attack each other? These things are now 
meaningless. 

I note however that Poland has just signalled its attachment to 
the Warsaw Pact. This is a paradox since the Prime Minister is a 
militant Roman Catholic. That is as a result of an ambiguity on 
the part of the Federal Republic about the Oder-Neisse line. 
Once there is a threat to that, the Poles would prefer to have 
the Soviet Union beside them. But it is going in a direction 
which they do not want (i.e. the consolidation of the Warsaw 
Pact). 

One can say as much as one likes about the reunification of the 
two German States but not of "all Germans" which would bring into 
question the other frontiers of Germany. Already they are two 
big States. The Soviet Union is not too happy. But if other 
frontiers are also in question .... The problem is that the 
Germans have not made up their minds to say what needs to be said 
about the frontiers with sufficient clarity. 

Taoiseach What do you think on the question of German unity? 

Mitterand It is going faster than expected. It is a popular 
movement kept alive by the FRG (?). The GDR is destitute. For 
practical everyday economic reasons it is an accelerating 
movement. 

What I say usually is that unification is a matter for the 
Germans. If they absolutely want to do it no one can prevent 
them - certainly we could not go to war about that. But we must 
ask the Germans also to accept a sense of responsibility. In 
seeking reunification we must have certain solemn guarantees on 
their part; 

(i) on the Polish frontier 

(ii) they must get their act together in regard to Helsinki. 
It must be placed clearly in the CSCE framework. 

There is of course some contradiction here in the emphasis on 
unity and on frontiers. There is no international instrument, no 
diplomatic paper to prevent the Germans uniting if they want to. 
The answer will come from the German elections. Of course it 
would have come from the soviet Union (i.e. a negative answer) if 
we were living in Stalin's day. But now the Soviet Union is 
weakened. But it still has the means (i.e. military means). 

Among the answers which Germany must accept are a guarantee on 
the frontiers. They must also begin to accept some kind of 
guarantees in relation to military status. One cannot imagine 
that within a single state there should be Soviet and US troops 
with nuclear weapons (i.e. the present disposition of Soviet and 
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US forces facing one another across the intra-German border would 
not continue if Germany were united) that problem has at least to 
be tackled. The Soviets can insist on a condition they have 
already voiced - neutralisation. That is they say we will 
withdraw if you do. They also say "you are a great, war
mongering people. We need guarantees". There must be for 
example no access to nuclear weapons, limits on the number of 
troops and so on. 

If the Germans try to move to unification before sorting out 
these problems I would fear a great increase in international 
tension. First Gorbachev would lose his power to a military 
authority. This would continue with the process of 
liberalisation since they have no option but to do this. But it 
would be a military liberalisation which will not be in touch 
with some things. 

I spoke to Chancellor Kohl on the phone today at l p.m. (i.e. 
some 45 minutes previously). I said "do what you want, act with 
all your authority but avoid creating unnecessary tension. If 
Germany reunifies itself without precautions, then very soon 
there will be alliances in Europe - but in a new form (i.e. 
different alignments). The Soviet Union will come closer to the 
UK, to Italy (and France?). We will be back to traditional 19th 
century diplomacy - with the results we all remember". I do not 
know however if Germans have all that much common sense. 

Taoiseach What about the CSCE? 

Mitterand Gorbachev proposes that there will be a summit this 
year. In Kiev, when I was there I accepted that - I even 
proposed Paris as a venue. In my view it is essential to 
facilitate matters for the Soviet authorities. Any forum which 
could get together all Europeans in the present situation of 
disorder would be helpful. It is for the Europeans to answer the 
questions which are posed to them. The United States and Canada 
are there also. So why not do this (i.e. CSCE Summit). It is 
said that it would be undue haste to do so but events are moving 
very fast. 

I had wanted to raise that with you. It would be a good idea for 
you to take an initiative. In Strasbourg we agreed on a time
table. But now the leaders would say that the pace we set was 
too slow - history is passing us by. The leaders of the 
community sense this. Only the UK is lagging. They are so 
scared of German unity - Mrs Thatcher several times said this to 
me. 

Special meeting 

Taoiseach I was very impressed with the 
initiative in calling an informal dinner 
Government at the Elysee on 18 November. 
same idea - an informal dinner at summit 
April. 

success of your 
of the Heads of 

I am thinking of the 
level in Dublin in 
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Mitterand I am happy you ti d 
much of mentioning it ~~n one this. I was thinking very 

k . myse • Of course it is not for me to 
s~ea ~~nee I am no longer President of the European council 
since e 1 of January. But my advice to you would be to go 
ahead. It.would have a tremendous impact if it is well prepared. 
It would give a new impetus to the Community and at the same time 
~urope would not be unfolding before our eyes without any 
involvem7nt on our part. It is an excellent idea. If you do it 
France will applaud. 

Taoiseach And support us I hope! 

Mitterand I am not saying that just because I like to go to 
Ireland! 

Taoiseach I was very impressed by the precedent you set on 18 
November. 

Mitterand Of course many things were unsaid at the dinner on 
that evening. Chancellor Kohl spoke for an hour but he did not 
once pronounce the words German unity. Things were made more 
precise at the Strasbourg European Council. But many things have 
happened since then. There are the elections in the GDR in April 
(Vedrine corrected the President here to say the elections are on 
18 March). There are the developments in Moscow. 

I think it is a very good idea but I won't mention it until you 
decide to do so. It is your initiative. 

Environment etc. 

Taoiseach As regards the business of the Community, we propose 
to advance as much as possible with the Single Market. We had a 
very good meeting with the Commission in Dublin in January at 
which we discussed the various issues of our Presidency. I would 
like to give a particular priority to the environment. I would 
like the Dublin European Council to make a declaration like the 
social Charter, on the environment. We also hope to make some 
progress on air transport. 

Mitterand Yes do that. The environment must take its rightful 
place - one of the top questions. Of course it cannot only be 
the Community. But this is typical of a subject on which the 
Community can act as a nucleus for all Europeans. 

Taoiseach We would also coordinate the Community position in 
international conferences so that it would be a beneficial 
influence. 

Mitterand Yes there is the whole problem of acid rain - it now 
effects areas like the Vosges, Sweden and so on. 

EFTA/EC 

Taoiseach What about relations with EFTA? What is your 
thinking? 
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Mitterand I do not think we wi 
the six countries is very diff 11 fet very far. The position of 
example Iceland has no concerne~e~ fi ~ach waints exceptions. For 
is the money markets Au t . iu s · Sw tzerland's concern 
so on. The first th: ths ria s concerned about transport and 

. ing ey all ask is not to include 
agriculture: So there is not much left. The most positive is 
Sweden - w~ich could ~f course bring Finland and Norway. But r 
do not believe there 7s very much in all of this. But on the 
other hand.all countries would have their place in a 
confederation. 

Confederation 

Taoiseach Tell me about your thinking on the confederation? 

Mitterand Well its like this. You have countries which are 
regaining their sovereignty - Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia; 
and ot~ers are not far from it - for example the GDR, Romania, 
Bulgaria. They are all in a disastrous economic situation; and 
militarily the Warsaw Pact is becoming more remote and less 
credible as an alliance. 

The people of these countries have achieved this with their own 
courage - much more so than the leaders. The result can be that 
they find themselves alone in a slackened alliance. They could 
not enter the Community - which in any case would not want them. 
Therefore they could be left out in the cold. In dealing with 
the Community they would always be in a humiliating position. 
Soon their national dignity would finish the process. They would 
either revolt against the situation or be very unhappy. 

Therefore my idea is to say to them that we must find a 
framework, a place where in law they will be sovereign on an 
equal footing. Then as regards authority and power that has to 
be studied. 

Look at the Community. Some countries have two Commissioners, 
some have one. But the right of all countries is the same. No 
one is humiliated. This for me is the secret of future harmony 
in Europe. It is the same thing as in the case of the Bank (i.e. 
EBRD). Countries returning to democracy must be part of all 
decision-making and of governing bodies and not outsiders 
negotiating with difficulty with those inside. That is my 
philosophy - that each state should be able to take part in the 
decision-making process - that it can say yes or no. Not of 
course with a veto but taking part in decision-making bodies. 
The majority would have to be weighted. 

The whole thing needs to be studied but we must open a future for 
them. I will explain it further sooner. The Poles and the 
Hungarians are already very interested. 

Why a "confederation"? I had thought of a "Pact" but that means 
a treaty and this does not necessarily guarantee equality of 
rights. We would put questions in common (sic) and there would 
be a permanent organisation as we have in the European Community 
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but with far less authorit 
areas where it is eas to~· Already there are seven or eight 
EUREKA, technology, t~e env!~ohow ~e mihght go ahead. For example 
it would be normal to nmen · T ese are issues on which 
and talk The i say to all other European countries come 
in the B~ltic ~= t~ ~~=oN~~~h~xample transport and the position 

It i~ not exactly the same case as the Bank which has some 
outsiders. B~t it is similar in that it is important that all 
sh?uld be entitle~ to take part in decision-making even if the 
weight the¥ are given is not the same. If you have a small 
?onfederation b?dY (?) with a fairly light permanent institution, 
it c?ublld bdeal.with environment, high technology, transport, 
possi Y anking, and possibly other issues such as cultural or 
trade matters. Possibly too (le cas echeant) security or 
defence. But there we are entering into the field of the CSCE. 
For a number of years we should leave the CSCE free to get on 
with this area. But in ten or fifteen years the Europeans will 
want to work out security then for themselves. 

There are the countries of EFTA, the neutrals, Albania perhaps 
and Yugoslavia - this will offer to them all (the countries of 
Eastern Europe?) a prospect if they reconquer their full 
independence of decision, that they will have an aim. Then we 
will not be in an egotistical position in the Twelve (i.e. 
dominating the countries outside). There has to be a permanent 
place where we can talk. 

That is why I proposed a confederation. I see it as an 
intermediate stage between anarchy and the Community. Of course 
it would be very far from the Community - it would not have the 
constraints or discipline of the Community. But it would be a 
meeting place and they would have a body to turn to. There could 
be occasional meetings of Foreign Ministers. These countries 
would then seem more at home in Europe - they would not be 
detached (?) from our position in the Community. 

The US is a little bit worried - they fear it may come to 
building Europe without them. Such a thing would indeed be 
natural. But there are certain realities for years ahead. The 
CSCE can be the place and they are in it. For this reason I do 
not think my idea is causing any problems. The CSCE would act on 
security issues - as long as there are two major powers we cannot 
talk about security (in Europe) without them. 

Some people say yes the idea is interesting but it should not 
include the Soviet Union which is an empire and an Asiatic empire 
at that. This is not a proper way of talking. We must deal with 
the Government in Moscow. Any act to build a structure in Europe 
without the Soviet Union would be a major mistake in history. In 
a confederation of course the Soviet Union would only represent 
itself. It would be acting as a country not as an empire. The 
soviet Union would be happy to make its voice heard. But no one 
would dominate the situation - except of course the Twelve 
because they have an instrument of harmonisation of their own 
positions (i.e the Community). 
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~aoiseach It is a good concept,· di 
confused situation. an t meets the needs of a 

Mitterand I was in Hungary 
else: also Poland. They wan~e~~~;~~!ng:hey talked of nothing 

Vedrine Yes everywhere they seem interested. 

Taoiseach It would · give them something to hang on to? 

Mitterand Yes without losing status. 

EMU/IGC 

The Taoiseach.asked about the proposed IGC on EMU and the 
European Parliament's proposals for meetings before this. 

Mitterand. O! As we said earlier everything that speeds up what 
we are doing would be good. There is a danger that the Community 
could be dislocated by events and by the question of German 
unity. Look at what happened with the Schengen Agreement. There 
were difficult conflicts within Governments. I was saying we 
must go ahead. Some were dragging their feet. Chancellor Kohl 
phoned me the day before at 8 p.m. He said please instruct your 
delegation to go ahead - I fear they are dragging their feet. I 
said OK. I called in the various Ministers and I said go ahead 
and sign. Then I went to bed. The next morning when the meeting 
takes place someone phoned to say it is not working - the Germans 
do not want to sign. I asked why. The answer was that it is a 
Federal State. They said suddenly at the meeting something which 
they had never mentioned before that of course all matters agreed 
would apply also to the GDR. 

Prime Minister Lubbers blew up at this. The Government there (in 
the GDR) is not yet formed (i.e. pending the elections in March). 
The frontiers are not settled - so that you do not even know who 
the Germans would be. However the FRG kept firm on the issue and 
said that it must either apply to the GDR or they would not sign. 
So the whole thing fell through. I mentioned it to Modrow (GDR 
Prime Minister) some days later. He said "they never told me 
that". 

There is a problem whether the GDR is accepted as a member or 
whether there is now to be a German State of 80 million people. 
The problem is that the Germans will now seek to apply this 
approach to any Community decision. You may have to deal with 
this difficulty (in your Presidency). 

Taoiseach This is a new dimension. 

Mitterand There is of course an answer - it lies in chronology. 
As long as there are two states we deal with the FRG. If a 
contractual relationship is set up between the two Germanies then 
we will see what the agreements contain. If there is one German 
state we will deal with it as the issue arises. Already Genscher 
has worked out that in that new situation the GDR would be 
demilitarised and NATO would not move its front line forward to 
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the Eastern border of the GDR 
minds •. Thi~ could be a quest!onso the.issue is in peoples• 
more time will be needed t you will have to deal with But 
moving forward but it may~ !nswer it. It will not stop yo~ from 
year to ripen. r seat the IGC. It will take about a 

Role of the Commission_ Delors _ role 
of European Parliament 

Taoiseach 
We will know more after the GDR elections. 

In talking about relati 'th 
suggested that th E ons wi !he European Parliament Delors 

. e uropean Parliament should have a plenary 
sess~on on EMU. It would be attended by the Commission and the 
Presidency and.the outcome could be reported to the Dublin 
European Council or to the Italian Presidency. 

Mitterand I ~ma friend of Delors - he was my Minister of 
Economy and Finance. He is a political friend. But the real 
President is the President of the European Council. There should 
not be any confusion. Otherwise too much power would go to the 
Brussels bureaucracy. I already had occasion to discuss this 
with Delors. 

Mme Guigou Yes you had several discussions of this. 

Mitterand He seemed to think that some responsibility should be 
divided. I said no. The President of the European Council is 
the President of the Community. There is no rivalry. But I 
believe that the political decisions of the European Council must 
prevail over the technical decisions of the Commission(?) (here 
Mitterand was trying to recall exactly what were the issues on 
which he had checked Delors on this point). When I went to 
report to the European Parliament about the Strasbourg European 
Council Delors wanted to speak in regard to it. I said no, it is 
the President of the European Council who speaks. 

Taoiseach Some people raised eyebrows about President Bush 
meeting Delors in Brussels after the Malta Summit. 

Mitterand Was slightly puzzled at this reference but Vedrine 
explained to him that Bush had met Delors before the NATO Summit 
and suggested that it has become the tradition. 

Mitterand Delors has many qualities - he has a breadth of view. 
But when I see him I say that each thing must rest in its 
rightful place. The European Parliament must be given more 
power. But the way they are elected is not quite a popular vote. 
They represent parties not the real public opinion of the 
grassroots. They should have more power but the way they are 
rooted in popular opinion is still unsatisfactory. 

Taoiseach It has been suggested it should have a role in the IGC 
and should possibly participate in it? 

Mitterand(?) I would think not - it is for Governments. 
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gj.tterand Baron (President of th 
sit with the President of th Ee Parliament) asks each tim t 
and Dumas visited Eastern Eu~op~r~~ean Council; and when nefor~ 
answer o~ the human level is - . asked to be present. My 
democracies are based on the fine. But remember that our 
you (i.e. the Parliament) arecontceptht of separation of powers and 

no e executive. 

Taoiseach I shall keep to that 11.'ne 
of demarcation. 

Mitterand One can make gestures but it t b 
systemati t. canno e a 

. sa ion, a ~le. The President of the Commission is 
doing~ remarkable Job but the Commission is an executive of the 
executive and not the executive as such; Too often they take 
advan~age because they have powerful instruments and they are in 
the field everyday. For example in the matter of the social 
Charter. He (Delors) is doing the directives while we are too 
b~sy to tell him what directives. It will be the commission that 
will work out the number of directives and their content. This 
is the advantage that the Civil Service has over Governments but 
(it should not be allowed to go too far). 

After lunch 

over coffee after lunch there were some exchanges on the 
pronunciation of the word Taoiseach and on the Irish language. 
Mitterand asked how things are in Ireland at present. 

The Taoiseach replied that things are going well. The Government 
had just brought in a good budget. We are looking to 3 to Ji% 
growth in the economy in 1990; we have a good balance of trade 
and a balance of payments surplus but unemployment remains high. 

The Taoiseach went on to thank President Mitterand for having 
received him. He expressed his warm appreciation and said that 
it had been a great help to be able to draw on the President's 
experience. Mitterand replied that they should remain in touch. 
If things could be moved forward on the basis they had discussed, 
then the Irish Presidency would leave a mark. 

Taoiseach Bilateral relations between us are very good. The 
Irish College in Paris is a symbol of the strong links between 
us. Mme Guigou has been very helpful on that point. 

Mme Guigou Yes things are going well. We are negotiating in 
regard to the new authority which is to have responsibility. 

Taoiseach (lightly) If we need help we will call on you (i.e. 
President Mitterand). It is good that we have this old historic 
link between us (i.e. the Irish College) which we would like to 
keep alive. 

There followed some general conversation in which President 
Mitterand conveyed his good wishes to President Hillery and the 
Taoiseach mentioned that President Hillery still talked warmly of 
the house which President Mitterand had made available to him at 
one point. This led on to some questions by President Mitterand 
about the role of our President (Dr. Hillery) and the probability 
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of a Presidential election this year. 

T~e~e was some further discussion about President Mitterand's 
vis7t last Y7ar to the Taoiseach on Innis Mhicealain. The 
Taoi~each s~i~ he m~st begin to work on arrangements to have the 
President visit again and the President agreed, speaking jokingly 
a~o~t the.chan~eable.weather which had brought rain when he 
visited his friends in Kerry and sunshine when he visited the 
Taoiseach on the island. 

At this point the Taoiseach thanked the President again very 
warmly for the lunch and for the discussions and the Taoiseach 
and his party left. The occasion had lasted from about 1.15 
until 3 p.m. 

on the way out Mme Guigou sai~ to the ~ndersigned tha~ we sho~ld 
act early in April on the Taoiseach's idea for a special meeting 
of Heads of Government. She emphasised that e~ents w~ll begin to 
move very fast indeed as soon as the GDR elections which ~re due 
to take place on 18 March are over .. she had not yet mentioned 
this to President Mitterand but she intended to do so. 

N. Dorr 
secretary 
6 February, 1990 
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QUESTION NO. 5 

DAIL QUESTION addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13th February, 1990. 

----------------------------------------

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, arising from his press conference 
after his recent meeting with President Mitterrand in Paris, 
he will outline the basis on which he ruled out the 
possibility of supporting the idea of a united neutral 
Germany; if he will clarify his reported comments on 
neutrality and especially his statement that if a country 
was neutral, it had to be asked who it was neutral against; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

REPLY: 

The right to self-determination is a principle endorsed by 

the Charter of the United Nations. In my reply to a 

Question in the House on 13 December last I indicated that 

Ireland supports German unification and the right of the 

peoples of the Federal Republic of Germany and of the German 

Democratic Republic to determine their own future by a free 

democratic process. 

I further indicated that this is also the position of the 

Twelve as affirmed by the Heads of State and Government in 

Strasbourg. 
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Reports that I have ruled out the idea of a united neutral 

Germany or the possibility of East German membership of the 

Community are totally incorrect. In fact I said nothing of 

the kind. I believe that it would indeed be foolhardy for 

anyone to try to lay down hard and fast conditions or 

objectives in a - situation where events are moving so rapidly 

and so momentously. What I did indicate was my own personal 

view that it was unrealistic to contemplate that such a 

powerful economic and political entity in the middle of 

Europe as West and East Germany combined, would not 

influence or affect the course of European affairs. 



To: 
From: 

ROINN AN TAOISIGH 

Secretary to th~ment 
S. 6 hEigeartaigh 

Uimhir ...................... . .. .. ...... . . . 

Re: PQ's for next Tuesday on the Taoiseach's recent 
meeting with President Mitterrand 

A draft reply is submitted across for consideration. Briefing notes 
for supplementaries are in course of preparation and will follow on. 

9th February, 1990. 



QUESTION NO. 11 

DAIL QUESTION addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13th February, 1990. 

----------------------------------------

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, arising from his press conference 
after his recent meeting with President Mitterrand in Paris, 
he will outline the basis on which he ruled out the 
possibility of supporting the idea of a united neutral 
Germany; if he will clarify his reported comments on 
neutrality and especially his statement that if a country 
was neutral, it had to be asked who it was neutral against; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

REPLY: 

The Government's support for German unification was set out 

in my reply to a Question in the House on 13 December last. 

This has also been affirmed by the Twelve as set out in the 

Conclusions issued by the European Council in Strasbourg. 

Reports that I have ruled out the idea of a united neutral 

Germany or the possibility of East German membership of the 

Community are not correct. I did indicate that in my view 

it was unrealistic to contemplate such a powerful economic 

and political entity as Germany, united or not, not 

influencing or affecting the course of European affairs. 



QUESTION NO. 12 

DAIL QUESTION addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13 February, 1990. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters 
discussed with President Mitterrand at their meeting on 4th 
Februarr, 1990! if he will outline any proposals put to him 
by Preside~t Mitterrand regarding the establishment of a 
confederation, of all European States; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. 

REPLY: 

It is not the practice to disclose in detail the matters 

discussed at an official working meeting of this kind. I 

can, however, tell the Deputy that it was of particular 

benefit to me, as President of the European Council, coming 

into that office immediately after President Mitterrand, ~ (.A.A.I 

~ ~ ~ '<2.-'<-~, -e.-- e.0-- ~ r) ia..J<(./) ~ °'-- nTQJeJ-7~ 
~ have the benefit of his views on European and international 

affairs. We covered Community issues, developments in 

Eastern Europe and other major issues of mutual interest and 

concern. 

President Mitterrand's proposal for a European Confederation 

would involve all European countries who would wish to join. 

~ ~~'-~'"~ u~ 
wits l'" 1 t: i cH;la:r rcftil~a1u: 1 e e the ~ ua :co- provide the 

/i A , ~~~ 
emerging democracies~ Eastern Europe wltiiai'"structured 

~ \.UJ-u-~ ,~ ~ ~ ~ 
framework i?R ~ Rish I bop cottld. parH I i pate on eQ1u1l:llisa:tiea 
~ ~I..~~ ""--"-- • 

.,aaa decision-making with the other European countries on 

issues of common interest. The concept, with its aims of 
w--~~,. e~_.,, 

dialogue and stability, i~hich deserves to be fully 

and positively considered. 



QUESTION: 11 

QUESTION NOS. 11 AND 12 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13 February, 1990. 

To ask the Taoiseach if, arising from his press conference after 
his recent meeting with President Mitterrand in Paris, he will 
outline the basis on which he ruled out the possibility of 
supporting the idea of a united neutral Germany; if he will 
clarify his reported comments on neutrality and especially his 
statement that if a country was neutral, it had to be asked who 
it was neutral against; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. 

QUESTION: 12 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters discussed 
with President Mitterrand at their meeting on 4th February, 1990; 
if he will outline any proposals put to him by President 
Mitterrand regarding the establishment of a confederation of all 
European States; and i .f he will make a statement on the matter. 

REPLY: 

I propg §e a Cbeevn Qendzaiile, to take Questions 11 and 12 

t~ 

~~~ ,._ (Cua, ~--, 

It is not the practice t~detaill±ato the Sttbject mat:u;; o~ 

dis~~si.~~ s~ ~n official working meeting wi:=trtl ,,..J 
L~ b~ • - ~ 

aJlDVlei:JJead at Stat~. I can, however, tell the Deputy that it 

was of particular benefit to me, as President of the European 

Council, coming into that office immediately after President 
~ ~ L.....-.d \.t, ~ ~ V •l.n -, dl-- l~t,~~~J! ~J{;'i 

' Mitterrand, to bbftefit ~ thcG:Vrfws 11s £Fem ai.s ~~NA§ iiii · ilil 
al*i expe~ieoce ~European and international affairs. We covered 

Community issues, developments in Eastern Europe and other major 

issues of mutual interest and concern. 
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The Government's support for German unification was set out in my 

reply to a Question in the House on 13 December last. This has 

also been affirmed by the Twelve l::xx accordance @I I h ehe ....., ~~ 
p.ircj~lee L in&.s. in the Conclusions issued by the European 

l \ Council in Strasbourg., aftel I ele i:l.Ot: taiRk it uo1:1:ld be beH:efieial_ 

tor--5p.lcalate further on the question in this House 

uft'til af:t:.er the G.D.R. elections on 18th Mareh. 

certa inly .. 

President Mitterrand's proposal for a European Co~federation 
• ~ \,&.~~ .., 

would involve all European countries') 11 g to Join, with 

particular reference to the need to provide the emerging ~ ~c:,. ur, 
democracies in Eastern Europe with a structured framework -t,e 

participate ~ onsultation# and decision-making with,~her ~ ..,:.. e -...~ 

countries on issues of common interest. The concept, with its 
~ 

aims of r.Q,e lfi 1 I hen and stability, ~peals to me personally and 

M:01:1:lel., I l;;i<.l.igug, eeRlfttand this eetmtr:y 'B Bttpport~ 

~ ~ ...,_._.:_)"" ~ ~~ ~~a \ 

~ ~JwbY ~ ~'-{ ~ 
..-r,,-.1A~~;-~ ~::dsik:ii:ic1=~cssll9_.."'..._,.::e-::::::~&&~1~- ~ ~ 

~~~, ~ 
i ~ 



QUESTION NOS. 11 AND 12 

QUESTION: 11 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy De Rossa for answer on 
Tuesday, 13 February, 1990. 

To a~k th~ Taoiseach if, arising from his press conference after his recent 
me~t1ng w1th President Mitterrand in Paris, he will outline the basis on 
which he ruled out the possibility of supporting the idea of a united 
neutral Germany; if he will clarify his reported comments on neutrality and 
especially his statement that if a country was neutral, it had to be asked 
who it was neutral against; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

QUESTION: 12 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters discussed with President 
Mitterrand at their meeting on 4th February, 1990; if he will outline any 
proposals put to him by President Mitterrand regarding the establishment of 
a confederation of all European States; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. 

REPLY: 

I propose, a Cheann Comhairle, to take Questions 11 and 12 together. 

'f( ~ · ~ ~ ~ ~ i:t, Jo t.:. ,teJ2-~,4./; ~ ~ I> so.; 4s:. u,J~ ~ 
j.,(~ My discussions in Paris on 5 February last wi · President Mitterrand 

~~ncentrated on E.C. issue~· · · g f®\' 
~~ immediately after t~e French EC. Pres.id&Acy, developments in Eastern Eur . eU'' 
~ as well as other major E.C. external issues of m tual interest and concern. 
~·] These discussions with a~ statesman of the libre of President 
~-/ Mitterrand, with his insight and experience of Eur pean and international 
~~ affairs, were of particular benefit to me on this 

iev--'5tita,.f occasion in my current role as President of the European Council. 

~~ 

~~Le.l~~u., 

780628 P.02 
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~ 
The Government's support for German unification was set out in my repl j7to a 
Question in the House on 13 December last. This has also been affirmEh! by 
the Twelve in accordance with the principles contained in t_h~ Conclu2&~n~ ~ ~ 

11: ~~ 0-~ ... ,~ s ' ~ 
issued by the European Council in Strasbourg. T..he eoncept of a unitea but 
neut, al Ge, many, giveA the pm~er-fltl ecenemic aAd-po-1ittcat-wefgtuch an 
-entity. would be very difficult to visual ise..,-apart altogether from its 
acceptability or otherwise +a all the parties co.ncer-ned,-b~ 

- ~ef~ best not to speculate further,<'·8fl--t.h4s at this stage~tf\e gytceme ef 
the G.D.R. elections on 18 March, when th~utur,shape of inter-German 
relations~ become clearer. ~ 

President Mitterrand's proposal for a European Confederation would involve 
a 1 European countries,~with particular reference tou;r~i~~rging 
democratic countries in Eastern Europe with a structured framework to 

t .. /.µ.t .~&..· d..es; . . k' . f . t t par 1c1pa e 1n1scussll'n~an uec1s1on-ma 1ng on issues o common 1n eres ~ 

such as technology, traRSf}efLt-aftcl-t-he-erw--i-rooment. This is a very useful 
concept to be brought forward at this stage of uncertainty with the 
unfolding events in Eastern Europe and, in helping to provide stability~ ~ 

,- --
fftt:ftYal beaeHts thro1:1gheYt all tbe CoRti~ ef .. :fattiepe htis ma,,y att, act Ions. 

1~~ , ' J.i: appeals to me personally and should I believe command this country's 
support. 
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TO . FR 0~ PAR I S 
- ~ Foo- 7S--Ml.JR-Plt¥--r-t~··'--'=--~..L.W~~ --~----"=---

M"1MV F GT G 

PR 2/90 (PARIS) 

SECRETA.RY 
DEPARTMENT OF FO?EIGN AFFAIRS 

MITTEHRAND'S EUROPEAN CONFEDERATION 

~1. FURTHER TO OUR PR 1/9J ON THIS SUBJECT YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN 
~ ADDITIONAL COMMENT ON THE IDEA DURING THE PAST WEEK, WHICH IF IT HAS 

NOT CLARIFIED THE PROPOSAL TO ANY GREAT EXTENT HAS AT LEAST HAD THE 
EFFECT OF SHAPING IT UP AS A FRAMEWORK FOR FURTHER REFLECTION. 
PRESltENT MITTERRAND HAS ELABORATED ON HIS PROPOSAL ON TWO OCCASIO~S 
SINCE 31ST DECE~BER, IN TH~ COURSE OF HIS INFORMAL MEETING AT HIS 
COUNTRY RETREAT IN LATCHE WITH CHANCELLOR KOHL ON 4TH INST AND tGAIN 
CURING HIS NEW YEAR'S G~EETING TO THE PRESS ON 5TH l~ST. 

2. AT LATCHE BOTH PRESIDENT AND CHANCELLOR DECLARED THEMSELVES IN 
AG~EEMENT ON STRENGTHENING THE POLITICAL ANt ECONO~IC STRUCT0~ES OF 
THE COMMUNITY AND IN CREATING'' IN DUE TIME'' A EUROPEA~ 

UCO NFEDERATION OFFERING A ''PERSPECTIVE'' TO THE OTHER COUNTRIES OF 
~ EUROPE'' WHICH COULD NOT BECOME ~EMBER STATES OF THE COMMUNITY EUT 

WHOSE PROGRESS TOWARDS DEMOCRACY WAS ''EVlrENT''. THIS COULD INCLUDE 
THE SOVIET UNION IN MITTERRAND'S tNALYSIS. IT SEEMS TH~T ~OST OF 
THE COMMENT IN LATCHE WAS BY THE FRENCH PRESltENT, THE CHANCELLOR 
BEIN1, CONTENT TO DESCRIBE THE PROPOSAL AS .t. ''VEPY GOOI''' ONE WHICH 
HE COULD £NV1SAGE BEING EXAMINED IN THE HELSl~KI PPJCESS, SUBJECT TO 

• CAREFUL PREPARATION. 

3. ADDRESSING THE PRESS ON THE FOLLOWING D~Y ~ITTERRAND DWELT 
FURTHER ON HIS PROPOSAL IN SAYING THAT THE CONFEtEPATION WOULD BE ''t 
SYSTEM OF WORK, DIALOGUE AND EXCHANGE'' OPENING A PERSPECTIVE IN 
PARTICULAR FOR COUNTRIES SUCH AS POLAND, HUN3ARY AND CZEC~OSLOVAKIA 
WHICH ARE NOT READY TO ENTER INTO A SYSTEM AS BINDING AS THE EUROPEtN 
COMMUNITY. THESE COUNTRIES HAVE A ''VOCATION TO ENTER !~ff':: ~ 
PERMANENT STRUCTURE'' WHICH COULD NOT BE THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
HOWEVER SINCE THE COUNCIL ''DOES NOT HAVE AN INSTITUTIONAL 
EXISTENCE''. NOR DO THE PRESIDENT'S FINAL WORDS TO THE PRESS DO 
MUCH TO CLARIFY HIS GLOBAL THINKING: "I AM INDICtTING A DIRECT!(';'.,. 
I AM PROPOSING AN OUTLINE. IT IS FOR HISTOPY TO A~SWER ME'', HE 
DECLARED. 

·\ 
- ....... I 



4. , Hl~E PRESIDENT MITTERRANr's A?PEAL TO HISTORY MAY HAVE l~PPESSE[ 
-sPo KES, ,EN utrTRE-i.trT -c-P rtE----?eL t-r 1 c~ L -Sn-CTPW- ~ T -+u . , ,. , ,_ 
T~E EN!HUSIASM OF OTHER PERSUASIONS. MME SIMONE V~IL, FOR~Eq 
PRES I t ·ENT OF THE EUROPEAN PARL 1Atv1ENT, IS "PERPLEXED" BY THE 
PROPOSAL, CANNOT SEE WHY THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE SHOULD EE RULED OUT 
AND BELIEVES THAT THE QUESTION OF ~ILITARY ALLIANCES IS FAR FPOM 
BEING RESOLVEr. THE MINISTER FOR rEFENCE, ~. JEA J-PIERRE 
CHEVENEMENT, ON THE OTHER HAND IS ''ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT THE 
CONFEDERATION AND BELIEVES THAT THE MILIT~RY ALLIANCE CAN EE 
MAINTAINED AS A "FRAfvlEWORK FOR COLLECTIVE SECURITY". FORMER 
PHESlrENT GISCARD D'ESTAING HAS NOT SPO~EN HIMSELF PUT A 
REPRESENTATIVE OF HIS POLITICAL TE~DENCY DIS~ISSES THE CONFEDERATION 
AS ''TOTALLY UTOPlt~'' WHILE~. CH~PLES PtSQUA OF THE RPR SEES IT AS 
A ;ESURRECTIO~ OF IE SAULL~·s GRtNrE EUROPE FRO~ THE ATLftNTIC TO THE 
UR~LS . IN ANY EVENT, M. PAS~Ut LECLARES, MITTE RR~ND ~tS MERELY 
PARODY INS PARTY LEA~ER JACQUES CHl~AC'S CALL LAST ~OVEMEER FCR ft 
GHEATER EUROPE OF 5GO MILLION PEOPLE INCLUrlNG THE CO~MUNITY, EFTA 

-\ AND ThE EMEP ·-; I NG I:Efv:OCRAC I ES I · THE EAST, BUT EXCLUDING THE USSR. -=~ 

5. CL~SER TO THE p;:EslrENT Hl~~SELF, !\J THE VEF.'Y PRECINTS OF TriE 
ELYSEE, DIFFERING PERCEPTIO~S H~VE E~ERGED. THE PRESlrENTS SPOKESVt~ 
M. HUBERT VEfR I "4E, TO WHOM THE TEi:::v. ' ' CONFEf.ER.A TI ON'' IS t :T~ I BUT~:-, 
SEES EYE TO EYE IT SEE~S WITH~ . JEAN FRANCOIS-PONCET (OUR PR 1/9S) 
!~ CONTEMPLATING A PLACE FOR THE U.S IN THE NEW STRUCTURE. THIS IS 
~OT A PERCEPTION SHARED BY ~ITTEFRtNf'S SPECIAL COUNSELLOF, ~. 
JACQUES ATTAL I, WHOSE PROG~CS!S IS FOR~ WORLr ORGANISED AROUNr T~J 
POLES, ONE ATTRACT!NG JAPA~, T~E ?ACIFIC COUNTRIES ~ND THE U.S AN[ . 
THE OTHcP. !NCLULING THE STATES QF THE EUROPEAN CONTINENT. EVlrEN~LY 
PRESILE t·ff MITT~RRA!~1) HAS Kl ~' I:LE[• THE l~~AGINATIONS OF A WII'E CIRCLt OF 
THE FRENCH LE.li~ERSHIP, BUT IF SO THE RESPOf~SE IS ALMOST E,)LJ~LLY . --r 

s I B'<LL I! lE O CLEAR' Ly IT w ILL EE sot,"E T WE PEFO~ E COHEPE ~ff ~ r::.A s E~ Er- .;1::. 

GP THE '' INVENTION'' (AS THE PRESlrErT PUTS IT) OF HIS PR~?OSEr 
CONFEDERATION GETS UNDERwAY. 

ENDS 

HIBERNIA T-4500 
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My dear compatriots 

This year we celebrated with pride the bicentenary of the French 

Revolution and the role played by France in the struggle for 

freedom, equality, and the defence of the rights of man. Behold, 

after an interval of 200 years, the same words, bearing the same 

aspirations, have overthrown other Bastilles in European 

countries still under dictatorship. 

As everyone knows, the change which has taken place in the 

countries of Eastern Europe in recent months transcends in 

importance everything we have experienced since the Second World 

War, and ranks without doubt among the greatest events in 

history. 

A combination of events was needed to bring this about: total 

economic and political failure, the intuition and determination 

of Mikhael Gorbachev, the strength of conviction and the moral 

courage of the opponents of oppression, and lastly the 

astonishing maturity of the peoples revolting against tyranny. 

Having just celebrated the most resounding victory of democracy, 

1789-1989, nobody could have dreamed of such a celebration for 

our great bicentenary. 

The Romanian drama r .erninds us, however, that history is tragic 

and that liberty is paid for in suffering. Let us not forget 

what millions of men and women endured during the long period of 
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darkness. They still have many obstacles to surmount and they 

will need our help. 

Europe will clearly no longer be the Europe we have known for 

half a century. Yesterday it was dependent on the two 

Superpowers. Today it is coming into its own, discovering its 

own history and geography. 

New questions are beginning to emerge which cannot be answered in 

one day, but they now confront us: the future of the alliances, 

the Atlantic Alliance and the Warsaw Pact, the pace of 

disarmament to be pursued, in what form and under what conditions 

the German people are to be reunited, what type of co-operation 

should exist between Eastern and Western Europe, the 

intangibility or reality of existing frontiers, and how far the 

resurgence of nationalities will go·. 

Either the trend towards disintegration and fragmentation will 

continue and we will be back with the Europe of 1919 - we know 

what that led to - or Europe will take shape. It may do so in 

two stages, first with the help of our Community of Twelve which 

must definitely strengthen its structures, in accordance with the 

decision taken in Strasbourg. 

I am convinced that the Community by its very existence has 

greatly contributed to the upsurge of the East European peoples, 

by serving as a reference point and a pole of attraction. 
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The second stage has still to be worked 
out: on the basis of the 

Helsinki agreements I expect to see a European confederation in 

the true sense of the word come· t b in o eing in the nineties, a 

confederation which will group together all the States of our 

continent in a common and permanent organisation of trade, peace 

and security. 

That will clearly not be possible until the East-European 

countries have introduced party pluralism, free elections, a 

representative system and freedom of information. At the rate 

things are going we're not too far away from that reality. 

Again and again, while the crowds in Prague, Bucharest, Warsaw 

and Berlin were tearing down walls of all kinds maintained by 

their oppressors, I told myself that we French were fortunate to 

live in a country such as this, which was moulded by the 

principles of 1789 and 150 years as a Republic. 

It occurred to me also however that we had to show ourselves to 

be worthy. The liberated peoples are not asking for our charity, 

but for reasons for believing in a system of liberty and justice, 

namely a model for living within a society governed by law. 

[Moves on to domestic issues]. 
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!Baughe·y · talks 
With Mitterrand 
•From Kathryn Hone, which will associate all the states 
,in Paris of our continent in a general and 

permanent organisation of ex-
T.HE Taoiseach, Mr Haughey, changes of peace and of 
;travels to Paris this morning for a security.,,' 
,working lunch with President · 
Mitterrand at the Elysee Palace. Since then , - President 

•It is Mr Haughey's first foreign Mitterrand has travelled to 
'visit during the Irish rresidency Eastern Europe to develop the 
of the European Counci of Minis- theme. "You are just as much 
ters. Europe as we are," he told the 

.... Their discussions will centre on Hungarians a fortnight ago. "The 
the Community's foreign policy, succe~s of what is happening here 
and particularly on Eastern and m the other Eastern Euro
' Europe. pean countries is decisive for 
~ Under the French constitution, Western nations." . . 
the president'_s role i~ to steer the H~ has also lobbied ma_ny of his 
qation's foreign pohcy, · and Mr foreign guests on the subject. The 
Mitterrand has taken up the i~sue Cypri?t. leader, Mr G_eorge 
of Eastern Europe li~e ~ crusade. Vass 111 o u , a_ n d Pre s 1 dent 
Since he unveiled his idea of a Francesco _Coss1ga of Italy . ex
E pean "confederation" on pressed their support for the idea 

uro 1st the French president last week, as did the West Ger-
Jhanud~ote<l most of his energies man Chancellor, Dr Helmut Kohl, 

as h e oJ·ect and the president of the European 
to t e pr · p 1· M E · B nfederation proposal was ar _iame~t, r nnque aron, 

The ~o d's first acknow- earher this month. 
Mr Mitterran f th D · h. I I · h" - t that the "Europe o e esp1te 1s c ose re at1ons 1p 
j Jdrmen only the first stage with his fellow Socialist, the pre-
~2~ was Jar er grouping of sident of the Commission, Mr 
towards a ount~ies which would Jacque Delors, Mr Mitterrand 
European c d to 'a De Gaulle- does differ with him on East 

· .e~entu_a~ly lef Europe stretching Germany. Mr Delors' proposal ~n 
type v1s1on ~ afc to the Urals. January 17th, that the Democratic 
from the At an 1 emains to Republic should be a "a special 

"The second stag.e r and said. case" which would be allowed to 
·nvented," Mr M~terr Helsinki join the EC if it wanted to? is not 

be 1 
· n from t e rn in shared by the French president. 

'' S ta~t 1 expect to s~ bt° dera- Mr Mitterrand insists that ~he 
accor 990s a European °~ et rm Europe of the 12 must first 
the 1. the real sense of t e e _' -----
tit>D' 1n 
~ 

strengthen itself by enacting 
monetary and political union. At 
that point the candidacy of East 
Germany should be considered, 
though with no more priority than 
any other applicant. 

Last week , Mr Mitterrand told 
his government that he intended 
to follow closely the develop
ments in the East. Si$nificantly, 
he expanded the dossier of his 
personal adviser on the European 
Community to include Eastern 
Europe, too. Ms Elisabeth 
Guigou, who was one of the main 
forces behind the successful 
Strasbourg summit last Decem- . 
ber, is now entrusted by the 
president with the task of co
ordinating aid to those countries. 

Colm Boland adds: 
Government officials in Dublin 

and Brussels said that Eastern 
Europe would not entirely 
dominate the agenda. 1!11port~nt 
internal EC matters mcludmg 
Irish presidency plans to advance 
preparations for an intergovern
mental conference later this year 
on economic and monetary union, 
progress on the single European 
market and environment and 
social policy would also be 
discussed. 

Mr Haughey plans to have such 
consultations on a bilateral level 
with all the other EC leaders 
before the summit meeting in 
Dublin next June. 



11.45 a.m. 

12.15 p.m. 

1.00 p.m. 

1.15 p.m. 

1.00 p.m. 

Taoiseach's Visit to President Mitterrand 

s February 1990 

Taoiseach and party arrive Orly airport. 

Met by Ambassador and Mr O'Hara. 

Proceed to Embassy. 

Arrive Embassy. 

Briefing if desired. 

Taoiseach leaves Embassy for Elysee accompanied 
by Mr Nally and Mr Dorr. 

Mr O'Brien and Mr O'Hara will be in the convoy. 

Working lunch with President Mitterrand, who will 
be accompanied by Elisabeth Guigou and either 
Jacques Attali or another. 

Interpretation will be provided. 

Lunch to be followed by a meeting if necessary. 

Lunch will be provided at Embassy for remainder 
of delegation. 

3.15-3.30 p.m. Leave Elysee for Embassy. 

Journalists will be at Embassy from 3.30 p.m. 
onwards. 

4.00 p.m. 

4.30 p.m. 
approx 

Press Conference at Embassy. 

Leave Embassy for private appointment. 

4.45 p.m. Private appointment. 

Depart for Orly 
convenience. 

Useful telephone numbers: 

Embassy of Ireland 

Salon d'Honneur, Airport Orly Sud 

Elysee Palace 

OECD 

airport at Taoiseach's 

45 oo 20 87 or 45 oo 89 43 
(Fax 45 00 84 17) 
48 84 37 01 or 
49 75 43 08 Orly switchboard 
42 92 81 00 
(Fax 47 42 24 65) 
45 24 82 00 (ask for Room 2 

of New Building) 
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Le Mende of Saturday 3 February carries a profile of the 

Taoiseach by London correspondent Dominique Dhombres, writing 

after his visit to Dublin. The article's heading describes Mr 

Charles Haughey as a flamboyant adventurer. The introduction ( in 

heavy type) at the head of the article says that Mr Charles 

Haughey, with his tousled hair and craggy features, remains, at 

64 years of age, a sort of adventurer. The piece says that he 

wants very much to act as a responsible statesman during the six 

months of the Irish Presidency. 

The article begins by saying that Charles Haughey's three great 

passions are politics, women and horses with politics probably 

being the strongest. It describes the Taoiseach as an expert in 

the art of survival. Dhombres says that Mr Haughey is both a 

nationalist and a populist. He recalls Mr Haughey' s family 

background in Northern Ireland, and reports that on 8 May 1945 

he burnt a union jack in retaliation for the burning of · the 

tricolour. Dhombres describes Mr Haughey as one of the richest 

men in Ireland and a connaisseur of fine wines but also a 

populist who can slap voters' backs in pubs and champion the 

little man against the strong. 

The article says that Mr Haughey is firmly set in the tradition 

of Fianna Fail, solidly established in the country but also in 

the working class areas of the cities. It says that Fianna Fail 

with its campaign against divorce and abortion remains along with 

the church one of the great bastions of distinctive Irishry. 

Dhombres describes Mr Haughey as being capable of demagogy and 

that it is a very Irish characteristic for words and emotions to 

come first and reflection later. 

The profile describes Mr Haughey I s success in business after 

training as an accountant and says he is one of the biggest 

property owners in the country and has his own private island. 

The article goes on to report the Taoiseach's political career. 

It recalls his election as a T.D. in 1957 and his progress from 

one Ministerial post to another - justice, agriculture, finance. 

It mentions the arms crisis in 1970 but says that no one refers 
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to it any more ~nd that when Garret FitzGerald did so the comment 

rebounded on the accuser. The article recalls Mr Haughey' s 

return to office in 1977 and his election as leader two years 
later. 

Dhombres describes Mr Haughey in 1990 as a markedly sober man, 

determined this time to lead on to the end of his mandate. He 

says the populist spender of 1979-1980 has become a follower of 

the strictest budget orthodoxy and that the implacable enemy of 

compromise with London has become a punctilious observer of the 

Anglo-Irish Agreement. 

The article concludes that Mr Haughey will do everything in the 

coming six months to avoid giving the appearance that he is too 

preoccupied by the question of Northern Ireland, which is close 

to his heart. The Taoiseach or boss does not at all wish to be 

taken for a provincial politician and wants both respectability 

and international recognition. The Irish presidency can 

therefore be expected to be a very wise one. 

~ 
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M. Charles Hauih~y: w/lvenfurierfliifnboy3,nt. · 

• • •, [, .• • • ~· • • I • 

DUBLIN 

de notre envoye special 

L'homme qui assure depuis 
le 1 • janvier, la presidence 
tournante de la CEE. est tout 
sauf un politician couleur de 
muraille. Le cheveu en bataille 
et le visage burine, le premier 
ministre\ irlandais j M. \ Charles 
Haughey est reste, a soixante 
quatre ans, une sorte d' aven
turier. II suscite parmi ses 
compatriotes des attache- · 
ments indefectibles et des 
haines inexpiables. M. Hau
ghey veut visiblement faire 
figure pendant les six mois de 
la presidence irlandaise 
d'homme d'Etat responsable. 
Pourra+il cependant echap
per a sa legende 7 

la polit ique, les femmes et Jes 
chevaux sont les trois grandes 
passions de Charles Haughey, 
mais la polit ique est probable
ment la plus forte. le c Tao
seach » (son titre official en gae
lique) est, comma Richard Nixon, 
auquel ses concitoyens le corn
parent parfois, un artiste de la 
survi e. II a resurgi a deux 
reprises apres des scandales et 
des crises qui auraient du mettre 
fin a sa carriere. Ses adversaires 
ne sont pas loin de penser qu' il 
a, commas les chats, le pouvoir 
de vivre neuf vies ... 

Un nationaliste 
/riscerail 

M. Haughey est avant tout un . 
nationaliste qui s' enflamme 
encore pour la cause de la reuni
fication de l'ile, mais ii a appris a 
moderer son lyrisme. Son pare 
avait combattu les Britanniques 
pendant la guerre d'indepen
dance et etait un des chefs . de 
l'armee republicaine (c Irish 
Republican Army>, ou IAA). le 
berceau de sa famille est en 
lrlande du Nord, mais ses 
parents se sont installes au su~ 
apres la partition •. le . 8 ma1 
1945, jour de la v1ctoire, des 
etudiants de Trinity college, a 
Dublin, brulent en public le dra
peau irlandais pour prote~ter 

. contra le fait que la Aepubhque 
etait restee neutre pendant la 

Le J·eune Charles Hau-guerre. re 
ghey grimpe aussit6t 6 un ver-

~ere pour brOler en represailles a chaque etape, ici la construe- . son ascencion, apparemment 
l'Un~o~ Jac_k .•. ·-.·~ ! • tion d'un hopital, la, c~lle d'un · irresistible. . . 

Ce nationaliste visceral· fonde aeroport, sans trop se preoccu- En 1970, ii est arrete et 
sur une haine insondable des per de l'intendance. De fa~on accuse d' avoir utilise, en tant 

tres irlandaise, la parole et · que ministre des finances , 
Anglais qu'il partage avec bon !'emotion passent quelques fois !'argent de r Etat .pour acheter 
nombre de ses compatriotes se chez lui avant la reflexion. secretement des armes · desti-
double d'un populisme qui frise ' ne·es aux combattants de l'IRA rf · I d~ · Ca x q ·, Mais les sca·ndales et les pa 01s a t=magog1e. u u en lrlande du Nord. II es t 
ne l'aiment pas n'hesitent pas a echecs ont muri ce personnage acquitte apres un long proces, 
Co.mparer sa rh~tor1·que l. celle flamboyant. la reussite sociale 

t= a mais la suscpicion demeure, sui-d, n J an Pa on Devenu l'un auss1·. Expert comptable de for-
u u r • vie de sept ans de traversee du 

des hommes les plus riches mation, M. Haugh~','. a fait for- . desert. Plus personne n'ose 

d'lrlande, proprietaire de che
vaux de course, amateur . de 
bonne chere et de bons vins, 
M. Haughey· continue a faire la 
tournee des pu'bs en tapant 
familierement les electeurs dans 
le dos et en exaltant le combat 
des c petits > contra les « gros ». 

II est en fait dans le droit fil de 
la · tradition . de son parti , le 
Fianna Fail, implants dans . les 
campagnes, mais aussi soh_de
ment present _dans les quart1er~ 
pauvres des grandes villas, 
notamment a Dublin. L'origine 
du Fianna Fail- remonte a la 
guerre civile. Le parti a ate fonde 
par ceux qui refusaient.tout com
promis avec les Angla1s, y com
pris la partition entre le nord et 
le sud, et voulaient c~ntinuer la 
lutte jusqu' au bout. Fa1sant cam
pagne avec succes contra la 
legalisation du divorce et de 
I' avortement, le Fianna Fail de 
M. Haughey reste avec I' eglise 
un des grands bastions de la 
c singularite I irlandaise. 

La demagogie aussi. En tour
nee electorale, M. Haughey 
n'hesitait pas, jadis, a promettre 

· tune dans des conditions sur les
quelles ii est toujours reste 
discret. II semble qu'il ait achete 
au bon moment des terrains que 
l'Etat s' appretait a viabiliser pour 
en faire des lotissements. 11 est 
devenu ainsi un des grands pro
prietaires immobiliers du pays et 
possede meme son ile privee. II a 
eu aussi la bonne idea d' epouser 
la fille de celui qui etait alors le 
leader du Fianna Fail, Sean 
Lemass. Cela n'a pas nui a sa 
Carriere. . : - .. : · ·: .'.":: 

£'accusation 
de trafic d'armes 

aujour'hui mentionner ce lointain 
episode. Lorsque son adversaire 
de toujours. M. Garret Fitzge
rald, a voulu faire publiquement 
allusion a ce C passe charge ll, 
I' opinion, visiblement lasse . de 
cette affa irs , s' est retournee 
contra I' accusateur ... 

M. Haughey reprend pied en 
politique en devenant ministre 
de la sante en 19 7 7. Oeux ans 
plus tard, ii est leader du Fianna 
Fail et" premier ministre. Une 
nouvelle vague de scanda les 
l'atteint en 1982. Un des epi
sodes les plus bizarres de cette 
periode troublee est la condam
nation de son agent electoral, 
qui avait tout simplement vote 
deux fois pour son patron dans 
la circonscription de celui-ci.. . 

En 1990, M. Haughey, nette
ment assagi, dirige son qua
trieme gouvernement et semble 
decide, quoi qu'il arrive, a aller 
cette fois-ci jusqu' au bout de 
son mandat. le populists depen
sier des annees 1979-1980, est 
devenu un adepte de la plus 
stricte orthodoxie budgetaire . 
L' ennemi implacable de tout 
compromis avec londres s· est 
mue en uri observateur fidele et 
meme pointilleux de ('accord 
anglo-irlandais, signe en 1985 
par Mme Tatcher et M. 'Fitzge
rald, qui donne a Dublin un droit 
de regard sur la situation de la 
minorite catholique en lrlande-du 

·· Nord, en echange d'une coope
ration active entre les deu~_pays 
dans la lutte contra l'IRA. 

Seule certitude : M. Haughey 
fera tout pendant ces six mois 
de presidence pour eviter 
d'apparaitre comma trop preoc
cupe par la question nordElu depute a Dublin en 1957, 

(j irlandaise qui lui tient pourtant a 
cceur. le c taoseach > ou plutot 
le c boss>, comma on l'appelle 
familierement, ne veut pour rien 

ii fait partie de cette nouvelle 
generation de politicien_s du 
Fianna Fail dont les habits de 
bonne coupe et les allures 
conquerantes contrastent avec 
I' aspect plus rustique des grands 
aines du parti qui ont participe a 
la guerre civile. II passe d'un por
tefeuille ministerial a I' autre, la 
justice, I' agriculture, les 
finances, lorsqu'un premier 
scandale . interrompt brutalement . 

· au monde passer pour un politi
cian provincial. II a soif de res
pectabilite et de reconnaissance 
internationale. la presidence 
irlandaise devrait done etre pru
dente, tres prudente meme ••• A 
moins d'un derapage_. . .. 

DOMINIQUE DHOMBRES 

1J 

·l 



Saturday's Le Mende, in addition to the profile of the Taoiseach, 

carries an article from Dublin on the Irish Presidency by Marie

Pierre Subtil, who has expressed great appreciation of the 

reception given to her and fell ow journalists in Ireland on their 

recent visit. 

She notes at the outset that the Presidency is not a new 

experience for Ireland, this being the fourth occasion on which 

we have exercised it. She says the success of Presidencies is 

particularly judged by the conclusions of the summit at the end 

of the Presidency. She says the speed of developments in Europe 

is such that Ireland cannot yet fix the agenda for its summit but 

intends to make good use in the coming months of its distinctive 

characteristics: its neutrality and its special links to the 

United States. She quotes Mr Haughey saying that Ireland's 

partners in the Community see Ireland as being particularly well 

placed to promote new relations between the EEC and the United 

States. 

She says that Irish neutrality means the country feels it is a 

particularly appropriate go-between with the countries of Eastern 

Europe. She quotes Mr Haughey again as saying that the fact of 

not being members of a military alliance means that we are more 

welcome in those countries. She says Mr Haughey gives the 

i mpression that Ireland could reconsider its neutrality if the 

European Community were establishing its own system of security 

but that we have not yet reached that point. 

She quotes Minister Collins, on his return from Poland and 

Yugoslavia, saying that the situaiton is urgent and that 

association agreements with the countries of Eastern Europe need 

to be redefined quickly. She reports the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs recalling his meeting with Alexander Dubcek and the 

latter's wish to see Czechoslovakia's accession to the Community 

considered within five years. 

She cites Minister Collins saying that Ireland depends above all 

on the success of the Community and affirming that Irish farmers 



are more aware than anyone of what is happening in Brussels. In 

answer to the question whether or not the opening to the East 

could put in question some of Ireland's gains the Minister 

replies that one must be ready to make sacrifices. 

The article notes that Ireland is in favour of more rapid 

integration in contrast to Thatcherite policy and says that the 

Irish Government wants to proceed with the action programme on 

the Social Charter. She remarks that above all Ireland wants to 

be remembered for a green Presidency and reports the launching 

of an ambitious programme by the Minister for the Environment. 

She concludes that the idea of a green Presidency was conceived 

before the upheavals in Europe and may seem somewhat overtaken 

by those events. She remarks that those changes could give Mr 

Haughey the . hope of change at home as well - walls are coming 

down in Eastern Europe but not on the island itself. 



Six mois 
de navigation a vue 

Aprea Paris, et avant Rome, 
c' est Dublin qui preside pour six 
mols aux destlnees de la Com
munaute europhnne. Pour l'lr-

·. l13nde - qui a adhere I\ la CEE en 
1973 - la fonctlon n' est pas 
nouvelle : c' est la quatrieme fois 
que ce pays (le plus petit des 
~ouze, en termes de population, 
apres le Luxembourg, avec 3,5 
millions d'habitants) remplit ce 
role. Mais ii est evident que la 
situation internationale confere 
au gouvernement de M. Charles 
Haughey des responsabilites 
inattendues. 

DUBLIN 
de notre envoy,fo speciale 

Le succes d'une prcsidence se 
mesure essentiellement aux 
conclusions du sommct qui la 
cloture. En l 989, l'Espagne puis 
la France furent tout a tour 
saluees : a Madrid; en juin, lcs 
Douze adoptaicnt le plan Dclors 
qui doit mener a )'Union ccono
mique et monetaire (UEM), 
consideree comme I' « anticham
bre » de l'Union politique ; 'a 
Strasbourg, en decembrc, ils deci
daient que la conference intergou
vernementale qui doit poser lcs 
fondations de l'UEM debutcrait 
fin 1990, comme le souhaitait 

. M. Fran~ois Mitterrand. 
En attendant le coup d'envoi de· 

cette conference intergouverne
mentale, Irlandais et ltaliens doi-· 
vent tenir la barre d'un bateau 
soumis a tous les vents : les can
didats au voyage se bousculent, 
les interets des uns et des autres 
ont evolue au cours des trois der
niers mois, et le maitre de quart 
suggere de profiter de la tei:npefe 
pour fixer un ·cap plus lomtam 
gue prevu dans l'immediat, la 
federation europeenne. 

L'acceleration des evenements 
est telle quc l'lrlandc est pour 
l'instant dans l'incapacite de fixer 
l'ordre du jour de « son » som
met des 2S et 1261 juinl prochain. 
Mais clle entend rnettre a profit, 
au cours des cinq mois qui lu1 
restent', · ses deux particularites : 
sa neutralite et ses liens privile-' 
gies avec les Etats-Unis. 

Dublin souhaite contribuer a 
l'institutionnalisation des liens 
entre les Douze et Washington. 
« Nos amis (au sein des Douzc) 
estime111 que /'Jrlande est partic11-
liereme111 bie11 placee pour pro-

, mo11voir de nom•el/es relat1011s 
entre la CEE et Jes Etats-U11is ». 
affirme M. Haughey, qui rappelle 
que quarante millions de Nord
Amencains sont originaires de 
l'ile ... 

Une partlcularlte: 
la neutralite 

Seu! pays des Douze a nc pas 
faire partte de l'OTAN, l'lrlande 
se considere aussi comme un 
interlocuteur idoine pour les pays 
d'Europe de l'Est. cc Da11s la 
mesure ou nous ne sommes mem
bres d'aucune alliance militaire, 
nous sommes plus Jes bienvenus 
dans ces pays», estime le premier 

"ministre. M. Charles Haughey 
laisse d'ailleurs entendre que l'lr-

. lande pourrait reconsiderer sa 
position de pays neutre1 au cas ou 
la Communaute europeenne met
trait sur les rails sa propre politi
que de securite. Mais on n'en est 
pas IA... et en attendant, le gou
vernement irlandais multiplie les 
contacts avec I' « autre Europe » . . 

De retour de Pologne et de 
Yougoslavie, M. Gerard Collins, 
le mmislrc irlandais des alTaires , 
etrang~res, qui prbide aux rela- , 

lions extericures de la Commu
naute, estime qu'il y a urgence : 
les accords d'association entre les 
pays de l'Esl <c demandeurs » et 
la CEE doivent selon Jui ctre 
redclinis rapidemcnt. M. Alexan
dre Dubeck, le president de l'As
scmblee federalc tchecoslovaque, 
qu'il a rencontre ii y a une quin
zainc de jours a Strasbourg, lui a 
affirme que la Tchccoslovaquic 
aimerait que sa candidature a 
!'adhesion a la Communaute soit 
prise en consideration dans Jes 
cinq ans a venir ! 

M. Collins estime que son pays 
est avant tout cc dependant d11 suc
ces de la Com1111111a111e ». <c LeJ 
agric11/te11rs irlandai.t so111 p/11.t au 
co11ra111 q11e q11iconq11e cle ce q11i se 
passe a Bruxel/es » dit-il, realiste. 
L'ouvcrturc vcrs l'Est nc risquc
t-cllc pas de mcttrc en cause ccr
tains avantagcs acquis (en 1990, 

. l'lrlandc nc contribuc quc pour 
0
1
8 % au budget communautairc, 

a ors que de 1985 :\ 1988, cllc. a 
bcncficie de 4,6 % des
depcnscs) ? A ccttc question, 
cc Gerry », commc l'appcllent scs 
compatriotcs, retorquc qu'il 
(( }all/ etre pre/ a des sacrijices » . 

Priorite 
a I'enrironnement 

Favorablc a unc integration 
plus pousscc cntrc lcs Douze, le 
gouvcrnement irlandais se demar
quc trcs volonticrs des positions 
thatchcriennes. Aussi espcre-t-il 
mcttre en reuvre des quc possible 
le programme d'action propose 
par la Commission europeenne 
en matiere sociale, programme 
d'<e accompagnement » de la 
Charle adQPtee a onzc - Mme 
Margaret Thatcher n 'ayant pas 
abdique devant la volontc com
mune, - lors du sommet de Stras
bourg. 

Mais, plus quc tout, l'Irlande 
souhaite laisscr le souvenir d'une 
cc preside11ce verte », en jouant la 
carte de l'environnement a trois 
niveaux : national, cornmunau
taire et international (dans la 
mesure ou la Communaute 
devrait, scion Dublin, parler 
d'une seule voix !ors des confe- ·' 
rences internationalcs, et notam
ment de ccllc qui doit avoir lieu :\ 
l'automne prochain en vuc de la 
revision du protocolc de Mon
treal sur la protection de la 
couche d'ozone). 

Au plan communautaire, le 
ministre irlandais de l'environne
ment, M. Padraig Flynn, a pre
scnte un programme ambiticux. 
Au plan national, confrontcc a un 
serieux problemc de pollution, 
l'lrlande vient d'adopter un pro
gramme d'action d'un milliard de 
livres irlandaises (neuf milliards 
de francs) sur di:< ans. 

Prevue avant que I' c< ordrc eta
bli » en Europe ne soit boulc
vcrse, cette pnorite cc verte » de 
la presidcncc irlandaisc semble 
quclquc pcu dcpasscc par Jes eve
nements. Des evencments qui 
fournisscnt d'aillcurs a M. Hau
gh~y l'~ccasio!, d'cspercr.que l'ac: 
qu1s so1t rem1s en question auss1 
devant sa portc. Les murs tom
bent en Europe de l'Est, mais pas 
sur l'ile ... 

MARIE-PIERRE SUBTIL 

t· 

jJ 
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Programme for Taoiseach's visit to Paris. 

Monday 5th February 

09.15 
11.45 
12.15 

1.15 
2.45 - 3.30 
4.00 p.m. 

4.45 

Delegation: 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Useful Numbers 

Irish Embassy 

Ambassador 

Elysee 

Depart Dublin Airport on G3 
Arrive Orly Airport, Paris. 
Arrive at Irish Embassy. 
Lunch with President Mitterrand. 
Meeting with President Mitterrand. 
Return to Irish Embassy. 

Charvets. 

Depart Orly Airport, Paris. 

Arrive Dublin Airport. 

Taoiseach 
Dermot Nally 

Noel Dorr 

P.J. Mara 

Mairead Dunne 

Donagh Morgan 

s. O'hEigeartaigh 

P. Gunning 

Tel: (16331) 45.00.20.87 

Fax: (16331) 45.00.84.17 

Res.: (16331) 45.00.18.65 

Concierge 45.00.89.43 

Tel: (16331) 42.92.81.00 

Fax: (16221) 

i. 



1. 

Taoiseach's Meeting with President Mitterrand 

Overall Objectives: the overall objectives for the 

meeting, which is taking place at our request, might be 

to discuss the principal issues on the European 

agenda in the months ahead, in particular Eastern 

Europe 

to help prepare for the Taoiseach's meeting with 

President Bush on 27 February 

to establish, if possible, French views on the idea 

of an informal Heads of Government meeting around the 

middle of our Presidency. 

2. Agenda: In the light of this the principal items on the 

agenda might be 

(i) European Architecture: the future shape of Europe 

East and West 

(ii) Community/US relatioru 

(iii) Economic and Monetary Union/Inter-Governmental 

Conference 

(iv) Other possible issues: Environment 

Cars 

Drugs 

Audiovisual 

External Relations: EFTA, Turkey 

Social Dimension r> __ ,., C S1·~ - ~ ~~ £.,..__..., 
Fl~....,.(,\,...-. ~-

Lc~ -'"'1-'.......,_,
Free Movement 

European Architecture 

3. Our objective under this heading could be to obtain French 

views on a range of current issues affecting the future of 

Europe. It is clear that beyond the Community the French 

are engaged in bilateral discussions with their allies e.g. 

US, UK on developments in Eastern Europe. A sense of where 

these discussions are going and how they fit into 

developments in the Community framework would be useful. 

Gl66 
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Particular issues for consideration 

an evaluation of political developments in Eastern 

Europe and the Soviet Union 

has democratic change taken root in all the 

countries of Eastern Europe? What about 

Romania 

Soviet Union faced with grave economic and 

ethnic threats. Can Gorbachev cope/survive? 

French views on the German question 

bringing forward of elections in East Germany 

to 18 March 

change in Soviet position on German unity 

is timetable for German unity quickening? 

French attitude? 

Can German unity be accommodated in the 

Community? 

Mitterrand's ideas for confederation/ask him to 

clarify? 

can this be done through the CSCE? 

French views on CSCE Summit later this year 

role of Community in relation to Eastern Europe 

refer to Dublin Ministerial on 20 January 

Community taking action on aid; trade and 

cooperation agreements; in G24 

now looking at ideas for Association Agreements 

progress on these issues (except humanitarian 

aid) should depend on real progress in 

countries concerned. Continuous political 

assessment necessary 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

an important French initiative 

we are playing our part as Presidency in 

organising Twelve coordination 

number of key issues outstanding:-

G166 
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Soviet Union as potential borrower. How do we 

resolve US problem? Supported by UK in 

Community.Key political issues 

participation by EIB and Commission: is 

nominal participation sufficient 

blocking minority: US and Japan want to 

constitute a blocking minority. Not in 

original concept 

location and President of Bank. French views? 

Training Foundation and Educational Programmes 

(Tempus) 
Commission have now made proposals . 
First discussion today at General Affairs 

Council 

as Presidency we will want to make quick 

progress on these 

any particular French views or difficulties 

Community/US Relations 

Objective: Our objective is to assess French position on 

recent US ideas for strengthening the EC/US relationship, 

particularly in the light of Baker's Berlin speeche in 

December. This is especially desirable in view of the 

Taoiseach's meeting with Bush later in the month. French 

will be wary of anything amounting to a 13th seat. 

US appear to have made reassessment of the role of 

the Community 
Baker's ideas for stronger links interesting 

we have had discussions with US at level of Minister 

for Foreign Affairs. US ideas still somewhat vague. 

Possibilities are 

greater contact at expert level on political 

matters 

,(_ meeting between Secretary of State/Twelve 

Foreign Ministers twice a year. This could 

Gl66 
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cover political and economic matters. Need to 

respect Commission competences. 

Can we/should we go further? A Treaty between the us 
and the Community as suggested by Baker~~ <r.._~ 
~~~ ' I 

EMU/Inter-Governmental Conference 

Objective: to obtain update of French thinking on EMU, in 

particular in regard to the preparations for the IGC; the 

role of the European Parliament; a second IGC to deal with 

issues beyond EMU. 

our work programme envisages work on all aspects of 

EMU before the June European Council. Some 

preparation now taking place in the Monetary 

Committee. We expect papers from the Commission in 

March and April. Can then work on these in EcoFin 

and Foreign Affairs Council. 

Parliament may suggest an Inter-Institutional 

Conference in May (between Council, Commission, 

Parliament). Difficult to refuse invitation to 

attend. Will need to consider level of 

representation - all member States, Presidency, 

Troika? - and content of what we say. Parliament 

will be pressing for involvement in the IGC itself 

and an institutional role in relation to EMU. 

Strasbourg "mandate" fairly clear. IGC to deal with 

EMU and related institutional changes. Some 

suggestions that IGC or second IGC should go beyond 

this 
~k at such issues as role of Commission, powers 

of Parliament, extend majority vote to other sectors 

(social, environment). Could perhaps discuss this at 

Dublin. But what is French attitude? 

Ted Barrington 

Assistant Secretary 

Department of Foreign Affairs 

Gl66 



European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) 

Draft articles of agreement have now emerged with a large number 

of items in square brackets. Among the questions to be resolved 

are the following:-

(1) Preside~t of Bank - Attali/Ruding? 

(2) Location -Berlin/Copenhagen/London/Paris/Amsterdam/Dublin 

and probably others - should be located within Community -

u.s. and Japan may have some influence here. 

(3) Divide up of share capital (53%) among the Community - main 

question is whether Commission and E.I.B. should have 8~% 

between them (same as Germany, France, Italy and U.K.). 

(4) Directors - how many (16 to 20 - should Commission and 

E.I.B. have a direct.or each? 

(5) Eligibility for loans - should u.s.s.R. be eligible at all 

or limited to small portion of Bank's resources? 

(6) Items to be financed - private sector only or private sector 

plus infrastructure? 

(7) Voting majority - where a qualified majority is required, 

should it be at 66~ or up to 85% (as suggested by u.s.A.)? 



Discussion are being held at the levels of 

(i) the 12 members of the Conununity chaired by Ireland 

(ii) 24 members of the OECD co-chaired by France and the 

Conunission 

(iii) 34 countries i.e. the 24 plus the Eastern Bloc plus 

some others. 

The 12 meet again on 8 February and the 24 on 9 February. The 34 

are not due to meet until 10 and 11 March. Between mid~February 

and mid-March the French envisage bilateral discussions to solve 

outstanding points. 



Note for Taoiseach 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

There will be a co-ordination meeting of Heads of Delegations 
from EC member countries in Paris on Thursday and this will be 
followed by a meeting of the Group of 24 (western countries) on 
Friday. 

The French envisage that there will be a final plenary meeting of 
all delegations in Paris on the weekend of 10-11 March. Their 
expectation is that all outstanding problems can be resolved at 
this meeting. There are still several major problems to be 
resolved, however, and it is difficult to see how this timetable 
can be met unless there is an early breakthrough in negotiations. 
It seems inevitable that some issues will have to be referred to 
political level for resolution. 

If all goes according to plan the French envisage that Ministers 
can come together by the end of March to sign the articles of 
agreement subj ect to ratification . Several members, including 
Ireland, would have to introduce domestic legislation to allow 
for ratification. On this basis, it would seem unlikely that the 
Bank could be constituted legally before the end of the year at 

the earliest but the intention is that interim arrangements would 

be made to allow for some activity pending the formal 

establishment of the Bank. 

The main outstanding problems relate to:-
Share capital the intention is that EC members will hold a 

majority but, within the EC, there is disagreement 

about the distribution of these shares. The main 

problem centres on the role of the Commission and 

the European Investment Bank. The Strasbourg 

council envisaged that these institutions should 

participate and that the EIB should play a key 
role in preparing the way for the new institution 

but it did not specify the extent of 
participation. There are now strongly divided 

opinions on this within the EC - some members 



Membership 

Functions 

Directors 

Qualified 

Majority 

consider that Commission and EIB participation 
should be token while others argue for a 
significant shareholding for these institutions. 
Most non-EC countries are totally opposed to EIB 
membership. 

the main problem under this heading is the USSR. 
While there now seems to be general agreement that 
the USSR should be subscriber, it seems that there 

are divided opinions as to the USSR being a 

beneficiary . If the USSR is to be a beneficiary, 

then the likelihood is that a ceiling will be 

imposed on the amount which it might borrow. This 

topic is to be discussed at lunch at the General 

Affairs Council and hopefully some resolution of 

the Community position on this will be agreed. 

at the beginning this was an area of great 

disagreement but some progress has been made. The 

general thrust is that the Bank's activities will 

be oriented in particular towards private sector 

initiatives. 

there are divided opinions on whether Directors 

should be resident or non-resident and how many 

Directors should be on the board. The main EC 

concern is that Community members should hold a 

majority of seats on the Board at all times. 

Linked to the question of share capital, the 

Community must yet decide whether it should insist 

on representation from the EIB and the Commission 

on the Board. 

there is also divergence on the 

size of the qualified majority to 

be required for decisions on major 

issues. EC members generally feel 

that 661 should be the maximum if 

the Bank is to function 



Location 

Presidency 

efficiently. At the other extreme 

the Us and Japan favur 85% a s do 

the Eastern Eruopean countries. 

This would allow either of these 

groups a blocking minority on major 

decisions. 

A number of countries have declared their interest 

in the location of the Bank headquarters. 

Denmark (Copenhagen) 

Austria (Vienna) 

UK (London) 

Germany 

Ireland 

Czechoslovakia 

Poland 

Netherlands 

(Berlin) 

(Dublin) 

(Prague) 

(Warsaw) 

(Amsterdam) 

There is an informal understanding among the EC 

countries that the headquarters should be located in an 

EC Member State. It was expected at the outset that 

the French authorities would put forward a persuasive 

case for Paris but, so far, they have made no more. 

the French are very interested in the Presidency 

and it is understood informally that their nominee 

with be M. Attali , advisor to the President, the 

only name being presented formally so far is the 

Mr. o. Ruding of the Netherlands. 
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At the beginning of its meeting, the European Council heard a statement by 
Mr BARON the President of the European Parliament, in which he set out the 
Parliame~t's position and priorities with regard to the main Community topics in 
the light of the current situation. 

The European Council thanked Mr BARON for his address which made a valuable 
contribution to the ensuing discussions. 

I. TOWARDS EUROPEAN UNION 

The European Council is conscious of the responsibilities weighing on the 
Community in this crucial period for Europe. The current changes and the 
prospects for development in Europe demonstrate the attraction which the 
political and economic model of Community Europe holds for many countries. 

The Community must live up to this expectation and these demands: its path 
lies not in withdrawal but in openness and co-operation, particularly with 
the other European States. 

It is in the interest of all European States that the Community should 
become stronger and accelerate its progress towards European Union. 

The European Council adopted the following conclusions to this end: 

II. MAKING THE SINGLE ACT A REALITY 

The Community is determined to carry out all the commitments contained in 
the Single Act in order to continue and extend the process of integration 
with a view to European Union. This presupposes that the Community must 
finish off, within the time limits laid down, the completion of the single 
market and that it should apply itself, at the same time, to giving concrete 
form to large-scale projects which will signify a new stage in its 
development. 

A. An .area without internal frontiers 

The internal market is beginning to assume its final shape, and its 
positive effects are being felt in all sectors of economic life. In 
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general, the timetable which was set is being adhered to. Important 
decisions have been taken during this six-month period: in the area of 
financial services, decisions have been taken on the co-ordination of 
legislation enabling banks to offer their services throughout the 
Community, the prohibition of insider dealing and the co-ordination of 
motor vehicle insurance. The European Council hopes that this set of 
decisions will be swiftly supplemented by the adopt i on of d i rect i ves, on 
the basis of Commission proposals, on investment serv i ce s, regu l at i ons on 
the solvency ratio, takeover bids, company law, in particular the 
European Company Statute, and the three tax proposals concerning 
co-operation between companies. 

Significant progress has also been made in the Council (Internal Market) 
on other major topics such as the control of company concentrations, on 
which a decision is to be taken before the end of this year. The 
European Council would also like decisive progress to be made regarding 
testing, standards and certification, the opening of public procurement 
markets in the telecommunications, energy, transport and water 
distribution sectors, and the freedom to provide life assurance services. 

It is also requesting that rapid progress be made in the veterinary 
sphere. In the transport sector, it reiterates the importance of the 
initial decisions taken on road cabotage and the guidelines adopted on 
air transport. It would like a coherent Community policy to be drawn up 
in the latter sector and an effective response found to the problem of 
the congestion of air space, in order to guarantee maximum safety for 
passengers. Further progress is needed in the three transport sectors: 
road transport, air transport and shipping. It notes with satisfaction 
the progress made in the telecommunications sector. 

Special priority should be given to the developmerit and inter-connection 
of trans-European networks, notably in the area of air traffic control, 
the linking of the main Community conurbations by broad-band 
telecommunications networks, the most efficient surface communications 
l i nks and energy distribution. The European Council asks the Commission 
to propose the appropriate measures, taking into account the possibility 
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of extending such action to the whole of the Community, paying particular 
attention to situations arising at the Community's limits in the context 
of economic and social cohesion. 

With regard to the taxation of savings, the European Council notes the 
progress which has been made since Madrid. It asks the ECOFIN Council to 
complete its proceedings as soon as possible and, as an accompaniment to 
the liberalization of capital movements, to take measures to combat tax 
evasion effectively, in accordance with earlier decisions. 

With regard to ind i rect taxation, it notes with satisfaction the progress 
made during the last few months, with the formulation of a transitional 
system which will lighten the burden on undertakings and administrations 
and enable border checks to be eliminated. 

It considers that these arrangements need to be supplemented by the 
elements which will be essential in particular to enable the progressive 
approximation of VAT rates and to resolve the problems connected with the 
removal, on 1 January 1993, of limits on purchases by private individuals 
for their personal consumption when travelling within the Community. 

The European Council asks the Council to adopt as soon as possible, on a 
proposal from the Commission, the decisions which will make the process 
of the complete abolition of fiscal frontiers irreversible. 

B. Flanking policies 

According to the Single Act, completion of the internal market must be 
backed up by a number of flanking policies. Amongst these, measures to 
achieve closer economic and social cohesion are of particular importance 
to enable the Community as a whole to reap the benefits expected from the 
large market. The European Council welcomes the implementation of the 
reform of the structural policies within the period laid down. 

C. Environment 

An improvement in the quality of life will come from paying greater 
attention to the problems of the environment. The nature and seriousness 
of the problems arising in this sphere make more and more necessary a 
perspective and measures which go beyond the national framework. 
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The European Council confirms the desire_o'. the C~mmunity _and its Memb~r 
States to play a greater part in the dev1s1ng of _internati~nal st~ategies 
for combating the dangers which threaten the environment, i~ particular 
by taking an active part in the drafting of a world convention on 
climate. 

The European Council notes with satisfaction the unan imous agreement of 
th Council on the arrangements for the setting-up of the European 
En:ironment Agency as from 1990. This Agency, which will be open to 
non-EEC European countries which wish to join, will const i tute a decisive 
stage on the road towards improved knowledge of the state of the European 
environment and will thus help to improve the strategies for deal i ng with 
the problems that arise. The European Council would like the Council 
{General Affairs) to take an early decision on the Agency's headquarters. 

D. Research 

The European Council would like the Council to reach agreement before the 
end of the year on the new framework programme for 1990/1994, the 
implementation of which should enable major progress to be made regarding 
the competitiveness of key sectors of European industry . 

The European Council is pleased with the increased participation by EFTA 
countries in Com~unity research programmes and hopes that co-operation 
with these countries and their association will develop further when the 
new framework programme is implemented. 

E. Audiovisual 

The commitment of citizens to the European idea depends on positive 
measures being taken to enhance and promote European culture in its 
richness and diversity. In this context the European Council considers 
it essential to consolidate recent achievements and capitalize on the 
guidelines which emerged from the Audovisual Conference in order to 
develop Europe's audiovisual capacity: Directive on the free movement of 
televised programmes and competition policy. It hopes that the efforts 
to produce the European HDTV system will be stepped up, that the 
Community action programme extending MEDIA will receive the necessary 
financial support and that the necessary synergy with audiovisual EUREKA 
will be ensured. · 
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F. Free movement of persons and People's Europe 

All Community policies in the economic and social spheres contribute 
directly and indirectly to consolidating a common sense of belonging. 
This movement must be broadened and accelerated by the adoption of 
concrete measures which will enable European citizens to recognize in 
their daily lives that they belong to a single entity. 

The European Council underlines the importance in this respect of the 
progressive abolition of formalities at the Community's internal borders 
which impede the free movement of persons and symbolize division, which 
means that effective measures need to be taken at the same time to combat 
terrorism, drug addiction and organized crime. The progressive abolition 
of border formalities shall not affect the right of Member States to take 
such measures as they consider necessary for the purpose of controlling 
immigration from third countries, and to combat terrorism, crime, the 

·traffic in drugs and illicit trading in works of art and antiques. The 
European Council asks the Commission, while taking account of national 
and Community spheres of competence, to study suitable measures for 
establishing effective controls at the Community's external frontiers. 

The European Council takes note of the progress made within the 
Co-ordinators' Group as described in the progress report drawn up under 
the responsibility of the Presidency. The European Council would like 
the work to be stepped up and accelerated so that progress towards the 
free movement of person~ can keep pace with that achieved on the free 
movement of goods, services and capital, in accordance with the timetable 
set out in the Palma document . 

The European Council would like an inventory to be prepared of national 
positions on i mmigration so that a discussion on this issue within the 
Council (General Affairs) can be prepared. In the light of that debate, 
the European Council calls upon the relevant bodies to conclude as soon 
as possible, and no later than the end of 1990, the conventions which are 
under examination on the right of asylum, the crossing of the Community's 
external frontiers, and visas. In this context, an inventory will be 
made of national policies on asylum with a view to achieving 
harmonization. 
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The European Council emphasizes the need, throughout those proceedings, 
to ensure that the procedures for co-operation between administrations 
first ensure the protection of individuals with regard to the use of 
personalized data banks. 

The European Council calls upon the Co-ordinators' Group on Drugs 
recently set up on the initiative of the President of the French Republic 
to take all necessary steps to ensure the vital co-ordination of Member 
States' actions in the main areas of the fight against this scourge, 
namely prevention, health and social policy with regard to drug addicts, 
the suppression of drug trafficking, and international action. In this 
context, the European Council warmly welcomes the courageous action taken 
by certain countries, notably Colombia, and would like everything 
possible to be done to contribute to the success of their efforts. 

The European Council reaffirms in this connection the need for the 
resumption, as soon as possible, of the negotiations within the 
International Coffee Organization with a view to concluding a new 
Agreement to protect the income of producers in those countries. 

The European Council welcomes the sig~ificant results obtained by 
implementing the programmes on exchanges of young persons and students 
(ERASMUS, COMETT, LINGUA), which contribute to developing European 
awareness, as will the forthcoming introduction of a European emergency 
health card and of a "European youth card". Similarly, the European 
Council particularly welcomes the decisive progress made recently towards 
agreement on granting all Community nationals the right of residence in 
the Member State of their choice. This important measure, which is 
scheduled for adoption before the end of the year, represents an 
important step towards the integration of the peoples of the Community. 
The European Council indicated its satisfaction at the conduct of the 
"Europe against Cancer" programme and at the agreement of principle 
reached on adoption of the second action programme 1990-1994. 
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G. Social dimension 

Establishment of the single market has already led to significant 
results as evidenced by sustained growth, a considerable increase in 
investm~nt and in particular by the creation of new jobs, projected at 
five million for 1988-1990. 

The European Council considers that this trend, together with the 
adoption of directives on the health and safety of workers, Community 
action programmes relating to the integration of unemployed young persons 
into working life and the fight against long-term unemployment, and of 
those relating to vocational training, constitute decisive aspects of the 
Community social dimension. 

The Heads of State and of Government of eleven Member States adopted "The 
Community Charter of the fundamental social rights of workers". This 
Charter reflects their sincere attachment to a model of social relations 
based on common traditions and practices. It will serve them as a 
reference point for taking fuller account in future of the social 
dimension in the development of the Community. 

The European Council takes note of the fact that the Commission has drawn 
up an action programme on the application of the Charter and calls upon 
the Council to deliberate upon the Commission's proposals in the light of 
the social dimension of the internal market and having regard to national 
and Community responsibilities. 

III. ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION 

1. The European Council examined the work carried out since the European 
Council meeting in Madrid with a view to a meeting of the 
Intergovernmental Conference. 

It noted the agreement reached in the ECOFIN Council and the initiatives 
of the Governors of the Central Banks with a view to strengthening the 
co-ordination of economic policies and improving collaboration between 
Central Banks. It notes that these decisions will enable the first stage 
of EMU as defined in the report from the DELORS Committee to begin on 
1 July 1990. 
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2. It took note of the report from the High Level Working Party, which 
identified the main technical, institutional and political issues to be 
discussed with a view to a Treaty on Economic and Monetary Union. 

On this basis, and following a discussion on the calling of an 
Intergovernmental Conference charged with preparing an amendment of the 
Treaty with a view to the final stages of EMU, the President of the 
European Council noted that the necessary majority existed for convening 
such a conference under Article 236 of the Treaty. That conference will 
meet, under the auspices of the Italian authorities, before the end of 
1990. · It will draw up its own agenda and set the timetable for its 
proceedings. 

3. The European Council emphasized, in this context, the need to ensure the 
proper observance of democratic control in each of the Member States. 

With a view to the new term of the European Parliament which will begin 
in 1994, it calls for Economic and Monetary Union to comply fully with 
this democratic requirement. 

4. The European Council also took note of the Commission's intention to 
submit before 1 April a composite paper on all aspects of the achievement 
of Economic and Monetary Union which will take into account all available 
analyses and contributions. 

The European Council emphasized the need for the Council (General 
Affairs) and the ECOFIN Council to use the period prior to the opening of 
the Conference to ensure the _ best possible preparation. 

The proceedings as a whole will be examined by the Council (General 
Affairs) in preparation for the European Council meeting in Dublin. 
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IV. A COMMUNITY OF RESPONSIBILITY AND SOLIDARITY 

In keeping with the principles set out in the Rhodes and Madrid Declarations, 
the Community will develop its role and that of its Member States in the 
international political and economic arena in a spirit of openness, 
solidarity and co-operation. It will fully meet its responsibilities 
vis-a-vis countries with which it maintains all manner of links and 
relationships, historical and geographical in origin. 

A. EFTA 

The European Council welcomes the progress of the discussions which have 
taken place since the Madrid Council and hopes that at the ministerial 
meeting on 19 December a decision will be taken to begin negotiations so 
that the Community and EFTA can, at the earliest opportunity, reach a 
comprehensive agreement strengthening, on the basis of the relevant acquis 
communautaire, their co-operation in the framework of a European economic 
area of eighteen States in complete accordance with multilateral 
commitments. 

The Community hopes that this co-operation will be as close as possible 
and that it will ensure EFTA's participation in certain Community 
activities and in the disciplines and benefits of the internal market, in 
full compliance with the independent decision-making processes of each 
organization and a strict balance of rights and obligations. 

The European Council hopes that the negotiations to be opened in the first 
half of 1990 will produce appropriate, pragmatic arrangements for 
institutional co-operation which are fully in keeping with the above 
principles. 

This new relationship between the EEC and EFTA will be in the interests of 
both parties and meet the expectations of the peoples of Europe. 

B. COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE 

The Community's dynamism and influence make it the European entity to 
which the countries of Central and Eastern Europe now refer, seeking to 
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establish close links. The Community has taken and will take the 
necessary decisions to strengthen its co-operation with peoples aspiring 
to freedom, democracy and progress and with States which intend their 
founding principles to be democracy, pluralism and the rule of law. It 
will encourage the necessary economic reforms by all the means at its 
disposal, and will continue its examination of the appropriate forms of 
association with the countries which are pursuing the path of economic and 
political reform. The Community's readiness and its commitment to 
co-operation are central to the policy which it is pursuing and which is 
defined in the declaration adopted today; the objective remains, as stated 
in the Rhodes Declaration, that of overcoming the divisions of Europe. 

1. The Community has concluded Trade Agreements and, for the most part, 
Co-operation Agreements with Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland. The 
Agreement with the USSR should be signed by the end of this year. The 
Council will, as soon as possible, instruct the Commission to negotiate 
a Trade and Co-operation Agreement with the GDR to be concluded during 
the first half of 1990. 

The European Council welcomes the decisions taken by the Council 
(General Affairs) on 27 November 1989 temporarily granting Poland and 
Hungary special trade facilities in order to contribute towards solving 
their specific political and economic problems. 

It noted the decisions taken by the Community to assist economic reform 
in Poland and Hungary. 

The Community took par~, in co-operation with its main Western 
partners, in an operation to supply agricultural products to Poland. 
In view of the scale and urgency of the needs, the European Council 
would ask the Council to take a decision in the near future on a 
further such operation. 
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2. At their meeting in Paris on 18 November 1989, the Heads of State and 
of Government asked the Troika of Presidencies and the Commission to 
make progress in discussion and decision-taking with regard to the 
following: 

- the European Council approved the principle of granting observer 
status to the USSR in GATT; 

- the Commission has submitted proposals designed to allow nationals of 
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe to take part in a number 
of educational and training programmes similar to Community 
programmes; the European Council requests the Council to take the 
relevant decisions; 

- the European Council calls upon the Council to take, at the beginning 
of 1990, the requisite decisions for the setting up of a European 
Vocational Training Foundation, on the basis of proposals which the 
Commission is to submit; 

- the European Council approved the creation of a European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development. Its aim will be to promote, in 
consultation with the IMF and the World Bank, productive and 
competitive investment in the States of Central and Eastern Europe, 
to reduce, where appropriate, any risks related to the financing of 
their economies, to assist the transition towards a more 
market-orientated economy and to speed up the necessary structural 
adjustments. The States of Central and Eastern Europe concerned will 
be able to participate in the capital and management of this Bank, in 
which the Member States, the Community and the European Investment 
Bank will have a majority holding. Other countries, and in 
particular the other member countries of the OECO, will be invited to 
participate. The European Council hopes that the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development will be set up as soon as possible. 
The European Council requests that the necessary steps be taken to 
ensure that negotiations are opened in January 1990. The European 
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Investment Bank will play a key role in preparing the way for this 
new institution. 

3. The European Council confirmed the Community's readiness to 
participate, under the conditions defined at the meeting on 
18 November, in the creation of a Stabilization Fund for Poland. It 
emphasized that the combined contributions of the Twelve would provide 
more than half the resources of the Fund, which is to receive 
1 OOO million dollars. The European Council referred to the need to 
grant Hungary, after agreement with the !MF, an adjustment loan of the 
same amount. 

It called upon the Council to take an early decision on the Commission 
proposals. 

4. The European Council confirmed the key importance it attaches to the 
fact that aid and co-operation projects decided on by Western countries 
should be as complementary as possible. It reaffirmed the need to 
maintain and strengthen the procedure established by the Community. It 
expects the forthcoming ministerial meeting of the 24 Western countries 
on 13 December to take the necessary substantive and procedural 
decisions to ensure that the efforts undertaken to facilitate the 
transition taking place in Poland and Hungary and possibly in other 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe are co-ordinated and effective. 

5. The European Council is following carefully and with interest the 
important reforms planned in Yugoslavia and confirms the Community's 
undertaking to examine - once the agreement with the Monetary Fund is 
concluded - addi tional measures in support of the programme for 
improving that country's economic and financial situation. 

C. MEDITERRANEAN 

The European Council considers that the Community must in the coming 
months flesh out its policy of neighbourly relations with the 
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Mediterranean States, with which it has long had preferential ties. The 
specific relationship with Mediterranean countries must be intensified and 
make it possible to support them in their efforts towards co-operation 
with Europe, regional integration and economic development. 

The Community attaches great importance to the creation of the AMU and 
wil l i mplement the most appropriate co-operation. It will continue the 
Euro-Arab dialogue at the December meeting. 

The European Council calls upon the Council to adapt, on the basis of the 
Commission communication, the instruments provided for under the current 
Agreements in order to institute the means and methods of co-operation 
which are best suited to the special nature of the relations which must 
develop between the Community and these countries, taking into 
consideration the particular problems of each of them. 

D. LATIN AMERICA AND ACP STATES 

The Community must s treng t hen its co-operation with the Latin American 
countries: in particular it must support the efforts of the Andean P~ct 
countries to combat drugs, find substitute crops and improve the outlets 
for those crops. 

The European Council welcomes the conclusion of the fourth 
Lame Convention, which deepens and broadens the privileged relations 
between the Community and the Associated African, Caribbean and Pacific 
States. That Convention will be signed within the coming days. 
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EUROPEAN POLITICAL COOPERATION 

1. The European Council discussed the following subjects of 
political cooperation 

- Central and Eastern Europe 
- Middle East 
- Lebanon 
- Euro-Arab Conference 
- Southern Africa 
- Ethiopia 
- Chile 
- Central America 

It approved the statements annexed below. 

2 . Cyprus 

The European Council expressed its deep disquiet that the tragic 
division of Cyprus, a country belonging to the European family, 
remains unchanged despite the renewed efforts over fifteen months 
of the Secretary General of the United Nations. 

It also reiterated its appeal to all parties to cooperate with 
Mr. Perez de Cuellar and his representative on the spot so as to 
overcome the obstacles to the pursuit of dialogue. It asked them 
not to miss this opportunity for a just and lasting settlement 
that will safeguard the unity, independence, sovereignty, and 
territorial integrity of Cyprus in accordance with the relevant 
resolutions of the United Nations. 

3 • Human rights 

The European Council took note of the report of the Political 
Committee summing up the activity of the Twelve in the field of 
human rights in the course of 1989. In this connection, it 
approved the text of a press release. 

DECLARATION ON CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE 

Each day in central and eastern Europe change is asserting itself 
more strongly. Everywhere a powerful aspiration toward freedom, 
democracy, respect of human rights, prosperity, social justice 
and peace is being expressed. The people are clearly showing 
their will to take their own destiny in hand and to choose the 
path of their development. Such a profound and rapid development 
would not have been possible without the policy of openness and 
reform led by Mr. Gorbachev. 
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Expressing the feelings of the people of the whole Commu ·t we 
a~e de~ply gladdened by the changes taking place. Thesen:r~' 
h1stor1c events and no doubt the most important since the Second 
World ~ar. The success of a strong and dynamic European 
Community, the vitality of the CSCE process and stability in the 
area of security, in which the United States and Canada 
participate, have contributed greatly to them. 

These changes give reason to hope that the division in Europe can 
be overcome in accordance with the aims of the Helsinki Final At 
which seeks, through a global and balanced approach and on the c 
basis of a set of principles which retain their full value to 
establish new relations between European countries whether' in the 
area of security, economic and technical cooperation, or the 
human dimension. 

We seek the strengthening of the state of peace in Europe in 
which the German people will regain its unity through free 
self-determination. This process should take place peacefully 
and democratically, in full respect of the relevant agreements 
and treaties and of all the principles defined by the Helsinki 
Final Act, in a context of dialogue and East-West cooperation. 
It also has to be placed in the perspective of European 
integration. 

Already the hopes which we expressed a year ago in the Rhodes 
Declaration have begun to take shape. The progress recorded in 
the negotiations on conventional and chemical disarmament, the 
greater freedom of movement of persons and ideas, the greater 
assurance of respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms, 
and the different agreements concluded between the Community and 
certain of these countries are substantially changing the climate 
of relations in Europe. 

The European Council is convinced in the present circumstances 
that all must, more than ever, demonstrate their sense of 
responsibility. The changes and transitions which are necessary 
must not take place to the detriment of the stability of Europe 
but rather must contribute to strengthening it. 

Far from wanting to derive unilateral advantages from the present 
situation, the Community and its member States mean to give their 
support to the countries which have embarked upon the road to 
democratic change. They deplore all the more so that in certain 
countries this process is still hindered. 

The Community and its member States are fully conscious of the 
common responsibility which devolves on them in this decisive 
phase in the history of Europe. They are prepared to develop 
with the USSR and the other countries of central and eastern 
Europe, and with Yugoslavia, in so far as they are committed to 
this path, closer and more substantive relations based upon ~n 
intensification of political dialogue and increased cooperation 
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in all areas. The Community has in particular decided to support 
the economic reforms undertaken in these countries by 
contributing -in collaboration with its western partners- to the 
establishment of healthy and prosperous economies within the 
framework of appropriate structures. 

The European Council has drawn up conclusions which illustrate 
this intention. 

For the future and in accordance with the developments taking 
place. the Community is willing to implement still closer forms 
of cooperation with these countries. 

At this time of profound and rapid change, the Community is and 
must remain a point of reference and influence. It remains the 
cornerstone of a new European architecture and, in its will to 
openness, a mooring for a future European equilibrium. This 
equilibrium will be still better ensured by a parallel 
development of the role of the Council of Europe, EFTA and the 
CSCE process. 

Construction of the Community must therefore go forward: the 
building of European Union will permit the further development of 
a range of effective and harmonious relations with the other 
countries of Europe. 

DECLARATION ON THE MIDDLE EAST 

1. The European Council wishes once more to stress the 
over-riding need to find a political settlement to the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. In this regard it recalls that the 
position of the Twelve is defined in the Madrid Declaration of 27 
June, 1989. In all its elements this Declaration remains fully 
valid. 

It is in this spirit and with the guarantees specified in the 
Madrid Declaration that the Twelve supported the proposal for 
elections in the Occupied Territories, considered as a step in a 
process towards an overall settlement. Similarly they encourage 
efforts which seek to establish dialogue between the parties 
directly concerned. They recall the efforts they themselves make 
to this end, while respecting the principles which guide their 
search for a settlement. An illustration is the recent mission 
carried out by the Ministerial Troika. 

2. Seriously concerned by violations of human rights in the 
Occupied Territories and recalling the need for the occupying 
power to observe strictly its obligations under the 4th Geneva 
Convention to which it has notably not conformed in such basic 
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areas as education and health, the European Council deplores the 
continuous deterioration of the situation in the Occupied 
Territories which seriously affects the living conditions of the 
people, compromises in a lasting fashion the future of 
Palestinian society and prevents the economic and social 
development of the Territories. 

The Community and its member States are determined to increase 
substantially their aid to the inhabitants of these Territories. 
Within the framework of the new 1990/1992 triennial convention 
the Community will continue with and increase its aid to ' 
Palestinians through UNRWA which has amounted to more than 388 
million ECU since 1971. It wishes to see the activities of UNRWA 
carried out without hindrance. During the same period, the 
European Council establishes as an objective the doubling of the 
Community's direct aid which, since 1981, has amounted to 23 
million ECU. The Community thus intends to contribute to the 
economic and social development of the Occupied Territories and, 
by its efforts in the area of health and education as well as by 
support for local Palestinian institutions, to help to preserve 
the common future of the Palestinian people. 

STATEMENT ON LEBANON 

Deeply concerned at the recent developments in Lebanon which have 
produced a further threat to the preservation of the country's 
unity, the European Council reaffirms its commitment to the 
implementation of the Taif Agreements. It expresses its 
conviction that in present circumstances th~re is no alternative 
to the process of national reconciliation and peace envisaged 
under those Agreements. 

The European Council therefore calls on all parties concerned to 
lend their support to these objectives, in such a way that they 
are furthered through dialogue and consultation to the exclusion 
of any recourse to violent means, the upholding of the cease-fire 
being a main priority. 

The European Council expresses its support for the constitutional 
order in Lebanon embodied by the President of the Republic and 
the Government appointed by him, so that in accordance with the 
aspirations of the whole population, the sovereignty, 
independence, unity and territorial integrity of Lebanon can be 
restored. This process implies the withdrawal of all foreign 
armed presence, so that the Lebanese people will be fully masters 
in their own house. The Council recalls the very positive role 
played by UNIFIL. 
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STATEMENT ON THE EURO-ARAB CONFERENCE 

The European Council expresses its desire to make closer the ties 
which unite the Twelve to the Arab world from one side of the 
Mediterranean to the other. It is in this spirit that a 
Conference has been organised which will meet in Paris on 21 and 
22 December and whose purpose will be to give a new impetus to 
the Euro-Arab Dialogue in order to strengthen and develop their 
cooperation. 

DECLARATION BY THE TWELVE ON SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Southern Africa has, for a year, been the scene of developments 
of such importance as consistently to demand the attention of the 
Twelve. 

1. The most obvious of these concerns Namibia. Almost a year 
ago the signature of the New York Agreements opened the way for 
implementation of Resolution 435 as the Twelve have constantly 
wished. Up to now the transitional process has unfolded in a 
satisfactory manner and the Twelve wish, on this occasion, to 
express their appreciation of the vital role played by the 
Secretary General of the UN and his Special Representative for 
Namibia. The first valid and free elections have permitted the 
appointment of a Constituent Assembly which truly reflects the 
wishes of the Namibian people. The foundations of the new state 
are taking shape before our eyes. 

Independent Namibia's needs will be significant. The Community 
and its member .States are already prepared to contribute to 
meeting these through appropriate aid programmes. This effort 
will be in addition to the assistance envisaged by all of the 
member States on a bilateral level. Namibia will also be 
welcomed into the new Lome Convention as soon as it expresses a 
wish to join it. The Troika has already made known this position 
to the representatives of the ACP States at their recent 
Ministerial meeting to discuss southern Africa. 

2. A measure of progress has also been achieved in the process 
of national reconciliation in Angola and Mozambique. A 
favourable international climate has been availed of with courage 
and determination on the part of those with authority in these 
two States in order to make significant advances on the road to 
peace. The recent mission of the Troika of Political Directors 
to Angola brought out the real will of the leaders of this 
country to put an end to the conflict which has for too many 
years encumbered the economic development and well-being of its 
people. 
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The Community and its - member States are resolved to match these 
developments by efforts to aid the reconstruction and development 
of both these countries. 

3. Finally, in South Africa, President De Klerk's accession to 
power has been followed by several acts of clemency and a degree 
of freedom of expression which the Twelve have welcomed. These 
measures, however, are still insufficient with respect to the 
immense task posed by the dismantlement of apartheid. The 
objective of the Twelve remains the achievement through peaceful 
means of a democratic and multiracial system in South Africa. In 
this regard they support any process which can lead rapidly to 
the cessation of violence on all sides and to a dialogue between 
the parties. Only broad-based negotiations bringing together the 
true leaders of the different constituent parts of the South 
African people can result in a lasting settlement. In this 
respect the Conference for a Democratic Future, which is being 
held in Johannesburg from 9 to 12 December, is a step in the 
right direction. 

In this context the Community and its member States have recalled 
their support for the programme of positive measures intended to 
help the victims of apartheid. With a view to preparing for the 
developments whi .ch are inescapable in South Africa, this 
programme will be strengthened over the next two years by 
granting new scholarships for study in Europe and in multi-racial 
South African universities. The purpose of this action is to 
facilitate exchanges between the different communities while 
allowing their least privileged members to attain a better level 
of education and thus to contribute to the training of the 
skilled personnel of which a multi-racial South Africa will have 
crucial need in the medium term. 

The Community and its member States have, moreover, decided to 
ma i ntain the pressure that they exert on the South African 
authorities in order to promote the profound and irreversible 
changes which they have repeatedly stood for and to reconsider it 
when there is clear evidence that these changes have been 
obtained. 

A new South Africa, free from racial discrimination, in which all 
South Africans can live in peace and harmony and enjoy equal 
rights, is not a Utopian ideal. Its achievement will also be of 
vital importance to the peace, stability, security and economic 
development of the whole region and will allow South Africa once 
more to find it~ proper place within the international community. 
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STATEMENT ON ETHIOPIA 

The European Council welcomes the steps undertaken to advance 
towards negotiated solutions and expresses its conviction that 
only the conclusion of a political agreement between all parties 
will enable conflict to be brought to an end. They call on the 
parties concerned to pursue negotiations so as to achieve as soon 
as possible a settlement acceptable to all, in a spirit of 
national reconciliation. 

The European Council expresses its deep concern at the gravity of 
the food shortage which affects the northern regions - in 
Erythraea and Tigre in particular - and threatens the life of 
millions of persons. 

It affirms the determination of the European Community and its 
member States to come to the assistance of the populations who 
are victims of famine. It urges all parties concerned, in 
collaboration with the agencies of the United Nations, the World 
Food Programme, the International Committee of the Red Cross, and 
other non-governmental organisations, not to obstruct but on the 
contrary to facilitate the delivery and distribution of 
humanitarian assistance and emergency aid in the afflicted areas. 

DECLARATION ON THE EVE OF 
GENERAL ELECTIONS IN CHILE, 14 DECEMBER 1989 

The European Council, which has constantly expressed its wish for 
the reestablishment of freedom in Chile, views the situation in 
that country with hope. 

The results of the plebiscite of 5 October 1988 showed clearly 
the will of its people to put an end to the 16 years of the 
military regime and to renew its democratic traditions. 

The European Council today welcomes the prospects offered by the 
forthcoming Presidential and legislative elections at the end of 
a process which should finally permit a return to a state founded 
on law. 

The Community and its member States have already provided the 
Chilean people with assistance in various sectors. The European 
Council reiterates its intention to contribute to the economic 
and social development of a democratic Chile, in particular 
within the framework of a future cooperation agreement between 
the Community and that country. 
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STATEMENT ON CENTRAL AMERICA 

The European Council, concerned at the renewal of tensions in 
Central America and particularly at the recent explosure of 
violence in El Salvador, considers that a peaceful solution in 
accordance with the aspirations of the peoples of the region can 
only come through dialogue, the safeguarding of human rights, and 
respect for democracy. In this spirit, they call on all parties 
in the region to strive for a resumption of the regional peace 
process based on the Esquipulas agreements. 

PRESS STATEMENT ON THE ACTIVITY OF THE TWELVE 
IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Cooperation in the field of human rights, which led earlier, 
in 1986, to a ministerial declaration and, in 1987, to the 
setting up of a special working group in accordance with the 
wishes of the European Parliament, has developed further in 1989. 

This has been a year of contrasts in human rights, marked by 
progress, particularly in some Eastern European countrie~. but 
also by disappointed hopes and the continuation of disturbing 
situations. Confronted with such events, the Twelve have made 
their voice heard . The interventions they have made in 
international fora (CSCE; United Nations - where for the first 
time last February, the Twelve made a joint intervention in the 
debate of the Commission on Human Rights), together with the 
positions they have adopted in the form of declarations, give 
witness to their will to react to such situations regardless of 
the continent in which they might occur. In certain cases (Iran, 
Romania, China, ~anama), measures that have been taken have been 
made public. 

The question of human rights has become an important element 
in the dialogue and cooperation entered into with the developing 
countries. Respect of human rights is essential to lasting 
development. 

Actions in the field of human rights have also been carried 
out by way of numerous demarches made during the year to several 
governments, most often through the Ambassador of the Presidency 
or Heads of Mission forming the "Troika". For reasons of 
efficacy, most of these demarches have remained confidential. 
The purpose , of some of them has been to protect or save persons 
who were victims of arbitrary treatment or racial discrimination, 
in particular apartheid. Others have marked the concern of 
members of the European Commmunity with regard to certain 
particularly serious attacks on human rights (summary executions, 
torture, arbitrary arrests ... ) . 
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The adoption in 1988 within the CSCE framework of a special 

procedure which both enables attention to be drawn to situations 
where human rights in Europe are not being respected and 
contributes to their resolution through dialogue between States, 
has also led the Twelve to act jointly. Thus the Presidency, 
making use of this procedure, has intervened on a number of 
occasions in 1989 in four countries of Eastern Europe. 

Coordination between member countries of the Community is 
accompanied by and relies increasingly upon enhanced on-the-spot 
cooperation between their Missions in countries where fundamental 
freedoms are violated. 

Particular attention has been paid to questions and 
resolutions of the European Parliament concerning human rights. 

All in all, the actions undertaken by the Community and its 
member States in 1989 in the area of human rights have marked a 
new stage in their common commitment to the respect of human 
rights. 
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ROINN AN TAOISIGH 
CORFIDERTIAL 

Uimhir .. . .. .. . .. . ... .. .. . 

Working Visit by President 11.itterrand 
Friday, 20 October 1989 

The Taoiseach met the French President at the airport 
and accompanied him, with an interpreter, to Aras an 
Oachtar6in for a courtesy call on the President and 
then to Dublin Castle where he hosted a working lunch. 
The discussions lasted from approximately 1.30 to 3.30 
p.m. Items discussed were:-

(1) economic and monetary union, including 
convergence, 

(2) the Social Charter, which the French wish to 
conclude at Strasbourg, 

(3) audio-visual, where they want the agreements put 
into practice, 

(4) environment, for which the proposed Agency is to 
be set up at or before Strasbourg, 

(5) Lom~ IV, on which agreement as to country 
contributions is outstanding, 

(6) the Internal Market, where tax harmonisation is 
•frozen" but on which the French are taking a 
relaxed view at present, 

(7) specific items like health - the French propose 
an Agency on drugs which we would have to 
develop in our Presidency; and 

(8) the external policy of the Coimnunity, 
particularly in relation to Eastern Europe on 
which the President spoke most perceptively. 

The President said that on many matters it would not be 
possible to reach finality during the French 
Presidency. The work of bringing progress would fall 
to the Irish Presidency. He instanced the High Level 
Group which would be trying to set terms of reference 
and parameters for the Inter-Governmental Council, the 
Environment Agency and drugs where there is also a 
French proposal for a working group. The moveE towards 
a single currency and a single central bank, with tax 
harmonisation {on savings and VAT) will also, it 
appears, be handed to us. 

The Taoiseach thanked the President for his brilliant 
and comprehensive presentation and assured him that we 
would follow the dossiers very closely. We were 
anxious to advance the matters of French interest and 
we would keep in touch. There is, in particular, a 
proposal for an expert group (outside the usual 
channels) to work on the social charter. Mada.me Guigou 
in the Elysee is the contact for this. Contact is to 
be between her and Mr Barrington. 
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Beginning his presentation, the President said that it 
will be up to the Irish Presidency to pick up matters 
next January. He wanted to discuss, in particular, at 
the present meeting, EMU, the social charter, audio
visual matters, the environment and Lome IV. 

The main questions on tv without frontiers had now been 
settled. But this and all the other matters had now to 
be put into practice. Decisions on them will have to 
be taken by the European Community. The decisions on 
EMU and the social charter were difficult. There was 
opposition of principle, particularly from the UK. The 
position of other countries tends to vary, e.g. the 
Netherlands seems to see itself as a compromise man. 
There are also reservations of a practical nature from, 
e.g. Denmark, Portugal and perhaps Ireland. There are 
other countries with more specific positions. For 
example, on banking, Luxembourg has very strong views. -
He was trying to work out himself how to respond. The 
U.K. sometimes started with a very hard line but now 
seems to have softened quite a lot. On monetary union, 
they seemed to have genuine flexibility; on the social 
charter there is, in his view, false flexibility. The 
British Prime Minister appeared to object to things in 
principle, but then to deal pragmatically with them. 
This was a very British way of doing things. For 
example, she had objected initially to the idea of the 
committee of experts. She said that she was not in 
favour of this and that this was work which ECOFIN 
should do. The experts should then follow on after 
ECOFIN. The President did not think this was a good 
method at all. If you want to move forward in finance 
you do not give the job to Finance Ministers. If you 
want to move forward in agriculture you do not give the 
job to Agriculture Ministers. In the end, the British 
had turned up and been present at the Guigou committee. 
They appeared, there, to have no fundamental problem 
with what was going on. 

There were very real problems on tax; there were 
difficulties on the savings tax because of British and 
German attitudes. They were strongly against the idea 
of taxation at source. 

The British Prime Minister was arguing that the British 
would not abandon sovereignty. She argued that we did 
not need European legislation on the social charter. 
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She did not want to giv~ ~ the trade unions in Britain 
more power. There were s r.suspicions about the German 
position on co-managemem::.=-. She was, in fact, much 
closer to the French pos~tion on this - essentially 
they did not now favour c::::o-management but rather 
contractual arrangements.__ . 

Arguments on sovereignty-- ::really did not hold much water 
since 1957 and, for the E:!5ritish, had been largely 
discarded in relation to . ..agriculture and justice. They 
accepted the verdict of - he European Court. They also 
accepted the verdicts of the Hague Court. What she was 
saying should not preven-c= Europe from giving itself 
monetary union or a socia ~ J charter. 

The President believed th:nat Europe cannot develop 
without a social dimensia::on. The workers must have a 
stake in what was happen:i::::Ing. Next, legislation corning 
from Europe cannot give t" hem less than they have in 
their own country. The c ::::ommuni ty is developing 
enormous powers in the ec=onomic area. There must be 
corresponding development=:s socially. His aim was to 
try to move forward pragmmatically. Madame Guigou had 
been asked to go to Londw::m to examine what was 
happening there, in pract:=...ice, in relation, for example, 
to industrial hygiene, wo::::::rking conditions, old age, 
etc. rt.em by item. When ---:tilis was done with all 
European countries we woc::..ld know what the real 
difficulties are. We nee=:= to kno. what the differences 
are all about. That is Ol!llle of the tasks on which 
'Madame Guigou is engaged. 

At this point Madame Guig=:::,u intervened to say she 
interrupted to say she ex:::pected to have the work 
completed in time for the-- Strasbourg Council. 

The President went on to s :.Say that Mrs Thatcher was 
satisfied to look at the :-i.mole question pragmatically. 
Other countries took diff==rent vie-11.~. For example, 
Portugal said that it wa~ i n favour, in principle, but 
because of their fragile =:economic situation and the 
present state of society c.::iid not want ~o bring . 
difficulties on themselve~ . They required a period of 
transition and, perhaps a.J......lso, some aid. The President 
thought the Irish positioz:::-. was similar to that of 
~ortugal. It was very d~ngerous to mix everything 
because the British are j::::is~ waiting for the 
opportunity to present thE=ir objections. She will say 
to each country that she ~ s their friend and espouse 
their interests, and ther: .:use thei:: arguments to wreck 
-the charter. 

. . .. 
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The President said that his aim was to isolate the 
practical difficulties. If Ireland wants to make known 
its practical problems then, so long as the general 
orientation is accepted, these can be accepted and 
pragmatic change can be made in texts to suit us. He 
would propose that there should be contacts outside 
official structures to see what precisely we wanted 
and, if possible, to reach agreement. 

On the environment, everyone agrees as to the necessity 
for an Agency, the only question was where it would be 
located. The decision or lack of decision on where 
should not be allowed to hide the necessity for the 
Agency or to stop the proposal from going forward. So 
far, 47 cities wanted it. We simply can't say that we 
can't have the Agency because we can't decide where to 
put it. Andreotti said yes, of course, he agreed with 
an Agency and wanted it in Milano. The French also 
said they wanted an Agency and proposed Strasbourg. 
The Germans wanted it and had proposed Berlin (and 
Karlsruhe?). 

On Lome, the external policy of the Community towards 
the poor was involved. Everyone was prepared to 
cGntribute but, again, the .practical question was how 
much. This was a subject which could be the subject of 
final decision in Strasbourg, if not before. 

The Taoiseach thanked the President for his exposition. 

On the Social Charter, the President had described our 
positior: correctly. We are completely in support of 
the philosophy of the concept. Europe was not just for 
the big organisations but for the working people. We 
had no difficulty with the principle but there were 
some matters of detail which we needed to have looked 
at. The President's proposal for contacts with Madame 
Guigou were invaluable. He assumed that contacts would 
be made soon so that the work could be advanced. 

We too in this country had an . advanced position 
socially. There was consensus, involving trade unions, 
in economic and social policy. We therefore had not 
policy problems of an ideological nature with the 
proposal for the Charter. However, we had to look at 
the following areas -
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(1) What should be the subject of directives from 
the Conunission, what national governments should 
deal with and what should be dealt with in 
collective bargaining. We had one of the best 
srstems of collective bargaining. Our strong 
view was that many matters should be left to 
collective bargaining - and that more rather 
than less should be dealt with in this area; 

(2) We fully subscribe to the Social Charter which 
would encompass political obligations but we 
would have to be very careful about any 
suggestion that it be made mandatory. Our 
principal concern was employment and the 
creation of employment. We must not harm small 
or medium sized enterprises or impose impossible 
or unacceptable burdens on business, leading to 
unemployment; 

(3) The extent of existing domestic legislation 
should be fully taken into account so that 
workers would not have to accept less under 
Community arrangements than they had at present. 
In public sector enterprises worker 
participation was no problem. However, in the 
private sector this was not compulsory and we 
would have to be very careful. We had a 
substantial amount of very large external 
investment and many multi nationals operated in 
our country. We just could not afford to 
alienate or discourage this type of investment. 

The Taoiseach felt that these problems were not 
insurmountable. 

The President said that the purpose of the Charter 
can't be to fix a ceiling to social leglisatlion but a 
floor. The French had been attracted at one time to 
the idea of legislation covering worker participation 
but now were inclined more towards contractual 
arrangements. They wanted everything possible to be 
done to support and protect e~ployment and also the 
training of the young. The Taoiseach said that he 
subscribed to the idea of a political commitment. 

The President went on to say that they were not going 
at the start to bind up 12 countries in one social 
framework but they wanted to define aims and to leave 
the way open for progress. He was particularly keen on 
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vocational training, with European aid. They would 
have to look at programmes like those dealing with 
sickness, safety and hygiene in factories and at the 
actual organisation of work, for example working hours 
which were very different in many countries. He said 
that he found the Taoiseach's approach very 
constructive. The Taoiseach said that he thought of 
the matter as being concluded by the end of the year. 

The President said that he genuinely wished to move 
forward in 1989. If we did not, then it would be 
regarded as a serious failure of the Community. We had 
said on monetary union that the IGC would be set up 
after 1st July 1990 and that gave a bit of leeway in 
regard to public perception but on other areas there 
was no such deferment. The :IGC would be held in the 
second half of 1990. We would require a clear agenda 
for it. The Italians would not have time in six months 
unless some work was done before then on the 
Conference. That was why the French were now, in their 
Presidency, determined to fix a date in 
October/November/December 1990 for the IGC and also to 
set a clear agenda. It would be up to the Irish 
Presidency to define the detail of the work of the 
Conference. The Italians would have to complete it 
within the six months. Similarly, with the Social 
Charter. It would be better if this were completed 
sooner. A similar approach had been taken in 1985 to 
the SEA which the British had opposed on ideological 
grounds and the Danish on constitutional grounds. The 
Irish had supported the idea but had run into some 
problems constitutionally. However, they did not 
object to the principle of the SEA and this was much 
appreciated in Europe. 

In reply to questions, the President said that he hoped 
to settle the date for the IGC in Strasbourg and the 
terms of reference. The Taoiseach said that he had no 
objection to October/November 1990. We would also, if 
necessary, continue the concept of the high level group 
to advance the idea. 

The President said that the ultimate aim was to finish 
up with a European currency - perhaps the ECU and have 
a control mechanism with which all countries would be 
associated i.e. a European central bank. It would be 
much easier to move towards the ECU than towards a 
bank. What was left undone by the French Presidency 
would have to be carried forward by the Irish 
Presidency. 
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The Taoiseach said that a basic Irish concern was that 
economic and monetary union should include equally the 
concept of convergence. This was fully in accord with 
the Delors report. We would be supporting the 
strengthening of the Community budget for this purpose. 
The President said that he had always favoured the 
expansion of the Structural Funds . He had noted the 
very considerable reluctance of Germany and Great 
Britain in this area. The more these countries slowed 
down the expansion of the Structural Funds the more 
Ireland will have a case for asking for special 
consideration in other areas. The Taoiseach said that 
EMU could not work without convergence. We had 
recently a report from NESC which he had sent to Heads 
of Government and he would ask that its conclusions be 
taken into account. NESC had said that Ireland could 
not accept all the disciplines and rigours of the EMU 
without aid. We would ask that the question of 
economic convergence be kept very much on the agenda. 
The President said "yes, I get the point". Madame 
Guigou said that the basic aims must be price stability 
plus growth plus convergence of the economies. 

The Taoiseach asked as to whether the President had any 
view on UK entry to the EMS. The President said that 
he thought they might join on or before 1st July 1990. 
He appeared to have this view from the UK Treasury. 
The Taoiseach said they were under great pressure now. 
Madame Guigou said that the British wanted to show that 
EMU could work without a common currency and without a 
European central bank, that is, by co-ordination 
measures alone. 

The Taoiseach enquired as to whether there was any sign 
yet of the Lawson paper. The Pres i dent said that the 
Prime Minister was hostile to many things but she was 
never in a position to put forward anything else. If 
10 or 11 out of 12 were in favour of a proposal then 
the Community could take a decision. They could move 
forward without regard to the UK position. Ireland had 
always taken the view in favour o f the construction of 
Europe and he, himself, had always said that Ireland 
must not be penalised for that. The Taoiseach thanked 
him for this sentiment. 

The President then went on to say that that had been 
the position about milk in 1984. He had told the 
Taoiseach's predecessor "trust us, give us time". 
Everything had turned out well in the end. The 
position had been so silly - the CoIIDI1unity was paying 
for surplus production and also fo= the maintenance of 
stocks. That just could not last. He had said then 
"please tell us your difficulties and we will see what 
we can do. Trust us". Portugal had also been ir. the 
same position and had got the same type of safeguarc. 
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The Taoiseach said we want to support the Community; 
we want to progress but we do not want to get into 
insurmountable difficulties. the President said •1 
guarantee that I will try to help but I cannot 
guarantee that that help will always succeed". 

The Taoiseach said that he supported the President's 
ideas on an environmental agency. The President 
responded wYes, that means you want it in Corkl". The 
Taoiseach then said that we had the cleanest 
environment - to which the President replied "then you 
do not need the agency". The President then went on to 
say that he had ruled out Strasbourg/Brussels, and 
Luxembourg, because they all had their share of 
Cormnunity institutions. What really was important in 
determining where the agency should be located. The 
Taoiseach said that we had no important agency here. 
The President said that he was not putting forward a 
French candidate. Madame Guigou said that Copenhagen 
was making a very strong case. The President then went 
on to say that when the agency was set up it would have 
more work than it could do on smoke and acid rain, 
motorcar exhausts, waterways, use of fertilisers, etc. 
- within three months they would be asking for 
everything. His idea was to start with a nucleus and 
then build on that - as with EUREKA which had 18 
countries with members. Pollution knows no frontiers. 
Ireland had no frontiers except perhaps for oil slicks! 
The Taoiseach mentioned UK nuclear waste. The 
President said that before the end of the year they 
wished to have a decision on the seat of the agency. 
Then the Irish Presidency would have to develop the 
work programme of the agency. It would be difficult 
for people to say wno" to what Ireland suggests. 

In a brief discussion of the movement of people, there 
were references to immigration from outside the 
Internal Market. Other matters discussed were the 
Internal Market itself, police/security, and the 
difficulties of the Schengen group with German police 
on French territory etc. 

On drugs the Presid7nt said that wha~ h7 ha~ in mind 
was a group consisting of one very distinguished person 
carrying great weight from each co~~ry. The group 
would consist of 12 people - not M1.nisters who were too 
busy. It would begin its work during the Irish. 
Presidency and would have to look at the production, 
processing, traffic, consumption aspects - and, t~e 
Taoiseach added, the financial aspects. The President 
then gave an account of his visit to Bogota a~d the 
struggle going on there against drugs. He said that 
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places like Burmah, Thailand, the Lebanon, and Syria 
were involved. There were large production facilities 
in Peru and Bolivia and large processing plants now 
even in the US. In Colombia drug barons controlled 
one-quarter of the total surface area of the country. 
They had their own ports on the Pacific, their own 
fleets, their own aircraft and ships. 

In discussion of cancer and aids, he said the problem 
was to strengthen co-operation. The Taoiseach said 
more research was needed: the President agreed and 
said that more needed to be done to make sure that the 
results of research were properly disseminated. At 
present they tend to get lost. 

The President then went on to say that the Community 
must exert itself more on foreign policy and went, in 
detail, into the situation in eastern Europe. Some 
people believe that Gorbachev would succeed, others -
the majority, seem to think that he would fail. Be 
stood in more danger from dislocation within USSR, wars 
as between regions or countries, than from economic 
problems. The Russians had always been poor and could 
understand poverty: but dislocation of the Empire was 
new. He had a tremendous problem ahead of him with 
nationalism and the regions. The Community must try to 
facilitate him with agreements on trade and food and, 
particularly, by management training. Gorbachev had 
told him that he could ·not get an office to work. 
Agriculture did not produce. Be could also be helped 
by hastening agreements on disarmament. Nobody liked 
spending a lot of money on arms. The Taoiseach 
mentio~ed his contacts with Senators Kennedy and Dodd 
(who had not been particularly receptive) and said that 
we could not give much in the way of money but that we 
had offered management training. We had a particularly 
interesting situation here in that our public sector 
companies operated in the private sector. We could 
show the USSR companies how to adapt to trading in that 
sector. 

In reply to a query from the Taoiseach, the President 
said that the move towards fiscal harmonisation was 
more or less frozen. He was not too concerned about 
the removal of exchange controls in 1990 though there 
were some worrying aspects. Inflation was at 3.4% and 
about 100,000 jobs a year were being created. There 
were references to Deutchmark/French currency matters 
and to Luxembourg's position as a tax haven, 
particularly for banking; also to a comparison between 
French and US contributions to the Third World (.55 of 
GNP against .27 for the US). 
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After some further discussion, the meeting concluded. 
It was fol~owed by a press conference which lasted for 
about ~5 minutes. The participants at the meeting are 
shown in the attached list. 

Dermot Nally 

23 October 1989. 

Copied to: 

Mr Noel Dorr, Secretary, Department of Foreign Affairs. 

Mr Michael Keegan, Secretary, Department of Labour. 

Mr P Mullarkey, Second Secretary, Department of 
Finance. 

Dr M Mansergh, Department of the Taoiseach. 

Mr Ted Barrington, Assistant Secretary, Department of 
Foreign Affairs. 

Mr w Kirwan, Assistant Secretary, Department of the 
Taoiseach. 

~ 
I'. 
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Visit of President Jlitterrand, Friday, 20 October, 1989 

Participants at Lunch 

Taoiseach 

President Mitterrand 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Gerard Collins T.D. 

Minister for Finance, Mr Albert Reynolds T.D. 

Madame Guigou [senior official from the Elysee) 

Monsieur Vedrine [President's spokesman) 

French Ambassador, H.E. Jean Bouchaud 

Secretary to the Government, Mr Dermot Nally. 

Two interpreters were also present. 

-
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I. COMMUNITY/TWELVE RELATIONS WITH EASTERN EUROPE 

Bulgaria 
Community: Negotiations on a Trade and Cooperation Agreement 

suspended April 1989 because of treatment of 
Turkish minority. 
Negotiations will resume in early February, and 
should be concluded rapidly. 

Twelve: At present, there is no political dialogue. 

Czechoslovakia 

President Mladenov has made a request in a letter 
to the Taoiseach for political dialogue. Twelve 
will await a formal request for dialogue with 
Twelve as such. 

Community: Agreement on Trade (only) signed December 1988. 
Question of extension to include cooperation 
elements being discussed, at Czech request, within 
Cornmunity. 

Twelve: At present, no political dialogue. 
Political Committee recommends to Ministers that 
Twelve should accede to FM Dienstbier's request 
(in letter to Minister for Foreign Affairs) for 
political dialogue. 

Community: Aim to have Trade and Cooperation Agreement 
signed by June 1990. 

Twelve: Political dialogue approved in principle, but 
reply to GDR delayed pending developments. 

Hungary 
Community: Trade and Cooperation Agreement, signed 

September 1988. 
PHARE programme of economic assistance. 

Twelve: Political dialogue approved - through Presidency 
and Cornmission. 

Poland 
Community: Trade and Cooperation Agreement,, signed 

September 1989. 
PHARE programme of economic as~istance. 

Twelve: Political dialogue approved - through Presidency 
and Commission. 

. \ 

. ~ 
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Romania 
Community: Agreements on Industrial Trade and Joint 

Commission concluded 1980. Negotiations on trade 
and cooperation agreement opened 1986 and 
suspended 1989. Joint Commission Meeting and GSP 
treatment suspended December 1989. 
Council to cancel sanctions and approve new 
negotiating mandate. 

Twelve: At present, no political dialogue. 
Political Committee reconµnend that Twelve await a 
formal Romanian request for dialogue. 

Community: Trade and Cooperation Agreement, signed December 
1989. 

Twelve: Ongoing political dialogue, at Foreign Minister 
and Political Director level. Troika (Political 
Directors) visit to Moscow 11 May 1990 proposed. 

Yugoslavia 
Community: Trade and Cooperation Agreement, and relations of 

long standing. 
Twelve: Ongoing political dialogue since February 1989. 

* * * 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 

Community: Joint Declaration establishing relations between 
Community and CMEA signed in Luxembourg, 25 June 
1988. 



II. CSCE MEETINGS 
A. Meetings already held 

(i) Major Meetings: 

4 

Helsinki - produced Helsinki Final 
Act (1975); 
Belgrade Review Meeting 
did not produce Final 
Madrid Review Meeting 
Madrid Concluding Document 
Stockholm Conference 
document on CSBMs (1986); 

( 1977) 
Document; 

produced 
(1983); 
produced 

Vienna Review Meeting produced 
Vienna Concluding Document (1989). 

(ii) Meetings since Vienna 
Negotiations on Conference- and 
Security-Building Measures (CSBM) 
(Vienna, since March 1989); 
Negotiation on Conventional Armed 
Forces in Europe (CAFE) (Vienna, 
since March 1989) ( 1 

); 

London Information Forum (April-May 
1989); 
Paris Conference on the Human 
Dimension (May-June 1989); 
Sofia Environment Meeting (October 
1989) . 

B. Meetings yet to be held 
(i) Main Meetings Helsinki Review Meeting, 1992; 

(possible) European Summit at date 
and venue still to be decided (see 
section III) 

(ii} Remaining inter-sessional meetings 
Conference on Economic Cooperation 
in Europe (Bonn, March-April 1990); 
Copenhagen Conference on the Human 
Dimension (June 1990) followed by 
Moscow Conferenc~ on the Human 
Dimension (September-October 1991); 
Meeting on the Mediterranean (Palma 
de Mallorca,September-October 
1990); 
Meeting 
Disputes 
Cultural 
(Cracow, 

on Peaceful: -.. Settlement of 
(Valetta, January 1991); 

Heritage Symposium 
May June 1991). 

Participants are 16 members of NATO and 7 members of 
Warsaw Pact 
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III. PROPOSAL FOR A EUROPEAN SUMMIT 

A. Soviet Views 

Originally proposed by President Gorbachev; ideas have been 
refined and clarified by Shevardnadze and other Soviet 
spokesmen; 

Summit would take place in 1990 at the successful conclusion 
of the CAFE and CSBM talks• 

' 
Participants would be all 35 CSCE States; 

Summit would not replace Helsinki Review Meeting of CSCE -
this would go ahead as scheduled in 1992; 

Agenda would include: 
1. Signing of CAFE and CSBM agreements; 
2. Discussion of further means to reduce military 

3. 
4. 

tension; 
Discussion of 
Discuss the 
including its 

situation in Europe; 
future development of the 

possible institutionalisation. 
CSCE, 

The 1992 Meeting would probably also be a Swmnit and would 
constitute "Helsinki II". 

B. United States Views 

Originally, wanted to confine it to 23 CAFE participants; 

Views are evolving. They now accept principle of 35 
participation, but wish to separate Summit from CAFE talks. 

c. Possible Twelve Action 

Twelve have not adopted a view or considered. this matter in 
depth; 

Ministers may wish to ask Poiitical Committee to consider 
the question further. 
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IV. GERMAN - GERMAN RELATIONS 

A. Current position 

GDR is moving towards a pluralist political structure, with 
elections scheduled for 6 May 1990; 

In FRG, developments in GDR have led to a revival of 
interest in German reunification; 

Chancellor Kohl, on 28 November 1989, proposed a ten-point 
programme which would eventually lead to German 
reunification; 

He has emphasised that there is no intention of re-opening 
the question of the German-Polish border; 

He has also made clear 
The plan does not have a specific time-scale 

The plan does not 
Germany that will 
determination; 

prejudge the 
emerge from 

eventual form 
the process of 

of the 
self-

Mr Genscher has also made a number of comments on the 
subject; 

Reactions have come from GDR, US, USSR and Twelve. 

B. Kohl Ten-point Programme 

1. Emergency assistance measures 

2. Continued cooperation in all areas of direct benefit to 
people on both sides 

3. Preparedness to extend cooperation extensively in the event 
of fundamental and irrevocable political and economic 
changes in GDR 

4. Acceptance of GDR 
community" between 
institutions ·· 

PM 
the 

Modrow's idea of a "contractual 
two Germanies, including common 

S. Development of a confederative structure between the two 
German states, leading to a "federal state order in Germany" 
(~his point has since been modified - Mr ·Kohl now says no
one can predict · ··the form of the Germany that will emerge 
from this process) 

6. The futur~ structure of Germany must fit into the future 
architecture ~f Europe as a whole, including respect for the 
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8. 
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~ntegrity and safety of each state, respect 
international law, and the realisation of human rights. 

for 

Strengthening of the European Community as a feature of pan
European. development. The Community must remain open to a 
democratic GDR and other democratic states in Eastern Europe 

The CSCE process, a crucial part of the total European 
architecture, must be further advanced, including the 
development of new institutions for European cooperation 

9. Acceleration of disarmament and arms control to keep step 
with political developments 

10. The aim of this policy is freedom in Europe in which the 
German people can restore their unity through free self
determination. 

C. Genscher proposals 

Mr Genscher has also made proposals concerning the future shape 
of Europe, including the question of German reunification. In an 
interview on Deutschland Funk on 14 January, he made the 
following points. 

Continue with European integration process 

EMU 

greater powers for European Parliament 

Cooperation or association agreements with Central and 
Eastern Europe 

Openness for new members of EC when pre-conditions met 

GDR has options 

make accession application 

achieve membership through German reunification 

but, all has to await establishment of democratic government 
after J6 May elections 

CSCE: agrees Summit 1990 and 1992 

to endorse Vienna I (conventional forces) and start 
Vienna II (further disarmament and nuclear short-range) 

(con~fnued overleaf) 
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Summit (continued from previous page) 

to develop Helsinki Final Act further 

on free elections 

on .all-European structures/institutions, e.g., 
envirorunent agency, extending Council of Europe 
human rights machinery, verification centre 

on European security structures 

Continuation of NATO and Warsaw Pact, with disarmament 
negotiation functions, vital for stability 

Continued involvement of U.S. vital 

Importance of Soviet involvement and of taking Soviet 
security interests into account 

D. GDR position 

GDR PM Modrow had already proposed a "contractual Community" 
between the two states to underpin the increasingly close
knit network of agreements between them 

GDR do not accept the possibility of reunification 

E.LIMITS 

E {i). Twelve 

At Strasbourg, the European Council declared: 

"We seek the strengthening of the state of peace in Europe 
in which the German people will regain its unity through 
free self-determination. This process should take place 
peacefully and democratically, in full respect of the 
relevant agreements and treatiE;ts.. and of all the principles 
defined by the Helsinki Final Act, in a context of dialogue 
and East-West cooperatio·n : It also has to be placed in the 
perspect~ve of European integration. " 

E {ii\ United States 

President Bush has outlined four principles that guide US policy 
t .owards the question of German reunification: 

Self-determination must be pursue~ without prejudice to its 
outcome. No particular vision of unity should be endorsed 
or excluded at this time. 



Unification should 
continued commitment 
Eur~p7an Community, 
position of the four 
France) 
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occur in the context of Germany's 
to NATO and an increasingly integrated 

and with due regard to the legal 
allied powers in Germany (US, UK, USSR, 

In the interests of general European stability, moves 
towards unification must be peaceful, gradual and part of a 
step-by-step process 

On the question of borders, support for the principles of 
the Helsinki Final Act was reiterated. 

E (iii) Soviet Union 

In his speech to the 
Shevardnadze set out 
below. 

European Parliament on 19 
the Soviet position, which 

December, Mr 
is summarised 

... 

It is essential to recognise 
including the existence of two 
German states 

the post-war realities, 
internationally-recognised 

To do otherwise threatens the stability of Europe 

The future of the two German states will be defined in the 
context of the development of the European process 

Both states belong to different and mutually-opposed 
military alliances, whose future existence may not, however, 
be essential 

the two states should develop closer forms of cooperation in 
conformity with the development of the European process 

One must take account of the legal realities, including the 
rights and responsibilities of the Allied powers under the 
Four-Power Agreements 

An essential element of the German 
recognition as. a fact of the final 
settlement of borders in Europe 

question is the 
and irrevocable 

Each German state retains--its right ·to self-determination, 
but this may only be exercised in the context of other 
principles of international law 

Self-determination must be exercised in such a way that it 
does not threaten peace and security in Europe 

Self-determination excludes external pressure on a state 
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V. "EUROPEAN CONFEDERATION" 

In his New Year Message, President Mitterrand envisaged the 
development of a European Confederation which would 
associate all the countries of Europe 

The Confederation would: 

be a system of Working dialogue and exchange 

Associate all European countries with 

political pluralism 

free elections 

a representative system 

freedom of information 

have 2 stages 

(i) Strengthened EC as decided at Strasbourg 

plus EFTA democracies 

(ii) all Europe (including Soviet Union) 
especially Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia now 

Council of Europe is not satisfactory because "it does 
not have an institutional existence" 
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VI. COUNCIL OF EUROPE RELATIONS 
WITH EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

Hungary 

Poland 

USSR 

Party to European Cultural Convention 

"Guest" (observer) status with Consultative Assembly 

Applied, on 15 November 1989, to join Council of Europe 

Party to European Cultural Convention 

Guest status with Consultative Assembly 

Has announced its intention of seeking membership of 
Council of Europe, but has not formally applied. 

Guest status with Consultative Assembly 

Yugoslavia 
Guest status with Consultative Assembly 

Bulgaria 
Has applied for guest status with Consultative Assembly 

Czechoslovakia 
Has applied for guest status with Consultative Assembly 

* * * 
Possibility of Committee of Ministers Meeting in March to 
discuss Council of Europe's role as a framework for dialogue 
with Eastern Europe 

Portuguese Foreign Minister (Chairman of Committee 
of Ministers) may raise question at Informal 
Meeting · 

We do not wish · to encourage this -.,, 

' Such a mee~ing would not b~ useful 
. ....... . . .. 
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VII GOimACHEVrs SPEECH AT THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE - 7 JULY 1989 

Gorbachev set out at length hi·s "d b h f d l. eas a out t e uture 
~velopment of Europe in his speech to the Parliamentary Assembly 

o the Council of Europe in Strasbourg on 7 July 1989. 

The two most important prerequisites for a "normal European 
process" are: 

i) the recognition that the states of Europe belong to 
different social systems; 

ii) respect for the sovereign right of each people to 
choose its social system. 

By "Common European Home" he means a restructuring of the 
existing international order in Europe that would put common 
European values in the forefront and replace the traditional 
balance of forces with a balance of interests. 

Security is the foundation of the "Connnon European Home" 

threat or use 
doctrine of 
deterrence 

of force is ruled out, implying a 
military restraint instead of 

radical reduction 
forces to a 
sufficiency 

in conventional arms and armed 
level of reasonable defence 

talks leading to the elimination of tactical 
nuclear weapons 

the elimination of all nuclear weapons by the turn 
of the century 

elimination of chemical weapons at the earliest 
possible .date 

complete withdrawal of all' foreign troops from the 
territories of other countries 

dismantling ot military blocs 

All-round cooperation must be 4eveloped: 

convening of 35-nation summit to discuss progre$s 
toward "a European Community of the 21st Century" :< 

Establishment, in the long term, o·f a common 
European economic space 
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long-term economic cooperation as an integral part 
of CSCE 

two-way flow of scientific and technical knowledge 

environmental cooperation 

cooperation. in the cultural, scientific and 
information spheres 

the "Common European Home" will be based on the rule of law 

creation of a European legal space 
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~since the opening -of ~he 1nner-german boroer and sector 
boundary in berlin on november ~th, german-german 
politics has entered into a new ~hase, which offers new 
Ch2nces and new challenges. 

,'e ar,:. aLL ::>vr:r j::>yed c:~nut tt1e newly •:.,)n freecom of 
movei'.'-nt for -:~1,:,se l i ving in cividec ;; er ma"1 y. we, along 
with tho:e ; ; r~~ns i ~ tne gdr, are h3p~y t hat the ~all 
and oor uer ~L::>CKade~ couLc finalL ; , ~ft~r cecace~, ~e 
overcome oeacefuLLy. 

we are also proud that germans in the gdr have, with 
their powerful ~nd peaceful intercession for freedom, 

human rights and self-determination, provided an example 
of their courage and Love of freedom for the whole world, 

an example which is being esteemed throughout the worLd. 

we are all deeply impressec by the Lively and unbroken 
desire tor freedom, which is moving the people of Leipzig 

ana other cities. they know what they want. they want to 
determine their own future, in the original sense of the 
word. we w!LL, of . course, respect every decision met by 

the people of the odr via free seLf-aetermination. 

we, in the free part of germany, stand in solidarity 
alongside our feLLow countrymen. 

at the beginning of Last week, federal minister seiters 
spoke with the chairman of the state council, krenz, and 

prime minister, modrow about the new east german 
Leaderships position. we wanted to Learn how the 
announced reform programme shaLL be put into effect and 
in which time frame concrete steps are to be expected. 

it has been agreed to continue discussions at the 
beginning of december. if, as we hope, initial results 
can be seen in these discussions, i myseLf wouLd Like to 

meet the responsible parties in the gdr before chr1stmas. 

in bertin, federal minister seiters atso spoke with 
representatives of the opposition and the church. in the 

Last few weeks, 1 myself have welcomed representatives.of 
the opposition 1n bonn. we regard it as advisable, in aLL 
we are currently doing and in alL the decisions we are 

making, to take into account the views, opinions and 
recommencations of the opoosition in the ~or. Ne continue 

to pLace great vaLue upon these contacts. we want to 
~carefully cultivate these 1n the future. 

chances are arising to overcome the division of europe 
and that of our fatherland. the germans, who are 
reuniting in the spirit of freedom, w1LL never pose a 
threat to, but wiLL rather be an asset for, a europe 
which is growing together. 

the move to change, which we are currently experiencing, 
·1s primarily the deserts of the people who are so 

impressively de~onstrat1ng their will for freedom. it is 
also, however, tne result of the many political 
deieLopments of past years. we have, with our policy, 

substanti2Lly contributed to this. 
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oecisiveLy im~ortent was the fact that we initially 
conducted this ~oLicy based on the solid foundation of 
our integrat~on in the community of free democracies. the 

...1.1nifornity ana ste3afastness on the part of the alliance 
urin; · the difficult te s t of 1~8 3 have pa i d off. we have 

stren~thened the Dac~bone of the refor~ movement in 
central, eastern and south-eas tern europe by pursuing our 

clear course within the atlantic alliance and in the 
euro~ean co~munlty. 

- w~ have, with the transition to new stages of econo~1c 
ano political integration within the european community, 

successfully further developed the ~odel for the free 
coalition of european peoples, which has attractive 
powers far beyond the community. 

- on the other hano, general secretary gorbachev,s reform 
policy Nithin the soviet union and the new way of 
thinkinq 1n soviet foreiqn policv were a decisive 
prerequisite. without the recognition of the rights of 
peoples and countries to cnoose their own way, the reform 

movements in other countries of the warsaw pact wouLd not 
have - been successful. 

I 

• . 
- the dramatic occurences in the gdr would not have taken 
place if poland and hungary had not Led the way with far
reaching political, economic and social reforms. 1 
welcome the fact that changes are also becoming apparent . 

in buLgaria, and the cssr. i am particuLarLy pleased that 
this years german book trad~ peace _prize winner, vacLav 
haveL, is now finally abLe to harvest the fruits of his 
Longstanding work and suffering for .freedom. his 

. magnificent acceptance speech at the pauLskirche in 
frankfurt, which he himself couLd not deliver, was an 
im~ressive finaL reckoning with the socialist-communist 

system. 

_ the csce process also played an important role, whereby 
we together with our partners, have always insisted on 
th~ dismantling of sources of tension, on dialogue and 
co-opera~ion, and most particularly on the respect of 
human rights. 

than~s to the continual su~~it diolomacy Jf the major 
-powers and the numerous intensive east-west meetings of 
hiias of state and government, a new trust was able to 
develop in east-west relations. the historical 
breakthrough in disarmament and arms control is a visizL 

expres510n of this trusy. 

_ the bro8lLy based contractual policy of the fede~aL 
government towards the soviet union 

rd aL l. 0 th er .war saw 
l act states has mwde conside 
a~Le c~ntributions to the 

development of east-west relations and has given _ them 
important 1m~uLses. 
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~e consistent POL1cy With 
AJr nation 1s amongst the ea regaro to ~n e c nerence oorr~ ~-=-;.,_.;;=-~~.....,...,.---
changes. since 1137 m1LL1 uses of the most recent v 
the Qdr have v1s1te~ us ons of feLLow coun trymen from 

our ''small step policy'? ~mong~t the~ many y0unQ peo~L~ e wake and Sh~rpeneo the as,1 n ~1ff1cuLt times, kept• 
11 e n a t i on , and has deep~~~~ c t ~ u s n e s s for t , e , uni t Y o f 

togetherness. e germans sense of 

this is ~articuL2rly apparent at the 
presen t time. (1 f} 

the·se. d.eveL~pmeots refute all gloom 
people .,,ho, since the be.ginning Y predictions by those 

of my terrn Of office 
h2ve been pred1ct1~g a new ''ice age'' 
relations, and who have accused in east-west 
personally - of being unaoLe to ~~s~~~ myself 

o~posite has occurred tooa peace. exactly the 
understanding and co;munit~,i~e have a greater sen~e of 
has ever been felt since thee dgermfany ana europe than 

n o worLa war 11. 

today, as everyone can see, we have reached a 
in european and german history, an age Which ~~rn~~OCh 
beyond the status quo, . and beyond the former political 
structures 1n europe. 

the change is primarily the work of people who insist on 
t~e cone ssion of reedom, on the respect of their human 

rights and on their right to determine their own future. 

all who carry responsibility in and for europe have to 
make allowance for the will of people and nations. we are 

all called upon to design a new architecture for the 
house of europe and for a permanent and just or·der of 
peace on our continent as both general secretary 
gorbachev and 1 reaffirmed in our common declaration of 
june 13th this year m 

hereby the L gitimate interests of aLL parties concerned 
rrust be guaranteed. this, of course, is also true of 
german interests. 

we are therefore approaching the goal already set by the 
atLant1c aLliance in december 1~67 - 1 quote: ''a final 
and stabLe settlement in europe is not possible 
without a solution to the german question, which forms 
the nucleus of the current tensions, in eurooe. any 
settLement of that kind must remove· the unnatural 
barriers between eastern and western europe, which are 
manifested in the clearest and ugliest fashion in the 
division of germany.'' 

we cannot olan the way to unity from our ''armchairs'' or 
with our appointment calendars. abstract modeLs w1lL help 
us no farther. we can today, however, already prepare 
those stages which Lead to this goat. 1 would Like to 
elucidate \hese using a ten-point-programme: 

+ firstly: immediate measures need to be taken. these 
result from the events of the past few weeKs, 
particularly from the movement of refugees and the new 
~•mo"~1~n~ nf 1ntPr-nerman traffic. 
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the federal govern~ t 1 
• •

1€n s prepared to orov1ae 1mmea1ate 
cc:c~~te ?id where it is needed. we w1LL assist in the 
hu .,2. , i ... tar- ~ari sect0r ?.nd orov1de medical assistance as far 

~ -; is reou1red. 

we are aLsJ aware that the weLcom1ng m~ney, which 1s 
given once a year to every visitor from the gdr, can 
~rovide no long~term solution tor the financing of 
Journeys. tt1e gdr must e~uip 1 ts national..s with the 
necessary currency. we are, hoNever prepared to 
contribute to a currency fund for the transition period. 

the orGrequisites for this are, that the minimum sum of 
excnange imposed when travelling to the gdr must be 
reL1nquishec, that entry into the gcr must be made easier 

anc that the gdr itself makes a considerable contribution 
to t h i s fun o • 

our aim is to establish the most unhindered form of 
tourist traffic possiole in both: directions. 

secondly: the federal government will, as before, 
continue its co-operation with the gdr in all areas where 

it is of direct benefit to oeop~e on both sides. this is 
particulary true of economic, scientific and 
technological co-o~erat1on and of co-operation in 
cultural fields. it ·is of particular importance to 
intensify co-operation in the field of environmental 
protection. here we w1LL be able to shortly take 
decisions concerning new projects. · 

additionally, we -also w~nt to help to ensure that the 
telephone network in the gdr ls extended as quickly as 
possible~ 

we are continuing negotiations pertaining to the 
extension of the raiLway network hanover-berLin. in 
addition, dialogue is necessary concerning fundamental 
questions of rail traffic within-a europe with open 
borders, and concerning the Linking of the gdr network, 

with particular reference to modern high-s~eed trains. 

thirdly: i have offered to exten~ively extend our aid and 
co-operation should fundamental change of the political 

and economic system in the gdr be firmly agreed upon and 
put 1rrevoca0Ly into effect. by irrevocable, we mean that 
the east german Leaaership comes to an understancing with 
Qpposition ~roups concernin9 constitutional change and a 

new eLectoraL Law. 

we support the demands for free, equal and secret 
elections in the gdr which incorporates independent and 
non-socialist oarties. the power mono~oly of the sed must 

be Lifted. 

the introduction of constitutional state conditions 
means, above all, the abolition of Laws concerning 
political crimes. 

c. 
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eco~?~ic aic c2n JnLy ~e effective if funCamentaL reforms 
w1th1n the economic system t2~e place. former ex~erience 
With aLl comecon states proves this. t~€ bureaucratic 
PLann~d economy must be dismantled. 

~e do not want to staD1Lize conditions which have become 
inaefensible. economic improvement can only occur if the 

gdr ooens its coors to ~estern investmtnt, if conditions 
of free enterprise are cre2ted and if private enterprise 
becomes possible. there ar~ already exam~Les of this in 
hungary and poLanc, examples which can be used by the gdr 

for orientation. under these conaitions, joint-ventures 
would soon be ~ossible. there is alre2dy a Large degree 

of ~iLLingness to unaertake such ventures both at home 
and abroad. 

these are not official preconditions but TactuaL 
prereGuisites ne~cea bef0r~ our aid can take effect. 
additionally there can be no aoubt that the ~eople in the 

gdr want an economic order which can aLso provide them 
with economic freeaom and prosperity. 

fourthly: prime minister modrow spoke in n1s governmental 
declaration of a contractual community. we are prepared 
to accept these thoughts. the proximity and the special 

nature of the reLationships between our two states in 
germany demand an increasingly close-knit network of 
agreements in all sectors and at all levels. 

this co-operation will aLso increasingly demand common 
institutions. commissions which already exist can be 
given new tasks and further commissions can be called 
into being. here 1 am particularly thinking of the 
economic, transport, environmental, scientific and 
technical, health and cultural sectors. it goes without 
saying that berlin wiLL be fully included in these co-

operative efforts. 

i call upon alL social groups and institutions to 
actively participate in the development of such a 
contractual community. 

fifthLv: we are aLso prepared to take a further decisive 
step, nameLy, to develop confederative structures between 

the two states in germany with the goal of creating a 
federation, a federal state order in germany. a 
Legitimate democratic government within the gdr is 
unrelinquishabLe prerequisite. 

we can envisa~e that after free elections the foLLowing 
institutions be formed: 

- a common governmental committee for permanent 
consultation and political harmonization, 

- common technical committees, 

-.a common parL1mentary grem!um. 

s 



orev1ous policy with reference to the gdr hao to 
- essentially concentrate itself on small steps, these 

: strove to aLLev1ate the result$ of being a divided nation 
anc uphold and sharpen the consciousness for thP unity of 
the n°~1on. if 1n the future, a aemocraticaLLy -
legit1m1z~d, that is a freely elected government becomes 

our partner, totally new ~erspect1ves are available. 

new for:;.s of .inst1tut1or.al co-operation could be created 
and further developed in stages. such a coming together 
is in the interest of the continuation of german history. 

state organizations within germany are alw2ys 
confederations or federations. at this time, we can once 

again make use of this historical precedence. 

nobody knows how a reunified germany w!LL Look. 1 am 
however sure that unitv will come, if it 1s wanteo by the 

german nation. 

sixthLv: the development of 1nner-german relations 
remains· bedded in the pan-european process and· in east

west relations. the future structure of germanv must fit 
into the future architecture of europe as a whoLe. the 
west has to provjde pace-making aid. here with its .concept 

for a permanent and just european order of peace. 

in our common decLaration of june this year, the soviet 
Leader gorbachev and i speak of the bu1Ld1ng components 

of a ''common european house •. •' . 1 can name, for example: 

- the unlimited respect of the 1ritegr1ty and safety of 
each state. each state has the right to choose its own 
poL1t1caL and social system. 

- the unlimited respect of the principles and standards 
of international Law, part1cuLarLy respect for the 
peopLes right of seLf-determination. 

- the reaL1zation of human rights. 

- respect for, and the upholding of the historically 
based cultures of the people of europe. 

w1 th aLL of these points, as mr. gorbachev a,id 1 
prescrioed, we want to Link onto the historically based 
european traditions and help to overcome the divisions in 

europe. 

seventhLv: the ~owers of attraction and the eura:of the 
eurooean commun1tv is and remains a constant feature in 
tne pan-european development. we want to strengthen this 
further. 
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ine eurv~ean co~munity ic n w . 
reform-orie~ted sta+ 1 ° reQu1reo to approac~ the 

europe with ~oennes;~:~d n central, eastern, and SJuthern 
ascert~1n~d 1 - flexibility. this was 

o c unan mousLy b th h d &i overn'lient of th Y e ea s of state and 
~ eetino in P i e eec ~ember state~ during their recent . ar s. 

this of course includes the gor. 

- the federal governm€nt therefore approves the quick 
conclusion of a trade and co-o~eration agreement with 
the gdr. this would expand and secure the gdr s'entry 
within the common market, including the perspectives of 

1'N2. 

- we can envisage for the future specific fo~ms of 
association Which wouLo Lead the economies of the 
reform-oriented countries of central and south-eastern 

europe to the ec, and thereby dismantle the economic 
and social gradients on our continent. 

we understand the process Leading to the recovery of the 
ge~man unity to be of european concern. it must, 
therefore, be considered together with european 
integration. in Keeping with this, the european community 

rrust remain open to a democratic gdr and to other 
democratic countries from central and south-eastern 
europe. the ec must not end .on the·lit:b£, but must remain 

cpen to the east. 

on L y 1 n t h 1 s way i s it po s s i b Le t t. d t the found a t1 on of 
the ec truLy include a comprehensive european unity. only 

in this way can it maintain, assert and develop an 
identity characteristic of aLL europeans. this identity 
is not onLy based on the cuLturaL diversity of europe, 

but al so, and esp eci aL Ly, on the f_undamen taL v a Lu es of 
freedom, democracy, human rights ~nd self-determination. 

if the countries of central and south-eastern europe 
fuLfiL the necessary prerequisites, we would also greet 

their entrance into the euro~ean council, especially into 
the convention for the protection of human rights and 
funoamental freedoms. 

eiqhthLy: the csce process is and remains a crucial part 
of: the total eurooean architecture ana must be furtner 
advanced. in order to do this, the foLLowing csce forums 

:rust be taken advantage of: 

- the human rights conference in copenhaQen, in 1990, and 
in moscow, 1n 1991. 
the conference on economic co-operationin bonn, in 
1990. 

the cultural inheritance symposium in cracow, in 
· 1991 and 

_ Last:but not Least, the next csce meeting in heLs1nk1. 
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tnere we ~houLd think 
pan-european cooperat~bout new 1nst1tut1onal ·forms for 

on. ~e envisage a common . 

nst1tut1on for the 
cooperation, as wellc~~rdinat1on of east-west economical 
environ~entaL ~ounc1L.' the creation of a pan-european 

n1nethLv: t1,€ su~mount1 . _ 
the div1sio¥r of Jerm ng of the &l';>uratio r cf europe and 
steps perta1nin any demands far-reachi?.J end s~eeoy 
disarmament a dg t:> o1sarmament and arms control. 
ooLitica n' ar~s control must keep ste~ with 

L 
L developments and therefore, might have to be 

acce erated. 

this 1s particuLarL t 
for the d1smantLin~ ~ue of the negotiations 1n vienna 
eurooe and forth~ o conventional armed forces in, 
trust such-~ the agreement upon measures to establish 

this a[so dem:~ds ;hwotrLdwide ban of chemicaL weapons. 
w · a the nuclear potential of worLd 

po er~ be reduced to a strategic minimal leveL. the 
upcoming meeting ~etween president bush and general 
secretary gorbachev offers a good opportunity to add new 

impetus to curr1=:nt nego_t1ations. · · 

we are t~y1ng via bilateral discussions w1tn the 
countries of the warsaw pact, including the gdr to 
support' this process. 

tenthLy: with this .sweeping policy, we are working 
towards the ~ttainment of freedom within europe, whereby 

the german p~ople can, via free self-determination, 
restore their unity. reunification, 1he reattainment of 
german state unity, remains the political goat of the 
federal government. we are grateful that we once again 
found support pertaining to this point from our allies in 

the announcement made at the nato summit in brusseLs, in 
may of this year. 

we are conscious of the fact that particularly difficult 
problems w1LL be encountered on the road to german unity 
that we can not yet compLeteLy answer. this also includes 

questions pertaining to overlapping security structures 
within europe. 

the joining of the german question with pan-european 
develo~ments and east-west relations, as i have explained 

1n the ~revious ten points, enables an organic 
aevelopment which 1s of concern to eLL members and 
guarantees a peaceful co-existance 1n europe. 

we can onLy peacefuLLy overcome the division of europe 
and germany together and in an atmosphere of mutual 
trust. we need discretion, understanding and sound 
judgement· on aLL sides in order for the current 
deveLopments to steadily and peacefuLLy continue. 

this process could not hampered by reforms, but rather by 
the non-acteptance thereof. freedom aoes not cause 
1nstab1Lity, but rather the Qjpression thereof. every 
success!u~ reform step means more stability and increased 
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EC-l'welyLB.~illons with tbe Countriea 

of ~~o.:t.r_s\l and .. _Easb:~rn ~b!.t:.Q..PE i nc l ud i no the USSR 

I ~m happy to walc:ome you to Dublin C~&tle to participate in thi9 

briefing en the Informal Meeting which ha$ Just t•k•n place. 

The pu~po~& of our meeting wa$ tc up-date our politic-.l 

. evaluation of recent devalopm~nts in East~rn Europe •nd to look 

at the programme for Community action in the pe~iod ahaad. lt 

was an extremely useful and timely meeting. Our a>:c:hi\nga o,f 

views giva. us a good ~ommon a.sassment pf what we must de. 

It wa5J es you knew~ an inform~l meeting and of course there ar• 

no formal c:onclu~ions. But I would lika to mention some of the 

main point• th•t emsrQed from our discu•aion. 

The EC/Twelve are determined to m.ka their contribution to 

ensurinQ that the prcceas cf chanQe on our continent will ba tc 

~he advantage of all. 

The Community's own intagr~tion process is of central impcrt~nca 

in ~ny consideration of thm future of Europe. We ~eeffi~mad our 

commitment to this purpose. 
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Last December the Community conc:luded a trade end ccopar•tion 

~Qreement with the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union has embarked 

on lii\rge-sc:ale progr.amme of pcli ti c:a.l and ec:onomic: 

re!Structuring. W@ support ths efTorts of Mr Gorbac:hav to 

tranafcrm hia country. We will · cc:intim.te OLtr c:oopere.tion with the 

Soviet Union in our trade an~ cooperation agr•ement ~swell &9 in 

the political di~logu& we have instituted, and through the CBCE 

):)rCC:E!!IS. w~ want to promote the procas~ of liberalisation in 

Central and East~rn Europ~. We support the movement tow.ards 

pluraligt democracy. in accordance with tha rule of l~w, ~ully 

human 

opportunities to all. 

rights and offering ec:iual elec:toral 

We ~lso support the intentions of tha 

countries cf Centr~l and Eastern Europa to ch~nge towards more 

m.rkat-ori~nted economie$. 

we all saw the · Council of Europe 8$ a Body which can help the 

countries of Centr~l and Eastern Europe in their afforts to 

transform themselves into plur~list democracies bas•d en the rul• 

of alw and respecting hum~n ri;hts, 

we discusa~d tha proposals to organise• maating of the Heads o~ 

Government of the 35 . p~rticipating CSCE States in the cour•• of 

this Y•~r. The Political Committee will ex•mine this proposal 

carefully. Th• CSCE, which 1nclude5 all European Count;ries, 

except Albania, as well •• the US •nd Canada, has proved its 

worth.~ a process in which wide-ranging cccp•r•ticn covering the 

whole continent and e~tendin; acre•• the Atlantic can be 
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It• validity today is undiminished. 

Ws sh•ll ba continuing to consider, et future meetings, tha 

future shape cf cur continent ~s ~ r~.ult of the transformations 

now takinQ place. 

We h«d a vmry interesting repo~t irom Vice-President Andriessan 

following his visit~ to Prague, Sofi~ and Bucharast and w• 
expressed our appreciation of, and continued support fer, the 

work undert~ken by tha Commi9~ion both in the Community framework 

and within tha Group of Twenty-Four. We also heard most 

inter~sting reports and comment& from cthar colleagues. 

Reg~rding tha various bilateral agreements b~twean the Community 

and countria. of Central and Eastern Europa, we - 4elt that the 

Ccun~il would decide r~pidly on Ccmmia.ion d~aft directives for a 

trade and aconomic cooperafion aQreement with Czechoslovakia and 

revi5ed directives for a similar agreement with Romani•, Wa 

noted with satisfaction that negctiaticns with Bulgaria and tha 

GDR should be concluded rapidly~ 

We egred that ther• should be a prompt and effective rasponse 

from t~e Community to urgant requests from Poland and Romania for 

food aid. We greatly appreciate the effective way the Commission 

ha9 fulfilled its recant r•sponsibilities in this area. 

We thou;ht that a positive response should be given with the 
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Grcup o~ Twenty-Four to requests from ether cguntries in Central 

and Eastern EurcpQ who have emb~rked en political reforms to 

bacom& beneficiaries of coordinated ~ssistance. The Community 

will take thG initiatives which corr&spcnd to its leedin; role in 

the Group of Twenty-Four, 

We agr•ed to ex~mine in a pogit;ive spirit any futur& Commission 

proposals for project ~ssistance, in the liQht of •ach country's 

need and charactaristic5, to the ~ountries of Central and Eastern 

Europe including proposals en Community training •nd e~change 

shceme1p. 

We notad tha import~nce of the initiative on the Bank for 

European Reconstruction and Oev&lopment and issues concernin; it. 

WE noted the views of the Commission on budgetary rasources 

needad in the context of cooperation with, and assiatance to, 

countriss in Central and Eastsrn Europe end the comments cf 

d~legations on these view~. We agreed that we will discuss this 

~ubjact further once the CommisJsionr9 prcpo••ls have been 

tabled. 

The discussion in which my collaaguss and I engaged this evening 

was datailEd and comprehensive, covering both th• political and 

economic aspects of our rel~tion& with Csntr~l and Eastern 

Europe. 
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I would s~y th~t t~ree pcints clearly emerged frcm cur 

stren;thened hcpe that th~ divi&Jions of Euro~~ c•n finally 

be ovmrcome ~nd that r~l~tions betw~en th• countri•• of this 

continent, •s well a~ the US and C•nad-, can at last be 

built on a genuine and enduring basis cf mutual cooparation 

and ~acurity; 

renewed deterrnination · th~t the European Ccmmunity will fully 

assume its responsibility to give ev&ry possibl& assistance 

to h~lp bring about this transfo~mation; 

deep~ned awareness th~t cur own growing integration and 

coh~sion are essenti~l to our ability to fulfil this role. 

Thank you. 



! • 
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